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Abstract—Motivated by the lack of the study in developing 

miniaturized and low-cost biomimetic robots, we proposed a novel 
robotic fish with customized electromagnetic actuations. It has four 
degrees of freedom (DoF), which is capable of reaching any position 
in a 3-D space. The system design is introduced in the paper. The 
design covers its mechanical structure, motion control, and its 
communication for human-robot-interaction. The exterior shape of 
the robotic fish was optimized to minimize the power consumption in 
the operation. In prototyping, the exterior body of the robot was 
modeled in SolidWorks and materialized using rapid prototyping 
(RP) technology, and the electromagnetic drivers were customized as 
swing actuators for the propulsion of the robotic fish. For robotic 
control, AVR microcontrollers by Atmel were adopted, and the 
human-robot interaction was through the Bluetooth communication 
to minimize the needs of using a large number of sensors. In the 
experiments, the intents of an operator were captured by gesture 
sensors from hand signals, and the programs were developed to 
translate the human operator’s inputs into the motion commends of 
the robotic fish. The tests on the prototyped robot have shown the 
feasibility of (1) customizing electromagnetic actuators for a robotic 
fish and (2) involving human operator in the control system to reduce 
the needs of sensors and increase the capability of robot to deal with 
uncertainties. The robotic fish has been miniaturized greatly. The 
proposed design concepts have their significance to be extended in 
developing other biomimetic robots, including medical robots. 
 

Keywords—Robotic fish; biomimetic robots; human-computer 
interaction; electromagnetic drives. 

I. INTRODUCTION 
Robots are known to people with their efficiency, 

productivity, and autonomy. Robots are developed to replace 
human workers in performing dangerous, dirt, or boring tasks 
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in various applications [24-27]. Robots have been widely 
applied in manufacturing and industry environments since the 
1965s [1]. The advancement of robotic technologies depends 
greatly on that of artificial intelligence. With a rapid 
development of information technologies (IT), recently 
developed robots are diversified, miniaturized, and multi-
functional; in some cases, the collaborations among robots or 
with human users are required to synergize the team efforts 
[14,15]. Various robots have been designed for different 
applications [1] [2]. One of the emerging research fields is the 
development of biomimetic underwater robots [1-5]; existing 
biomimetic technologies are facing challenges in making 
robots competitive to underwater creatures. It is generally 
agreed that the main challenges are caused by the fundamental 
difference of a marine animal and an artificial machine; for 
example, the skin of a marine animal is soft, wet and flexible, 
while the exterior of a robot is usually dry and rigid. With the 
evolution of over thousands of years, a biological system 
adapts its living environment perfectly; it is desirable to have 
an artificial machine, which is capable of responding its 
application environment like a creature [18,21-22]. However, 
a biological system is so complex, and it is impossible to 
completely mimic its behaviors and functions with a man-
made robot. Taking into consideration of the cost factor and 
the limitations of available materials, the functional 
requirements of a biomimetic robot should be more focused 
and realistic [6]. 

This paper is focused on the development of a robotic fish. 
Existing robotic fishes can be classified in different ways. For 
example, different components in a robot can be actuated for 
swimming. The actuated components can be body segments, 
caudal fins, median fins, or a combination of these 
components, such as body and caudal fin (BCF) or median and 
paired fins (MPF). The swimming pattern affects the 
performance of a robotic fish. The swimming pattern with 
BCF can achieve a greater thrust and acceleration; while the 
swimming pattern with MPF can obtain a better mobility and 
higher efficiency of propulsion. It is appropriate in a low-
speed movement [7]. The first robotic fish, which was also 
known as ‘RoboTune’, was developed by Massachusetts 
Institute of Technology (MIT) in 1994 [8]. This robot was 
driven by BCF and it imitated the swimming mode of tuna. 
Shao et al. [9] introduced a robotic fish with multiple joints 
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inside the body. The joints were driven by DC servomotors, 
and the robot was proposed to be applied in the collaborative 
transportation. That robot was equipped with a powered tailfin 
to refine the robot motion. In the robot built by Zhang et al. 
[11], the power source was placed on the thruster of a long 
dorsal. This design was inspired by a "gymnarchus niloticus", 
whose  long dorsal fin provides the main propulsion when it 
hunts or swims in a low speed. It can be classified as MPF. 

It is worth to note that the types of actuators are one of the 
critical factors in the design of a robot. Actuators of 
conventional robots are mostly servomotors with rotational 
motions. In recent years, some actuators with new driving 
materials, such as piezoelectric ceramics and shape memory 
alloys (SMA), have been applied to drive robotic fishes. For 
example, Nguyen et al. [4] used a type of lightweight 
composite piezoelectric ceramic actuators (LIPCAs) to drive a 
robotic fish. Both of theoretical analysis and experiment 
showed that the maximized thrust occurred when the fin 
wiggled at the frequency of 3.7 Hz, and the maximized speed 
could reach 7.70 cm/s. SMA-actuators have shown their 
advantages on compact structure, noiseless operation, and low 
driving voltage. Wang et al. [12] used shape memory alloy 
wires to drive a micro-robotic fish. SMA wires were embedded 
in the fish body for propulsion. They argued that SMA-based 
actuators were very advantageous as the drivers in biomimetic 
fins; since the mechanisms to store or convert potential energy 
could be integrated into biomimetic fins to improve the 
swimming efficiency. 

Besides the robotic structures and driving actuators, the 
dimensional optimization is also important. Analytical models 
were developed to build the relational models of design 
parameters and system performances. Vo et al. [3] developed a 
theoretical model to maximize its forward speed for a robotic 
fish under the given design restraints. The robotic fish was a 
carangiform-like fish with three joints, and the design 
parameters under the consideration were the amplitudes, 
frequencies and phase differences of actuators. The genetic 
algorithm (GA) was combined with the hill-climbing algorithm 
(HCA) to optimize all those design parameters, and the design 
results were validated through the experiments. Chang et al. 
[13] developed a hydrodynamic model to analyze the 
swimming behaviors of a robotic fish; they applied this model 
to evaluate three shapes of caudal fins including popular 
crescent-shaped fins,  semicircle-shaped fins and fan-shaped 
fins. Their results showed that a caudal fin with a crescent-
shape produced a lower thrust in comparison with the fin with 
a semi-circle or a fan-shape; however, the corresponding 
efficiency was the highest among three shapes. 

Despite numerous researches on robotic fishes, further 
developments are demanding to design miniaturized and low-
cost robots [23].  Therefore, we are motivated to explore the 
possibility of using low-cost electromagnetic drivers and 
involving human operators in the control loop to reduce the 
robot cost and increase its manipulability in the operation. A 
new biomimetic fish is designed; it is driven by customized 

electromagnetic actuators and it can be controlled remotely by 
users via wireless communication. To our knowledge, it is the 
first time where electromagnetic actuators are customized as 
swing actuators in robotic fishes. The rest of paper is 
organized as follows. In Section 2, the working principle of 
electromagnetic actuation is introduced; in Section 3, the 
designs of main components of the robotic fish are discussed, 
and the controlling and communication system are prototyped. 
In Section 4, the experiments are provided to illustrate the 
feasibility of using electromagnetic drivers and wireless 
control via human and robot interaction. Finally, in Section 5, 
our works are summarized and the future research in this field 
is introduced briefly. 

II. WORKING PRINCIPLE OF ELECTROMAGNETIC ACTUATION 
Actuators in a robotic fish perform the similar functions of 

muscles in an animal. Three types actuators discussed in 
Section 1 were fully rotational serve motors, piezoelectric 
actuators, and SMA-based actuators. The costs for these 
actuators are relative high. In this section, the feasibility of 
customizing electromagnetic actuators for swing actuation is 
investigated to reduce the cost of a robotic fish.  

A. Structure of Actuator  
The main component in an electromagnetic actuator is the 

magnetic object. A driving force occurs to the magnetic object 
when it is exposed to a magnetic field; such a driving force can 
be used to move the parts, which have the connection with the 
magnetic object. Fig. 1 has shown the structure of a specific 
electromagnetic actuator; it has been applied in the proposed 
robotic fish. The actuator includes three main components, i.e., 
coils, magnets, and the swing rod. When the power supply is 
on, it generates the current passing through coils; in turn, the 
coils for the magnetic field around the magnet object. 
Therefore, the magnet object is subjected to a driving force 
within the magnetic field, and the magnitude of the driving 
force can be controlled by the level of current. In the 
illustrated configuration, the swing rod is forced to move 
under the magnetic field by magnet object is aligned with that 
of coils.  

 
Fig.1. Principle of a specific electromagnetic actuator 

 
Fig.2. The setup of an actuator on robotic fish 

All of joints in the proposed robotic fish are driven by such 
type of electromagnetic acturator. However, the size and 
capacity of an actuator can be varied based of the driving  
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requirement. Fig. 2 has shown the setup when the actuator is 
installed on the robotic fish. The set up for the actuator 
includes the following parts:  

Mounting 
bracket: 

it is used to mount actuator over the body of 
robotic fish; 

Electromag
netic coils: 

it generates a magnetic field when there is a 
current passing through coils; 

Magnet 
objects: 

it activates the movement when the driving 
force becomes available; 

Fin: it serves an interface to convert internal 
driving force into the pushing force from the 
residential environment. 

B. Control of Actuator 
It can be seen that changing the current in coils causes the 

oscillating motion of the swing fin, the direction of motion 
depends on the direction of current, and the magnitude of 
driving force is proportional to that of the current. Therefore, 
controlling such an actuator is all about to control the current 
in the coils. A direct current is also proportional to the voltage 
U applied in the circuit. To simplify the actuator, the voltage U 
is given as a waveform in Fig. 3, and the width of the 
waveform pulse is controlled by the Pulse-width modulation 
(PWM). 

 
Fig.3. The voltage of electromagnetic actuator 

The swing direction of the fin depends eventually on the 
sign of voltage applied on the coils. As shown in Fig. 4, when 
the voltage over the coils is positive, the fine swings towards 
to left; otherwise, it moves to the right when the voltage 
becomes positive.  

 
Fig.4. Swing direction depending on the positive or negative voltage  

The operation of the proposed actuator is simple; however, 
its behaviors are very close to those of real fish. The fins on 
fish only have simple swings, yet, the simple swings are 
efficient so that fish has elegant and agile movement in water. 

III. INTEGRATED DESIGN OF ROBOTIC FISH 
In this section, the integrated design of the robotic fish is 

introduced, and four major tasks are the design of exterior 
body, the setups of actuators, motion control, and wireless 
communication for human robot interaction.  

A. Design of exterior body 
The body of the robotic fish serves as the house for all of 

the electronic components; the manifolds of the exterior body 
also have a great impact on the power efficiency. The robotic 
fish should have an internal space enough to accommodate 
power supply modules, microcontroller, drive modules and the 
electronic accessories for communication. In addition, the 
interface should be available on the body to install the 
electromagnetic actuators outside the body shell. Meanwhile, 
the size and shape of the body determines the amount of the 
resistant force when the robotic fish moves in water; therefore, 
under the given volume of internal space, the body shape of 
the robotic shape was optimized to achieve an optimized 
hydrodynamic performance with the minimized resistant force. 
More specifically, the design criteria of the robotic fish are,  

The streamlined manifolds should be adopted to reduce 
resistant force and achieve better hydrodynamic performance. 

The volume of the body should be determined by the sum of 
those for power supply modules, microcontroller, drive 
modules, and other accessories. In addition, the body should 
be sealed easily to the encapsulated space waterproof. 

The interface should be designed to connect inside 
components with the actuators at outside. The interface should 
also include the brackets to mount driving fins. 

 
Fig.5. Drawings of the finalized body of the robotic fish 

An iterative trial and error procedure was applied to 
optimize the size and shape of the robotic fish. At each step, 
all design criteria were considered to create a conceptual 
model of the robotic body in SolidWorks, and the model was 
then converted into a stereo lithography (STL) file for rapid 
prototyping. The prototyped body was verified to see if all of 
design criteria were satisfied optimally. The drawings of the 
finalized body were shown in Fig. 5. The exterior shape was 
streamlined, which was very easily made by three-dimensional 
printing.  

As shown in Fig. 6, the body has the cavity internally to 
accommodate electronic components. To assembly 
components together appropriately, the body was cut into two 
parts, i.e., the front part and the back part. After all of the 
components were placed in the cavity, two parts were then put 
back together. Note that the seals must be applied on the 
interface of two parts to prevent water leak. 
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Fig.6. Two parts of the shell 

To install swing fins, the body also included some features 
in local regions for the actuators; Fig. 7 has shown four slots to 
mount left, right, tail, back swing fins, respectively. 

 
Fig.7. Design details of slots to mount swing fins 

 
Fig. 8. Interfaces for switches and power supplies 

Note that underneath the mounting bracket of the tail fin in 
Fig. 7(d), the interface for the connections of internal and 
external components was designed. An interface allows 
charging batteries when they are used up; it also makes the 
switches of the circuit accessible from the outside the body. 
Fig. 8 has shown the locations of pins for the ground of 
battery, the ground of the circuit board, the positive electrodes 
of battery and circuit, respectively.  

The main properties of the finalized robotic body are 
included in Table 1. The total mass of the body is 6 (grams), 
and the total rounded-up volume is less than 5.9×104 (mm3), 
which has been greatly miniaturized.  

Table 1. Properties of finalized robotic body 
Item Value Unit 
Length 57 mm 
Width 30 mm 
Height 34.5 mm 
Mass 6 gram 

B. Actuation 
The actuators are specially designed so that their behaviors 

are swing oscillations similar to the moving patterns of fins on 
fish. The driven fins on the robotic fish swing left and right to 
get the propulsion from water for the movement. The amount 
of thrust force depends on the size, shape, and swing frequency 
of the fin. Cheng et al. [13] compared three different shapes of 
fins including crescent-shape, semi-circle shape, and fan-
shape. Their results showed that the fin with a crescent shape 
produced less a thrust force than the fins with other shapes. 
However, the fin with the crescent shape was the most efficient 
during cruising due to the less loss of the lateral power. 

Therefore, the selection of the fin shape depends on whether a 
higher thrust force or higher power efficiency is preferred.  

In the proposed robotic fish, four actuators are applied and 
mounted on tail, dorsal, and two pelvic positions, respectively. 
These actuators serve for different purposes as follows, 

Actuator on caudal fin: provide main thrust and assistive 
lateral force when it turns; 

Actuators on pelvic fins: provide main lateral force when 
it turns; 

Actuator on dorsal fin: provide the diving or floating 
force when it changes its depth. 

The setup of the actuators is shown in Fig. 9. All of them are 
placed in the corresponding slots on the shell of the robot 
body. The driving power for these actuators was from the 
internal circuit. 

 
Fig.9. The setup of actuators on the robotic fish 

C. Control and Communication 
The control system transfers control commends into actual 

motions of the robotic fish. The control commends are 
transmitted by the wires which connect external actuators to 
internal micro-controller and power supplies. The wired 
connections are essential to the communication, where control 
signals are transmitted to the actuators from the micro-
controller or human operator. Meanwhile, the feedbacks from 
the actuators or the environment are collected and transferred 
to the controller for the closed-loop control or decision-
making at a high level.  

 
Fig.10. Human operator in the closed-loop control system 

For some simple tasks, an open-loop control for an 
individual robot with the minimized number of sensors can 
fulfill tasks adequately. However, when the task becomes 
complicated, it needs the collaborative effort from a group of 
robots or with the interactive human intervention (Bi et al). 
Moreover, the human operator might serve as a superior sensor 
to observe changes in the environment and refine the motion of 
robot accordingly. In other words, it is advantageous to 
include the human operator in the closed-loop control system. 
Fig. 10 has illustrated an interactive control platform where a 
human operator can control the robotic fish directly by remote-
control panel. The main components in the control system are 
interactive controller, communication module, microcontroller, 
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drivers, actuators, and human operator. Human operator is 
responsible to monitor the movement of robotic fish, issue the 
interactive motion commends to the robot. The interactive 
controller is the receiver and executor of motion commends. 
The communication module is also responsible to transmit the 
acquired gesture signals and deliver control signals to 
actuators through Bluetooth.  

The AVR microcontroller Atmega8L by Atmel were 
selected as the microcontroller for the robotic fish. Its 
specifications meet the control requirements of the robotic fish 
satisfactorily. Due to the advanced technologies for the high-
density non-volatile memory, an Atmega8L chip has small size 
and low power consumption. In addition, the programs in its 
flash memory are rewriteable, and the reprogramming can be 
executed via an serial program interfaces (SPIs) including 
SCK, MOSI (input) and MISO (output). Table 2 gives the 
mapping of pins in SPIs.  

Table 2. Mappings of pins in serial program interfaces 

Signal Pin Description 
MOSI PB3 Data Input 
MISO PB4 Data Output 
SCK PB5 Timer 
The input and output (I/O) interfaces in the Atmega8L 

microcontroller are further illustrated in Fig. 11. Eight outputs 
are PWM_Turn_0, PWM_Turn_1, PWM_Tail_0, PWM_ Tail 
_1, PWM_Left_0, PWM_ Left _1, PWM_Right_0, and 
PWM_ Right _1; they are H-Bridge drive circuits. The 
interfaces set for downloading are MISO, MOSI, SCK, and 
ISP_RESET. RXD and TXD for a serial I/O communication. 
ADC0 ~ ADC5 are the interfaces to connect AD Converters. 

 
Fig.11. I/O configurations in the microcontroller 

The application of a robotic fish can be restrained by the 
communication mode. A variety of wireless communications 
are available; each communication mode has its advantages 
and disadvantages [16,19]. In our prototyping, the bluetooth 
communication was selected mainly because it involves a low 
cost and it has been widely used in many industrial 
applications. For examples, the majority of personal digital 
assistants (PDA), such as smart phones and ipad, support the 
bluetooth communication. Therefore, it becomes feasible for a 
human operator to interact with the robotic fish via a smart 
phone or ipad. Fig. 12 has shown the communication system of 
the robotic fish.  

 
Fig.12. The communication system of the robotic fish 

In the prototyping system, the selected buletooth module 
was BLK-MD-BC04-B, which was developed based 
BlueCore4-Ext by the CSR Company in U.K. The module is 
compatible to universal asynchronous receiver/transmitter 
(UART) and SPI interfaces. Furthermore, it has the advantages 
of a low cost, low consumption, small size, and high sensitivity 
of transmission. This module was adopted to communicate the 
micro-controller with a few of external devices. 

D. Human robot interaction 
A robot is a typical mechatronic device with an integration 

of mechanical system, electronic and electrical system, sensing 
system, computing and control system [17, 20].  In particular, 
the level of intelligence of a robot relies greatly on the 
information visibility in the environment. To acquire 
information from the environment, various sensors, such as 
encoders, cameras, sonars, and range finders, can be applied to 
obtain different types of information. The feedbacks from 
sensors are essential to implement closed-loop controls.      

With the objective of the low cost, it is impractical to 
include a large number of sensors for the robotic fish. 
However, involving the human operator in the control system 
alleviates this problem greatly. Human operator can monitor 
the movement of the robotic fish and the environment directly. 
Through the remote controller, the commends to the robotic 
fish can be refined readily to adapt the changes of environment 
directly. Therefore, the interactive remote controller by the 
human operator serves for two purposes: (1) collect gesture 
signals from the attitude sensors from the operator, and (2) 
send and receive data as a signal transceiver. Accordingly, the 
human operator is responsible to (1) Observe the robotic fish 
and its application environment, and (2) make the decisions for 
the motion of robot, and issue control signals to the 
microcontroller via the control panel. 

The most important components of the control system is the 
Atmega8L chip, and it is connected to other components in the 
system including power modules, the communication module 
and the module for ADXL335 sensors. Fig. 13 shows the 
configuration of the interactive controller. The microcontroller 
is required to capture gesture signals from ADXL335 sensors, 
and it also sends control signals to actuators via the bluetooth 
communication.  
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Fig.13. Configuration of interactive controller 

ADXL335 is a three-axis accelerometer, which is capable of 
measuring the accelerations along three directions. One can 
calculate the posture of the robot based on the accelerations. If 
an acceleration is high, the inclination angle of the posture is 
large. The output of ADXL335 is the voltage signal so it can 
be transferred easily by an AD Converter. The specifications 
of ADXL335 are shown in Table 3. 

Table 3. The specifications of ADXL335 
Item Parameter 
Voltage  3~5 V 
Current 400 uA 
Output  Voltage 
Temp. -40 ~ 85° 

IV. PROTOTYPING AND EXPERIMENTS 
The aforementioned components were assembled as a 

robotic fish. The overall volume and weight were measured. 
As shown in Table 4, it was found that the overall dimensions 
of the robotic fish are 77.84 mm in length, 48.80 mm in width, 
and 35.84 mm in height with a tolerance of ±0.02 mm, 
respectively; its total weight is 25.61 g with a tolerance of 
±0.01 g. The robotic fish was greatly miniaturized in 
comparison with other existing robotic fishes reported in the 
literature.  

Table 4. Physical properties of the robotic fish  
Parameters Values 
Length 77.84 ±0.02 mm 
Width 48.70 ±0.02 mm 
Height 35.84 ±0.02 mm 
Mass 25.61 ±0.01 g 

The moving speed is an important measure for the robotic 
fish. Therefore, the robot was tested for two types of motion, 
i.e. the maximized forward speed and the maximized turning 
speed.  

When the robotic fish swings its caudal fin, the thrust force 
is generated, and it moves forward. If the robotic fish swings 
one of its pelvic fins, it turns left or right depending on which 
pelvic fin takes action. For example, if the robotic fish swings 
its right pelvic fin and keep the caudal fin on the left, it turns 
left eventually. Otherwise, if it swings its left pelvic fin keep 
the caudal fin on the right, it turns right instead. The recorded 
sequence of the forward motion is shown in Fig. 14. The 
measured forward speed was 25.95 mm/s. 

 
 

 
 
 
 

Fig.14. The recorded sequence of the forward motion 
The recorded sequence of the turning motion is shown in 

Fig. 15. The measured maximized turning speed was 40 °/s. 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig.15. The recorded sequence of the turning motion 

V. SUMMARY AND FUTURE WORKS 
Distributed intelligence seems the most effective strategies 

to deal with the complexity of emerging engineering problems 
[16,19-22]. Instead of developing an integrated system with a 
higher level of complexity for advanced functionalities, a 
distributed system consists of a large number of modular 
systems; each module is autonomous, but they can collaborate 
with each other to achieve high-level goals at the system level. 
Due to the number of modules, the cost effectiveness of the 
distributed intelligence depends on how well to miniaturize 
sizes and weights, and to reduce the costs of modules. It is our 
understanding that little work has been done on the structural 
optimization of robotic fishes for the reduction of size, weight, 
and eventually the cost. We are motivated to design a compact 
robotic fish by (1) simplifying the configurations of the 
propulsion systems, (2) customizing low-cost electronic-
magenitic actuators, (3) minimizing the body of robotic fish 
with the consideration of hydrodynamic performance, and (4) 
involving human operator in the control system to reduce the 
needs of sensors and increase the flexibility and robustness of 
the robotic fish. The design concept has been implemented and 
the prototyped robotic fish was tested. It was found feasible to 
use the customized electronic magnetic actuators to drive a 
robotic fish. In addition, the integrated interface allows a 
human operator interact with the robotic fish directly. The 
prototyped fish was miniaturized into a volume within 
78×49×36 mm3 and the total weight of 25.6 grams. The 
maximized forward and turning speeds from the measurements 
were 25.95 mm/s and 40 °/s, respectively. It should note that 
the ideas of using customized electromagnetic actuators and 
involving human operator in control system are applicable to 
other robotic designs when the size, weight, and cost are 
critical factors to the applications.          

The main purpose of the presented work was to explore the 
feasibility of using customized electromagnetic actuators in 
biometric robots and involving human operator in the control 
system to miniaturize robots. The prototyped robotic fish is 
preliminary, and we have identified the following areas to 
extend our research in the field: (1) to optimize the 
configurations of driving systems for higher speed and agility; 
for example, include multiple actuators on a fin; (2) to develop 
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comprehensive kinematic and dynamic model for advanced 
control of the robotic fish; (3) to investigate the scalability of 
the system, so that the developed methods can be applied to 
any scale of robot in terms of sizes, weight, and working 
capacity; (4) to study the coordination and collaboration of 
robotic team for distributed intelligence; (5) extend the 
developed methods for other types of biomimetic. 
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Abstract – This article presents a new model explaining product 

development from the perspective of product generation 
development. It is understood to be the development of a new 
generation of technical products by both specific carryover as well as 
significant new development of partial systems. New development 
shares may be based on shape variation as well as on a variation of 
the solution principle (principle variation). New product generations 
are always based on a reference product giving the basic structure. 
The reference product is understood to be a precursory or competing 
product, on the basis of which a new product generation is to be 
developed. This article presents examples of development practice 
and additional results of surveys that empirically support the 
explanation model. It is aimed at defining a systematic approach to 
supporting the characterization of development projects for new 
product generations. 
 

Keywords – Product generation development, reference product, 
new development share 

I. INTRODUCTION AND MOTIVATION 
A few days ago, Google stopped the test phase of “Google 

Glass” and its further development. According to reports of 
the media, acceptance problems and technical deficiencies 
caused the project to fail. The development of Google Glass 
doubtlessly was a project that differed from many other 
development projects. But what type of project was it? Was it 
a new construction, a modular innovation project, or how can 
the project be classified? According to Schumpeter [1], an 
innovation would have required success on the market. And it 
was no new construction, because reference products, such as 
“glasses” or the “android software” in smartphones did 
already exist. The solution principles and major subsystems of 
the reference products were directly transferred to the new 
project. However, these highly creative development activities 
do not represent a classical adaptation construction. In the 
opinion of the authors, classical development methodology is 
still lacking appropriate explanation models to correctly 
describe the above-mentioned challenges associated with the 
development of technical products.  

The following chapters will first highlight major research 
relating to classical development methodology and innovation 
management. The explanation model of product generation 
development given below represents a further development of 
these classical approaches. The synthesis project will be 
characterized by the basic activities of principle and shape 
 

 

variations. These variation activities are mostly combined to 
develop partial systems of a product. An empirical study 
reveals the importance of product generation development in 
practice. The need for future in-depth studies of this process 
by new construction methodology research approaches will be 
outlined. 

II. ESTABLISHED PERSPECTIVES OF DESIGN METHODOLOGY 
AND INNOVATION MANAGEMENT 

A. Types of product development from the classical design 
methodology point of view 

The classic design methodology distinguishes between a 
generating and a corrective approach. For corrective approach 
carrying over of parts or only minor changes to existing 
solution principles are typical. In order to minimize efforts due 
to changes with a generating approach new solutions are 
initiated by means of “abstraction and subsequent 
concretization process. [2] 

In addition to this characterization Pahl and Beitz [3] 
differentiate product development projects in three categories: 
new construction, adjustment and variant construction. For 
their differentiation the degree of novelty, uncertainty with 
regard to prevailing conditions and possibility of using 
familiar and dominating solution principles are used [3]: 

• A new construction results from the use of new solution 
principles or new combinations of known principles 
under changed framework conditions, with the 
development team having a large freedom of selection 
of means to implement the development objectives. 

• An adjustment construction requires the existence and 
use of already known and implemented solution 
principles under new framework conditions. The 
development objective is reached by using known 
means to solve new problems. In case of complex 
construction problems, a partial new construction or an 
integration of individual partial systems may be 
included.  

• A variant construction is based on the reuse of known 
and implemented solution principles under comparable 
framework conditions and their adaptation to the 
defined development objective. A variant construction 
in mechanics is characterized by a variation of 
individual parameters, such as dimensions or 
arrangements of components and assemblies. The 
objective is to meet quantitatively modified 
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requirements with minimum construction expenditure. 
Based on this perspective, the DIN standard 6789-3 

distinguishes between a technical product modification and a 
new construction as soon as a component or partial system of 
the product is exchanged to meet specific requirements.  

In contrast to these classical categories of development 
projects, recent literature increasingly pointed out that hardly 
any products are completely newly developed today. For 
economic and risk analysis reasons, it is aimed at reaching the 
desired functions and properties of a new product by minimum 
modifications of established solutions [4], [5]. Eckert points 
out that the improvement of existing products is the most 
frequent type of product development. Most products result 
from modifications. Reliably working components and partial 
systems of complex products are carried over to the largest 
possible extent in order to reduce the degree of technical 
novelty, potential risks, and required investments e.g. in 
production facilities. 

The degree of novelty of a product, hence, is defined not 
only by the number of newly developed partial systems, but 
also by an improvement of functions and properties of existing 
components and assemblies or an extension of their scope of 
application. 

B. Product Development from the Innovation Management 
Point of View 
Innovations are of decisive importance to companies for being 
permanently successful in competition. According to 
Schumpeter [1], an innovation is the successful establishment 
of an invention on the market. 
Henderson and Clark [6] distinguish four types of product 
innovation: 

• Incremental innovations from constructive 
modifications of components and their relationships 
to each other. Due to the limited scope of 
modification, the technical and economic risks are 
rather low. However, the economic potential also is 
rather limited. Incremental innovations can be 
planned and controlled well. 

• Architectural innovations are based on a new 
configuration of already known and established 
functional units. They often force companies to 
restructure their knowledge. Another way of fulfilling 
the function, however, is also associated with 
economic potentials at moderate technical risks. 

• Modular innovations are characterized by an 
exchange of individual functional units, while the 
basic system structure is maintained. They are 
associated with increased potentials of economic 
competitiveness, but also with accordingly increased 
risks. 

• Radical innovations are not only characterized by an 
exchange of individual functional units, but also by a 
new configuration of the system structure. The 
development processes and market potentials are 
subject to high uncertainties. A considerable amount 
of new knowledge has to be newly generated or 
acquired. 

The problematic of such classification of innovations lies in 
the fact that it can only be retrospectively assessed whether a 
product was successful on a market and represents an 
innovation. Hence, the numerous failures in product 
development are not considered. Failure is not an exception, 
but the rule. 

Companies have to consider customer needs and 
requirements in many (partially conflicting) dimensions 
already in the development and validation phases of product 
development due to innovation pressure on a market. 
Examples of dimensions are functionality and cost-benefit 
aspects. According to the Kano Model [7] basic as well as 
performance and fascination requirements of the above named 
dimensions should be posed. These are modified in the course 
of product development cycle [8] and adapted to each product 
generation depending on current requirements and constraints 
of the market. The Kano model (Figure 1) and the model of 
the product life cycles (Figure 2) are demonstrated below. 
Based on Kano model new products need new fascination 
attributes because with time they degrade to basic and 
performance attributes (for ex. across multiple product 
generations) [9]. 

 
Fig. 1 Kano model [9];  

 

 
Fig. 2 Product lifecycle of product generations [8] 

 
The defined objective is to establish a largely innovative 

product on the market and, at the same time, to newly develop 
certain partial systems only. As a) non-compliance with basic 
requirements results in the dissatisfaction of the customer and 
b) the risk associated with the variation of a solution principle 
often is much higher, it is recommended to meet basic 
requirements with minimum shape variations and, hence, 
minimum risk and to change the product structure slightly 
only, if possible. At the same time, the available resources are 
to be concentrated on the development of performance and 
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attractiveness features (for differentiation) in order to enhance 
the innovation potential of a product and to extend the lifetime 
of innovations on the market. This can be achieved by a 
specific focus on selected partial systems in the planning 
phase of the product generation development already.  

III. PRODUCT GENERATION DEVELOPMENT AS A NEW 
PERSPECTIVE FOR DESIGN RESEARCH 

A. Definitions and distinction to the existing state of the art 
Pahl and Beitz [3] as important representatives of classical 

design research acknowledge that product development 
projects usually cannot be classified as new design, variant- or 
adjusted constructions. 

The authors of this article are convinced that the most 
development projects can be described as product generation 
development projects in practice. Hence, they propose to use 
this term. An explanation model will be developed and 
explained below. The present article is not intended to present 
an entirely new observation, but to combine the (so far 
fragmented) elements of current research in a new explanation 
model that reflects the “natural” conditions of development 
practice and enables research to develop useful methods and 
processes to master the challenges of product development. 
On the other hand, the explanation model is to serve as a basis 
of qualitative and quantitative planning, classification, 
description, and management of a project development task. 
The focus lies on the development practice of companies. 

Product generation development is understood to be the 
development of a new generation of technical products by 
both a specific carryover (CO) and new development of partial 
systems. The shapes of new technical developments of 
individual functional units result from the activity of shape 
variation (SV) and the variation of solution principles, 
hereinafter referred to as the activity of principle variation 
(PV). New product generations are always based on a 
reference product that defines large parts of the basic 
structure. A reference product is understood to be a precursory 
or competing product, on the basis of which a new product 
generation is to be developed. The new development shares of 
a new product generation are to result in features for 
distinction of the new product from the reference product.  

From the above perspective, a distinction of new, 
adjustment, and variant constructions is hardly reasonable. 
Instead, the shares of the different types of constructions have 
to be evaluated. While certain functional units are developed 
by means of a new solution principle (principle variation), 
other partial systems can be redesigned using existing solution 
principles (shape variation). Shape variation is based on using 
an existing solution principle of a reference product, while 
function-determining properties are varied. This existing 
solution principle may be the result of a technology or pre-
development project or it may be derived from products, in 
which similar partial functions were implemented efficiently.  

In a product generation development process the share of a 
new development of solution principles often is far smaller 
than that of new developments by shape variation, which may 

also lead to innovative solutions, i.e. solutions that are 
successful on the market. Hence, several new development 
shares of partial systems of a product can be distinguished in a 
new product generation: 

• New development of a partial system of a product 
generation by principle variation (PV), e.g. by 
adaptation from products having similar functions 
and properties in other contexts or by the systematic 
search for alternative solution principles using e.g. 
construction catalogs or creativity techniques. 

• New development of a partial system by shape 
variation (SV), with a known (and established) 
solution principle being carried over from a reference 
product or the general state of the art and the 
function-determining properties being varied to 
enhance the competitiveness, performance, and/or 
quality of fulfilling the function. Shape variation 
represents the most frequent activity of product 
development and a highly creative and complex 
process. An example is the enormous increase in the 
power density of gear drives by an optimization of 
flank geometry, material, state of the material, 
production process, and lubrication.  

• Carryover of partial systems, i.e. existing solutions of 
reference products or component suppliers are 
transferred to new product generations. This activity 
shall hereinafter be referred to as carryover (CO) and 
also has to be planned and controlled. Constructive 
adaptations are to be minimized, if possible. 

In the explanation presented above, the term "new 
development" plays a central role - not least because it is also 
often used in the development practice. In contrast to a "new 
construction" [3] in a new development, the matter is in the 
project, whose result (a technical construct, often a technical 
system consisting of several subsystems) in most cases 
includes a variety of constructive adjustments and variants of 
already known solution principles- and only few (or no) real 
new constructions with new solution principles in the sense of 
its classical definition. 

In the following sections the most important relationships of 
product generation development will be represented by 
mathematical models. Modeling is intended to facilitate 
planning and execution of development projects by estimating 
and planning a) the shares of carryover from reference 
products, b) the shares of new developments by shape 
variation, and c) the shares of new developments by a 
significant principle variation. Depending on the situation (on 
the market or at the company), an individual product 
development process can be planned and executed by 
selecting the respective types of modifications after assessing 
their risks and importance. 

A new product generation (Gn+1) consists of a set of partial 
systems (PS) that are carried over (CO), a set of newly 
developed partial systems by shape variation (SV), and a set of 
newly developed partial systems by principle variation (PV): 
 

        (1) 
        

 (2) 
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This way a new Generation can be described as: 
  

     (4) 
 
The share of carry over parts (δCO n+1) of a product generation 
is defined as: 
 

 

      (5) 
 

Analogiously, the parts of newly developed subsystems 
through shape variation (δGV n+1) and newly developed 
subsystems through principle variation (δPV n+1) can be 
calculated as follows: 
 

   
 (6) 

    
 (7) 

 
The entire new development share (δN n + 1) is, thus, 

calculated as sum of the individual new development parts 
from shape variation (δGV n + 1) and prociple variation (δPV n+1). 

The values δ selected in the projecting phase already are 
important parameters for planning a product development 
process. The actually realized values for δ, which may differ 
from the planned values, are important parameters for risk 
analysis and the validation of a product generation. The 
authors intend to develop methods to determine and plan the 
shares in the future.  

B. Challenges in the development of new product generations  
The solution space for improving a new product generation 

compared to reference products is often limited to a variation 
of the relevant shape and process parameters. Hence, it is a 
special challenge to creatively generate features in which new 
products differ from products already available on the market. 
On the (often prevailing) buyers’ market, a new product has to 
meet the customers’ requirements and to be easy to produce 
for being competitive. Again, the best solution is the simplest 
solution that works. System engineers are forced to creatively 
explore the solution space given by technical and economic 
objectives and framework conditions. The creativity of system 
engineers does not only consist in the development of new 
solution principles, but especially in the specific variation of 
the shape of a reference product or a partial system to ensure 
the best possible use of the potentials of the carried-over 
solution principles. For instance, the principle of the Otto 
engine has been known for a long time. Nevertheless, it is 

quite often succeeded in significantly improving its 
performance characteristics (e. g. torque, fuel consumption) by 
shape variation. As a result, product innovations are generated.  
 The objective of the development of a new product 
generation is to obtain a sufficient number of features to 
distinguish new products (from the existing product generation 
and from competing or expected products on the market) and 
to profitably commercialize the new product generation for a 
period envisaged. These features should be perceivable by the 
customers (on the same market) and allow for a clear 
distinction from reference products. Moreover, these features 
should also be justified from the point of view of the 
company, e.g. cheaper production due to the newly developed 
partial systems. Improved functions for the customer and a 
simultaneous decrease in the cost of production are no conflict 
in principle, but a development challenge [10 & 11]. 

Very early in the product generation development process, 
important decisions have to be made, which will largely 
determine the innovation potential of the product on the 
market. The paradox of construction holds: At an early stage, 
much can be done, but the consequences are hardly known. 
Later on, it is easy to assess, but changes can hardly be made 
[12]. A strictly methodological and model-based product 
generation development process may help to overcome this 
paradox or at least to reduce its risk. The methods, processes, 
and tools required for this purpose should be in the focus of 
future research into development methodology. 

IV. REFLECTION OF THE CLARIFICATION MODEL IN 
DEVELOPMENT PRACTICE 

 For a detailed analysis of product generation development, a 
systemic approach is chosen with a vehicle being used as an 
example. Such a technical product may be understood to be 
the sum of its elements or partial systems and their 
interactions [13]. Now, the results of an empirical study shall 
be presented. They reflect the relevance of the explanation 
model outlined in Chapter 3. 

A. Examples of typical product generation developments  
Product generation development shall now be illustrated 

with the development of the iPhone, of printing machines by 
Heidelberger Druckmaschinen AG or of the Porsche 911 
being used as examples (cf. Figure 3).  

 
Fig. 3 Product generation developments of G1 (left) to GN (right) 
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using the example of products from Porsche (a), Apple (b) and 
Heidelberger-Druck (c) 

 
For 50 years now, the Porsche 911 follows a similar basic 

concept (rear engine, 2+2 seats, etc.). In every generation, 
however, it is extended specifically by differentiation features. 
Examples are the adaptive front spoiler of the current 
generation (type 991), variable turbine geometry of the 
precursor generation (type 997), and the ceramic brake of its 
precursor (type 996). To reduce the expenditure, risk, and 
costs, it is often reasonable to maintain the basic structure of a 
reference product and to newly develop individual partial 
systems. Visible partial systems of the vehicle, such as the 
exterior (look-and-feel – SV), functions experienced by the 
customer, such as the ACC InnoDrive (fascination attribute – 
PV), and the engine (for reducing fuel consumption 
(performance attribute – SV) or meeting new legal 
requirements (basic attribute – PV or SV)) are newly 
developed. Other partial systems, such as wheel suspension, 
are carried over and integrated into the new generation. Such a 
mixed development process requires new methods and tools 
that have to be made subjects of research.  

As pointed out in Chapter 2, it is reasonable to meet basic 
requirements by slight modifications of reference systems, if 
possible, and, at the same time, to support the development of 
differentiation features. Attractiveness attributes degrade to 
performance and basic attributes with time. Hence, 
attractiveness and performance attributes have to be renewed 
or even replaced constantly in new product generations. A 
new product generation mostly consists of unchanged (carried-
over) subsystems, subsystems, whose shape was varied, and 
subsystems, whose principle was varied (cf. Figure 4). In line 
with the fractal character of a development process, these 
subsystems may be understood to be product generation 
development processes [14]. 

 
 

Fig. 4 System theory analysis of a vehicle in a product generation 
development process with the degree of renewal of the individual 

partial systems 

B. Empirical study about the relevance of the product 
generation development 
 The mathematical model presented in Chapter 3 allows a 
continuous classification of product development. The state of 
a pure adaptation construction (δN n+1 = 0%) or of a completely 
new construction according to the classical definition  
(δN n+1 = 100%) is reached at the extreme values only. In an 

online survey, development engineers of various companies 
and branches were asked to assess the development focus of 
their companies. Using a scroll bar, the respondents were to 
indicate whether the focus of their development activities lay 
on classical adaptation development (1), completely new 
development (100) or on mixed forms. The results of the 
survey are shown in Figure 5. In total, 247 development 
engineers participated in the online survey. Of these, 131 
answered all 33 questions. 

 
Fig. 5 Company focus: adjustment development of the existing 

products (1) till new developments (100) 

Although the results reflect the individual opinions of the 
respondents, they also confirm the need for a definition of 
product generation development as a basic development 
concept, as only 11% focus clearly on adaptation development 
(1-20) and 7% on new development (81-100). 
The survey started by asking for company characteristics 
providing information about the area of business. The 
companies are active mainly in the areas of mechanical 
engineering and plant construction as well as in automotive 
industry. Most (46%) of the respondents work at large 
enterprises (> 5000 employees). Small enterprises (< 250 
employees) have a share of nearly 25%. In Figure 6, the 
branches of the companies are represented.  

 

Fig 6. Companies’ focus across different sectors 

Over the different branches, no significant deviations from 
the average values can be found. Only branches, such as 
information and communication technologies or electronics 
and electrical engineering, tend to include companies with a 
higher new development share than e.g. companies of 
automotive industry. But in all branches not more than 20% of 
the answers can be assigned to the extreme cases of adaptation 
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development and new development. These findings are also 
true for the company sizes and ages. The corresponding 
distributions are shown in Figure 7. 

 

Fig 7. Companies’ focus across different company sizes (left) and –
age groups (right) 

Relatively small and relatively young companies only are 
characterized by a high new development share. This can be 
explained by their special situation and certainly is in 
agreement with general perception. 

V. DISCUSSION AND OUTLOOK 
It is evident from the results of Chapter 4 and work of other 

authors (see Chapter 2) that the practice of product 
development is largely characterized by the combination of 
various new development shares. The share of using a new 
partial solution in principle is rather small. Consequently, 
research of Albers et al. (Karlsruher Schule) concentrates on 
methods and processes supporting system and validation 
engineers in the development of new product generations by a 
specific shape variation requiring a sound understanding of the 
system or by the associative variation of solution principles. 
Research concentrates on a need-oriented support of methods 
and processes for the complete product development from the 
idea to the tested solution, the objective being to efficiently, 
safely, and innovatively develop complex and complicated 
products in the future. 

A promising approach is test-based development (TbD) 
using the X-in-the-Loop (XiL) methodology [15]. This 
approach efficiently couples virtual and physical models of the 
product, the surroundings, and the user in the development 
process. The product can be experienced and tested in its 
application environment also under real-time conditions. In 
case of a consistent product generation development, these 
models will be available already in the future and can be 
carried over or modified slightly. This allows for an early 
integration of customers to verify and validate new properties 
of a future product generation. The later customers can test a 
future product during its development phase in a type of “beta 
version” similar to software tests. The customers’ feedback 
can be incorporated directly in the further development of the 
product. Product generation developments can be supported 
by iPeM, the integrated product development model [16]. 
 Based on research into product generation development, it 
is possible to study new methods, processes, and tools for 
product development. Companies are enabled to successfully 
commercialize products with very large new development 

shares by principle variation (e.g. Google Glass) as well as 
products with large new development shares by shape 
variation (e.g. Porsche 911). 

The explanation model of product generation developments 
may be applied as a framework: In this context Google Glass 
may be understood to be the development of a first generation 
of data glasses by using the principles of their reference 
products “glasses” and “android software” and a large share of 
new developments by principle variation. 
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Propagative interactions of guided waves in
structured plates

Olivier Bareille, Christophe Droz, Jean-Pierre Lainé, and Mohamed N. Ichchou

Abstract—High-order waves’ propagation with low spatial
attenuation in broadband frequency range is here investigated as
an alternative to some structural health monitoring techniques
based on first-order wave propagation. It may encompass some
of the drawbacks encountered when dealing with boundary
conditions in 2D-waveguides or provide accurate wave-based
inspection techniques for heterogeneous or composite beams.
The wave propagation and scattering in a structured composite
component is studied using time-response analysis and compared
to the Wave Finite Element Methods’ predictions. These waves
are generated by pulse excitations of the medium. The results
are based on the propagation of high-order waves in a sandwich
plate made of transverse isotropic honeycomb core surrounded
by fiber-reinforced skins.

I. INTRODUCTION

FOR the last decades, numerical and experimental meth-
ods were extensively investigated to provide efficient

and accurate Structural Health Monitoring (SHM) and Non
Destructive Evaluation (NDE) techniques for automotive and
aerospace industry [1]. Conventional NDT techniques using
waves propagation are based on local ultrasonic phenomena.
At high frequencies, a dispersive medium can induce a fast
spatial decay of the waves amplitude. As a consequence,
it becomes difficult to use the amplitude from reflected or
transmitted signals for detection purpose and let alone for any
monitoring use. However, for given structural configurations
like in thin plate-like structures, waves like Lamb waves are
prone to travel relatively long distances within the plates
thickness. Such a waveguide architecture is often present in
structures (ribbed plates, pipes, beam-like elongated compo-
nents...).

Lamb’s waves have been intensively studied and applica-
tions have been proposed for structural health monitoring,
based on guided waves interactions [2]–[4]. Wilcox & al.
[5] have used various experimental instruments in order to
generate and measure such waves. Electromechanical devices
as weel as piezoelectric sensor-actuator elements have been
designed and field-tested [6]. Depending on the application,
some types of waves are preferred to others [7]. As a con-
sequence, even if the A0 Lamb’s wave exhibit a large out-
of-plane surface displacement, modes with a much smaller
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Fig. 1. The finite element model and geometry of the ribbed panel

amplitude like the S0 or even the in-plane motion of the SH0
mode can be preferably used and therefore the ability of the
transducer pairs to generate and to measure them must be
assessed [5].

When interacting with singularities, scattering and wave-
mode conversions offer as many clues to the presence of these
latter. However, based on numerical simulations, sensitivity
analysis are still needed and reliable model for interpretation
still need to be established to estimation both precise location
and level of severity.

For such a purpose, the Wave Finite Element Method
(WFEM) is particularly adapted. It uses Bloch’s theorem
[8] to provide significant reduction of the modelling effort,
since it combines the Periodic Structures Theory (PST) with
commercial finite element packages [9], [10]. Therefore, wave
dispersion characteristics of a waveguide whose cross-section
is modelled with FEM can be derived by solving a small
quadratic eigenvalue problem [11].

A. Stiffened panel case study

Guided waves occurrence is not limited to structures whose
shape exhibits a significant elongation in one direction. In-
deed, guided waves can be generated in other structures with
specific inner-structure settings. This can be illustrated by the
following results obtained for a stiffened panel under harmonic
point excitation.

The structure of the panel is depicted in figure 1. The
flexural displacement field is a combination of vibrational
patterns among which, for a given frequency, arise some
singular behaviors. For instance, in the present case, at 2kHz,
far below the range of application for Rayleigh or Lamb
waves, some mechanical energy is distributed on wave-like
components as shown on figure 2. The magnitude pattern
of such guided-wave might be significantly affected by any
unexpected singularities which would be present along its
traveling path.
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Fig. 2. Guided-wave component of the displacement field for the ribbed panel
at 2kHz. The unit in z-axis is in meter.

As a concluding remark here and a preamble to what is
going to be developed in the following sections, the use of
structural waves can be motivated by there range of frequency
and by the properties of their spatial distribution. Even for fre-
quencies far below the Rayleigh-Lamb wave applications’ ones
(¡ 100 kHz), in the mid-frequency range, longer-wavelength
long-distance control procedures can be foreseen. As a conse-
quence, in the next sections, the propagative waves will be the
physical phenomenon that will be considered to support the
structural health analysis. However, their sensitivity to local
singularities still need to be tested, before they can prove to
help identifying local mechanical settings and properties.

B. Higher-order waves

Although wave-based methods are extensively employed in
the offshore and aerospace industries for inspecting defects
and cracks in 1D and 2D waveguides, these approaches are
often involving first-order waves, such as the flexural, or Lamb
waves for beams, plates, laminated or sandwich panels, and
torsional waves in pipelines inspection [12]. However, when
composite or large-scaled 1D waveguides are considered, first-
order waves can be prone to coupling effects, or unaffected
by localized defects. In this case higher-order, or localized
waves may be used instead. In this paper, the propagation of
high-order plane waves in a sandwich plate made of transverse
isotropic honeycomb core surrounded by fiber-reinforced skins
is investigated. These waves are created under pulse sinusoidal
excitation. The wave scattering effects are studied using time-
response analysis in the composite plate and compared to the
WFEM predictions. Furthermore, these high-order waves have
low spatial attenuation in broadband frequency range and can
be used as an alternative to several SHM techniques based
on first-order wave propagation. Some of the drawbacks could
hence be circumvented, encountered when dealing with bound-
ary conditions in 2D-waveguides or provide accurate wave-
based inspection techniques for heterogeneous or composite
beams.

II. WAVE FINITE ELEMENT METHOD (WFEM)

A waveguide is considered as a straight elastic structure
made of N of identical substructures of same length d, con-
nected along the direction x. The state vector is described in
figure 3. Nodal displacements and forces are denoted q and f,
where the subscripts ’L’ and ’R’ describe the cell’s left and

right faces. Both edges have the same number n of degrees
of freedom. Mesh compatibility is assumed between the cells.
The governing equation in a cell at frequency ω is written :

Fig. 3. Illustration of a waveguide and the state vector of a unit cell.

(−ω2M + K)q = f (1)

where M,K are the mass and complex stiffness matrices,
respectively. A dynamic condensation of the inner DOFs can
be required if the structure is periodic. The governing equation
can be written by reordering the DOFs :[

KLL KLR

KRL KRR

]
−ω2

[
MLL MLR

MRL MRR

]{
qL

qR

}
=

{
fL
fR

}
(2)

where Mii and Kii are symmetric, Mt
LR = MRL and Kt

LR =
KRL. λ = e−jkd is the propagation constant, describing wave
propagation over the cell length d and k is the associated
wavenumber, considering force equilibrium

λfL + fR = 0 (3)

in a cell and Bloch’s theorem:

qR = λqL (4)

into Eq. (2), it yields the following spectral eigenproblem :

S(λ, ω) = (λDLR + (DLL + DRR) +
1

λ
DRL+)Φ = 0 (5)

where the solutions Φ stand for the wave shape associated
with the displacements qL of the waveguide’s cell. In damped
waveguides, complex wavenumbers are associated to decaying
waves. Defining the state vector : Φ = [(Φq)

t, (Φf )
t]t, the

spectral problem can be written using the symplectic transfer
matrix T.

TΦ = λ

{
Φq

Φf

}
(6)

with

T =

[
D−1

LRDLL D−1
LR

DRL − DRRD−1
LRDLL −DRRD−1

LR

]
(7)

Here, the waves associated with positive wavenumber
are travelling in the positive x-direction and the negative
wavenumbers describe propagation in the negative x-direction.
The dynamical behaviour of the global system can be ex-
pressed by expanding amplitudes of incident and reflected
waves on a basis of eigenvectors. If the structure is undamped,
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solutions are divided into propagative waves, whose wavenum-
bers are real, and evanescent waves for which wavenumbers
are imaginary. In dissipative case, complex wavenumbers are
associated to decaying waves.

III. DISPERSION CHARACTERISTICS OF A SANDWICH
PLATE

A. Description of the composite waveguide

The rectangular sandwich waveguide is composed of a 8 mm
thick homogenised honeycomb core surrounded by 1 mm thick
fiber-reinforced skins. The 400 mm width cross-section is
modelled using 360 linear block elements having 8-nodes
and 3 degrees of freedom (DOF) per node. The waveguide
is described in figure 4, a structural loss factor η = 0.01 is
assumed and a detailed description of the materials is given
in tables I and II.

Material Density
(kg.m−1) Young Modulus (Pa) Shear Modulus (Pa)

Ex = 5× 106 Gxy = 1× 106

Nomex 24 Ey = 5× 106 Gxz = 10.13× 106

Ez = 46.6× 106 Gyz = 10.13× 106

TABLE I
MATERIAL PROPERTIES OF HONEYCOMB CORE

Material Density
(kg.m−1) Young Modulus (Pa) Shear Modulus (Pa)

Ex = 81× 109 Gxy = 2.5× 109

TC skin 1451 Ey = 81× 109 Gxz = 2.8× 109

Ez = 3.35× 109 Gyz = 2.8× 109

TABLE II
MATERIAL PROPERTIES OF FIBER-REINFORCED SKINS

Fig. 4. Finite element model of sandwich plate involving finite width.

B. Propagating waves and shapes

The wavenumbers associated with the propagating waves in
the sandwich waveguide are shown in figure 5. The continuous
lines (—) describe first-order waves while dashed lines (-
- -) represent high-order propagating waves, associated with
deformed cross-sections. It can be noticed that numerous high-
order waves are propagating in this structure, in addition to the
four first-order waves (transverse and in-plane flexural, tor-
sional and longitudinal waves). The cross-sectional deformed
shapes associated with these first-order waves are shown in
figure 6. In the considered structure, high-order waves are
associated with sinusoidal deformation of the waveguide’s
cross-section. Their shapes are described in figure 7. The
spatial attenuations of the propagating waves in the frequency
range [0, 4000] Hz are shown in figure 8. The wave amplitudes

are given after a one meter propagation in the main direction.
Although high-order waves share the same asymptotic group
velocity of the first-order flexural and torsional waves, their
spatial attenuations exhibit different behaviour close to each
of their cut-on frequencies.

Fig. 5. Real part of the wavenumbers associated with propagating, positive-
going waves.

Fig. 6. Deformed shapes associated with the first-order propagating waves.

Fig. 7. Deformed shapes associated with high-order propagating waves.

Fig. 8. Amplitudes of the propagating waves in the sandwich waveguide after
1 meter propagation.

IV. TIME ANALYSIS USING WAVE APPROPRIATION

This work is concerned with the propagation of the afore-
mentioned high-order waves in a sandwich plate of finite
dimensions. Therefore, the actuation of the waves described
in figure 7 is proposed using localized vertical displacements.
The shape appropriation is shown in figure 9 for the 4th order
flexural wave.
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Fig. 9. Shape appropriation of the 4th-order flexural wave.

The transient response under pulse train excitation (see
figure 10) is determined using time-explicit simulation. The
frequency spectrum of the pulse is described in figure 11.
A reduced dispersion of the pulse train can be obtained by
narrowing the frequency spectrum bandwidth. It can be done
by increasing the number of periods in the pulse train. In

Fig. 10. Time signal of the pulse.

Fig. 11. Frequency spectrum of the pulse.

figure 12, the time response of the waveguide is described
under a 2nd-order wave at 1k Hz . Noteworthy, the wave pulse
propagates without coupling effects and a slight dispersion.
It can be explained since the frequency spectrum involves
different group velocities for a given wave. Therefore, is
seems advantageous to generates waves at higher frequencies.
Similarly, the propagation of the 4th-order wave is shown for
a 2k Hz pulse involving 8 periods is shown in figure 13.

Fig. 12. Propagation and dispersion of a 2nd-order wave generated at 1k Hz.

V. DISCUSSIONS

This paper is concerned with the time response of a sand-
wich waveguide to high-order waves, generated by appro-
priation of their propagating wave shapes. First, the wave
dispersion characteristics are determined using the WFEM.

Fig. 13. Propagation and dispersion of a 4nd-order wave generated at 2k Hz.

Then, the wave amplitudes are compared for first- and high-
order waves after 1 meter of propagation in the considered
waveguide, assuming a constant structural loss factor η =
0.01. Noteworthy, the wave attenuation is higher close to the
cut-on frequencies, meaning that higher frequencies should be
considered for actuating high-order propagating waves. The
waves shapes being associated with sinusoidal mode shapes of
the cross section, a reduced number of punctual displacements
is required for producing the wave appropriation. The time
response is determined for two different wave types at 1k Hz
and 2k Hz. A good generation of the wave pulse is produced
with a weak dispersion and no wave conversion. Therefore,
it is shown that a high-order wave involving deformed cross-
section can be easily actuated and propagates with dispersion
characteristics predicted by the WFEM. Furthermore, these
waves are expected to provide further information on de-
fects or structural perturbations in composite, heterogeneous
or large-scaled waveguides involving localized or high-order
waves.

The next step would then be to develop the calculation
with waveguide’s singularities. The waves’ interactions will
certainly be emphasized or at least changed. But all this would
be useless if no experimental assessment can confirm the
possibility of triggering these targeted wave patterns. This shall
be the goal of future works.
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Abstract—The displacement field of structures generally loaded 

and constrained is univocally defined if material properties are 
known. This represents the basic pillar of an inverse solution of the 
elastic problem, commonly used to characterize traditional materials. 
This paper describes a new approach for solving an inverse 
engineering problem to be applied on innovative materials, whose 
mechanical properties are unknown. It works iteratively and aims to 
minimize the difference between the displacement field measured 
experimentally in three-point-bending tests and their counterpart 
computed by FEM analysis, applying the same loads and boundary 
conditions. This hybrid procedure is based on a combination of an 
optical interferometric technique having nanometric sensitivity 
(Electronic Speckle Pattern Interferometry) with a numerical 
procedure which uses an optimization algorithm. The purpose is to 
predict accurately the mechanical properties of new materials, object 
of interest for aerospace, biomechanical and technological industries, 
deeply reducing costs and time. 
 

Keywords—Electronic Speckle Pattern Interferometry, FEM 
analysis, Inverse Problems, Mechanical characterization 

I. INTRODUCTION 
NE of the most important phase in mechanical design 

of components consists in choosing the proper material 
for a specific application. A good choice should guarantee 
safety, high mechanical performances and low costs. 
Designing becomes complex when a new material is chosen. 
In that case it is necessary to fully characterize the material 
from a mechanical, physical and chemical point of view. 
Furthermore it usually happens that standards cannot be 
applied on these materials and traditional equipment is not 
suitable. Purpose of this study is to identify a new 
methodology, based on a combination of numerical and 
experimental techniques, able to fully characterize all types of 
materials: metals, sintered, composites and woods.  

Identifying material properties from the indirectly related 
data sets is referred to as the material reconstruction inverse 
problem which has many other applications. For example, in 
structural engineering, it is used for structural damage 
identification [1] and for the characterization of composite 
materials [2], it has also been used in robotics design [3], 
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wafer engineering [4], material mechanics [5] and fracture 
mechanics [6] as well as in biomedical and life science [7].  

The traditional approach to mechanically characterize 
materials is to perform destructive tests. When material 
properties are known, the displacement field of a specimen 
generally loaded and constrained is univocally defined. This 
paper suggests an innovative methodology in order to 
determine mechanical characteristics (E, ν) of new materials 
by an inverse solution of the elastic problem. A hybrid 
approach based on the combination of Phase-Shifting 
Electronic Speckle Pattern Interferometry (PS-ESPI) and finite 
element analysis (FEM) is utilized.  

Non-contact optical techniques such as (ESPI) [8,9] fit very 
well in the identification process in view of their capability to 
accurately measure displacements in real time and to gather 
full field information without altering specimen conditions. 
ESPI can measure displacement components u(x,y,z), v(x,y,z) 
and w(x,y,z) for each point (x,y,z) of the specimen surface. A 
system of fringes will appear on the specimen surface and 
each fringe represents the locus of an iso-displacement region. 
The frequency distribution of fringes can be used for 
recovering strain fields. 

An innovative algorithm, implemented in a numerical 
model, automatically executes several optimization loops 
varying E and ν in order to minimize the objective function 
based on the difference between displacements evaluated by 
means of ESPI and the same predicted by FEM analysis.  
Three-point-bending experimental tests are carried out on 
specimens of different materials. The experimental protocol 
was chosen in order to avoid rigid body motion and prevent 
speckle pattern decorrelation. The methodology is firstly 
applied on well-known material, as titanium, in order to define 
the set-up and to test its reliability by evaluating 
measurements’ efficiency. Then it is applied on different 
materials: sintered by means of Selective Laser Melting 
(SLM) technique and orthotropic wood’s laminate.  

II. MATERIALS AND METHODS 
The choice of SLM and wood depends both on the great 

interest that they have in engineering field and also on the fact 
that they are difficult to be accurately characterized by 
traditional approaches. 

In Selective Laser Melting (SLM) parts were built by 
adding layers of metal powder. A focused laser beam is used 
to fuse the powder material by scanning cross-sections 
generated from a 3D CAD model of the part on the surface of 
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the powder bed. After each cross-section is scanned, the 
powder bed is lowered by one layer thickness, a new layer of 
material is applied on top, and the process is repeated until the 
part is completed.  In order to obtain high density parts the 
powder mixture and SLM process parameters must be 
optimized, but this manufacturing process modifies the initial 
mechanical characteristics of metal powders, which strongly 
depend on process parameters (i.e. laser energy, scanning 
strategy, etc.) and were hardly predictable. Since controlling 
all parameters involved in the manufacturing process may be 
very complicated, accurate mechanical characterization of 
SLM components was mandatory to properly asses 
mechanical response. Building SLM parts was rather 
expensive, so traditional mechanical tensile tests are generally 
executed on a limited number of specimens. The hybrid 
procedure proposed in this work should simplify the 
mechanical characterization of SLM parts. 

On the other hand wood is a hard, fibrous tissue. It has been 
used for hundreds of thousands of years for both fuel and as a 
construction material. It is an organic material, a natural 
composite of cellulose fibers (which are strong in tension) 
embedded in a matrix of lignin which resists compression. 
Wood may also refer to other plant materials with comparable 
properties, and to material engineered from wood, or wood 
chips or fiber. 

There is a strong relationship between the properties of 
wood and the properties of the particular tree that yielded it. 
The density of wood varies with species. The density of a 
wood correlates with its strength (mechanical properties).  

Engineered wood products, glued building products 
"engineered" for application-specific performance 
requirements, are often used in construction and industrial 
applications. Glued engineered wood products are 
manufactured by bonding together wood strands, veneers, 
lumber or other forms of wood fiber with glue to form a 
larger, more efficient composite structural unit. Engineered 
wood products prove to be more environmentally friendly and, 
if used appropriately, are often less expensive than building 
materials such as steel or concrete. These products are 
extremely resource-efficient because they require less 
resources and produce  minimal waste. For our purpose we use 
a plywood. It is a heterogeneous, hygroscopic, cellular and 
anisotropic material. It is composed of cells, and the cell walls 
are composed of micro-fibrils of cellulose and hemicellulose 
impregnated with lignin. Since wood has different behavior in 
relation with the percentage of fibers, fibers' direction and 
presence of imperfection (e.g. knot), it results expensive and 
difficult to characterize this material by using traditional tests.  

III. EXPERIMENTAL TESTS 
An optical technique was used to evaluate the displacement 

field of the specimen, in order to determine the mechanical 
characteristics and to avoid the errors associated with the 
strain gauges application. A three-point bending test was 
carried out on specimens, having plate geometry. Specimens 
were placed on two supports placed at a distance of 90 mm.  

The loading apparatus is shown in Fig. 1 together with a 

detail of the ESPI setup. A 2 kg loading cell DS514QD was 
connected to the wedge in order to measure the applied load. 
The load was transferred by a micrometric translation stage 
which pushes the loading wedge against the specimen.  

 

 
 

Fig. 1 Loading apparatus and detail of the optical setup. (b) 
Schematic of the double illumination ESPI setup 

 
Samples were preloaded in order to minimize rigid body 

motions which may cause speckle decorrelation. The preload 
was centered on the upper surface sample. Depending on the 
type of material, a thin coating layer was sprayed onto the 
specimen surface to improve contrast of speckle fringes. The 
scheme of the optical set-up used for measuring u-
displacements is shown in Fig. 2. 

 

 
Fig. 2 Schematic of the double illumination ESPI setup 

 
It essentially consists of a double illumination Lendeertz 

interferometer [9]. The light emitted by a 17 mW He-Ne laser 
source (λ= 632.8 nm) is expanded by a 20x microscope 
objective lens and spatially filtered by a 10 µm aperture pin-
hole. The beam emerging from the pin-hole is successively 
collimated by the L1 plano-convex lens (ø=2 inch, f=40 cm). 
One half of the beam is then sent towards the specimen under 
testing at the illumination angle θ1 = 45°. The rest of the beam 
is intercepted by the planar mirror M2 that reflects the light 
towards the specimen thus realizing symmetric double 
illumination. The mirror is placed on a piezoelectric 
translation stage (PZT) which allows the motion along the 
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horizontal direction, parallel to the direction of sensitivity. The 
PZT is driven by a stabilized high-voltage power supply 
controlled by a PC. The minimum incremental displacement 
that can be generated is dm = 10 nm. Each beam generates a 
speckle pattern on the specimen surface.  
 

  
         (1) 
The phase difference Δϕ  is related to the u-displacement by 
(2): 
 

                    (2) 
 
Fringes are hence iso-displacement loci and the difference in 
displacement between points lying on two adjacent fringes is: 
 

                     (3) 
 
where nx represents the fringe order. 
According to (3), the sensitivity of the adopted optical set-up 
is 447 nm.  

Phase shifting was utilized in order to obtain the phase 
distribution of the speckle pattern. To that purpose, a shift in 
phase between the two beams was introduced by changing the 
optical path of one of the arms of the interferometer. Phase 
variations were produced by moving the PZT stage. Among 
the different phase shifting strategies available in literature [8-
10], the five frame algorithm which consists in recording five 
interferograms with a relative phase shift δ=  was utilized. In 
the processing phase for each shift of phase the difference 
between the recorded image and the reference image was 
determined by digitally subtracting speckle patterns. A 7x7 
pixel square median filter was then applied to the five images 
in order to reduce noise. Phase unwrapping operation was 
carried out by means of the minimum spanning tree algorithm 
[11]. Finally, displacement maps were recovered by using the 
scaling (3).  
 

IV. NUMERICAL MODEL 
A finite element model, with real sizes of the specimens 

tested, was developed in order to simulate the three-point-
bending test. Because of structural symmetry, only one half 
was modeled.  

The region of interest considered along the x-direction was 
about 63 mm. Kinematic constraints were imposed in order to 
obtain a symmetric model and to correctly reproduce the 
mechanism of loading. FE analysis was carried out with the 
ANSYS® commercial software [12]. The specimen was 
modeled with three-dimensional solid elements including 8 
nodes each of which has 3 degrees of freedom. Although the 
thickness of the specimens is small compared to length, the 
specimen under three-point-bending was modeled as a 3D 
specimen in order to account for asymmetries eventually 
occurring in the loading process or related with constraint 
conditions. 

 
Fig. 3 Numerical model with details of analysis area 

Initial values of elastic constants E and υ were assumed. 
They represents the design variables in the optimization 
algorithm that were iteratively changed in order to optimize 
the objective function: 

 

It represents the difference of displacements between 
experimental and numerical results. Convergence analysis was 
carried out in order to refine the model and to obtain a mesh 
independent solution. The mesh usually included about 50000 
elements and 60000 nodes. Fig. 3 with indications of loads 
and constraints is representative of all materials. Mesh size 
was consistent with sampling of the speckle pattern.  

V. RESULTS AND ANALYSIS 
The horizontal displacement measured by ESPI was taken as 

target value of FE analysis. In all materials tested (titanium, 
SLM and wood specimens) the area monitored during 
experimental test was located 500 nm far from the constraint 
wedge and far enough from the region where the load is 
applied, in order to avoid the influence of local phenomena. 
Below results of all materials tested are presented. They show 
firstly titanium specimens, since it is used to define the 
experimental set up and to validate the approach that could be 
used to study also new materials. Then the efficiency is tested 
applying the same methodology on sintered and wood. 

Titanium is an isotropic material. Samples were subjected 
neither to thermal treatment either to mechanical process that 
could modify the material properties. Young’s modulus of 
Ti6Al4V used as target values in the numerical model was 110 
GPa [13] while Poisson’s ratio was fixed to 0.32. On the other 
hand starting values were respectively E=180 GPa and υ=0.30. 
The optimization minimizes the gap between displacement 
measured by ESPI (Δux Exp) and those evaluated by FEM 
analysis (Δux FEM). Table 1 summarizes results related to the 
optimization process: it can be observed that the error on 
measured displacements decreases as the loading level 
increases and that the residual error on displacements is less 
than 1%. Mechanical properties calculated for titanium alloy 
by means of the proposed hybrid procedure were respectively 
E=109 GPa and υ=0.30. The results obtained were in 
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agreement with the literature ones, so it results that the 
proposed methodology works well [14]. 

 
Table 1 Optimization results for titanium 

 
Load  
[g ]  

∆ux Exp 
Fit [nm]  

∆ux Exp 
FEM [nm]  

Error 
[%.10-4]  

E 
[GPa] 

ν 

304 313.45 313.42 6.70 109.00 0.299 
467 499.05 499.05 4.62 110.23 0.299 
690 729.07 729.06 3.80 109.01 0.299 
870 957.95 957.95 0.17 109.90 0.299 
1072 1187.97 1187.96 0.64 109.20 0.298 

 
Fig. 4 summarizes the convergence procedure on titanium 

specimen for one loading step, in order to validate the 
algorithm function used in the optimization procedure. 
Difference between experimental and numerical results 
decreases increasing the iterations number. 
 

 
 

Fig. 4 Titanium optimization trend 

Sintered material was assumed as isotropic and linearly 
elastic. This modeling choice was justified by the fact that 
SLM specimens were realized layer by layer and each layer 
may be considered as isotropic. The experimental evidence 
seems to confirm this assumption: in fact, the ux displacement 
measured through the thickness became null at the specimen 
midplane. Mechanical characterization of SLM starts from 
Young’s modulus of 166 GPa [15] related with specimens 
built with very similar process parameters of the SLM parts 
studied in this work. 

The calculation procedure was lead in different steps. At the 
beginning only Young’s modulus was optimized, then also 
Poisson’s ratio was introduced. Moreover the loading steps 
were increased, in order to obtain a large number of terms of 
comparison between experimental tests and numerical models.  
As expected iso-u-displacement bands are almost parallel in 
the specimen near the supporting wedges. The experimental 
pattern (Fig. 5 (a)) is in excellent agreement with FE results 
(Fig. 5 (b)). The difference in displacement between points 
located on vertical lines at different distances from the 
constrained edge of the specimen was found to be insensitive 
to the position. The same conclusion can be drawn for all load 
levels considered in the experiments. 

Remarkably, the experimentally measured values of u-
displacement were found to be symmetric with respect to the 
neutral midplane of the specimen. This seems to confirm the 
assumption of isotropy of SLM material made in the 
numerical analysis. 

 

 
(a) 

 

 
(b) 

 
Fig. 5 (a) Horizontal displacement map near supporting wedge of 

the sintered material; (b) Horizontal displacement map evaluated via 
FEM of the sintered material 

Table 2 shows the results obtained by perturbing elastic 
constants. Also in this case the proposed methodology seems 
to work: the error on measured displacements decreases as the 
loading level increases and that the residual error on 
displacements is less than 1%. Mechanical properties 
calculated for SLM specimen are: Young’s modulus=132 GPa 
and Poisson’s ratio= 0.30. It results important that the weight 
of Poisson ratio in FEM optimization is absolutely inferior 
than the Young’s modulus, probably because the material was 
treated as an isotropic one [16-18]. 

Table 2 Optimization results for SLM 
 

Load  
[g ]  

∆ux Exp 
Fit [nm]  

∆ux FEM 
[nm]  

Error 
[%.E-05]  

E 
[GPa]  

ν 

293 489.78 489.780 2.500 131.33 0.299 
330 550.73 550.729 0.290 131.54 0.299 
504 837.34 837.340 0.026 132.13 0.299 
529 878.52 878.520 0.015 132.19 0.299 
695 1151.95 1151.950 0.052 132.45 0.299 
706 1170.07 1170.069 0.220 132.46 0.299 
810 1341.38 1341.382 0.120 132.56 0.299 

 
In order to verify the validity of hybrid procedure for 

orthotropic material another material was tested. For our 
purpose it was considered a plywood specimen, composed of 
five layers having two different thickness according to the 
orientation of the fibers.  

It should be noted that the common practice of testing 
material involves the use of strain gauges. But ensuring a 
correct application of these transducers implies: 

• the choice of a proper adhesive for porous material in 
order to avoid the reinforcement effect  
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• the gage bonding on a proper position to ensure the 
reading of strains for all the laminate and not only for 
a single lamina  

• the choice of the correct pressure grips to ensure a 
total tightening but not to compromise the integrity of 
the component (e.g. tensile test in order to obtain the 
elastic properties). 

For these reasons an uniaxial flexural test was applied and 
an optical technique was used to evaluate the field 
displacements. The first approach of this study concerned with 
the macroscopic identification of the mechanical properties of 
the wood [19]. Five plies constituted the laminate: 

• 2 plies with fibers parallel to the longitudinal axes of 
specimen; each ply was 2.5 mm thick  

• 3 plies with fibers perpendicular to the longitudinal 
axes of specimen; each ply was 1.03 mm thick. 

In the finite element analysis the specimen was modelled as 
a single isotropic block of wood. In fact it was supposed that 
the target value of the elastic modulus was the weighted 
average of the longitudinal and the transverse elastic moduli 
related to the thickness of each ply and the percentage of 
fibers'. The values of these elastic properties reported in 
literature were [20-21]: 

• EL≈10 GPa  
• ET≈0.4 GPa  
• υ=0.3÷0.4  

 
(a) 

 

 
(b) 

 
Fig. 6 (a) Experimental displacement map of a plywood 

specimen subjected to 200g load; (b) FEM displacement map 
of a plywood specimen subjected to 200g load 

So the mean target value in the numerical model was 
calculated considering the weighted thickness referred to 
orientation of the fibers: Emean=6.4 GPa.  

As a first approach to mechanical characterize wood the 
design variables for the optimization analysis were 
respectively the mean value of elastic modulus along the 
specimen axis (E) and the Poisson’s ratio (υ) representative for 
a hypothetical isotropic plate. For this reason two load steps 
were applied on the sample: 100 g and 200 g. Higher loads 
should be avoided because fringe quality could decrease due 
to decorrelation. The experimental displacement map relative 
to load 200 g provides a value of Δux of about 450 nm (Fig. 6 
(a)). 

The FE analysis applied on a model with the same sizes, 
load and constraints provides a value of about 445 nm (Fig. 6 
(b)), in good agreement with the experimental one. The value 
of Poisson’s ratio correspondent to this value of displacement 
was 0.3, the value of elastic modulus for this value of 
displacement is E=6.4 GPa consistent with the weighted 
average of literature values [22].  
Also in this case iso-u-displacement bands are almost parallel 
in the specimen region near the supporting wedges for all 
loading steps. 

 

VI. CONCLUSIONS 
The hybrid procedure adopted in this paper proved itself to 

provide good results in determining mechanical properties on 
a class of different materials. The numerical results seems to 
be in good agreement with the experimental ones. 
Developments in progress are about the complete and precise 
characterization of all orthotropic and anisotropic materials in 
order to provide a fully database that can be used both in 
industrial and academic field as support for mechanical 
characterization. 
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Abstract—In this work, the acoustic emission signals of gas 

bubbling reaction during pitting corrosion of stainless steel 304 was 

investigated by acoustic emission(AE) technique and potentiodynamic 

method. The electrochemical and acoustical tests were carried out 

simultaneously at room temperature in a 3% NaCl solution acidified to 

pH 2 via a bubble-detected three-electrode system. The results showed 

that a short time delay was observed before AE signal detected after pit 

potential. This time delay was supposed to be closely correlated with a 

threshold of gas pressure for H2 bubble to break-up, which again be 

associated with a minimum amount of corrosion. Considering the 

delay time, the AE signals of accumulative counts, rise time, duration 

in time domain shown three different stages with different signal 

features. The signals were compared by frequency analysis and the 

evolution of pit was studied by reproducible tests with different 

durations. The change of pits in size and quantity during corrosion 

process was supposed to account for different process of gas bubbling, 

which could again account for the different features of different stages. 

A good correlation between AE signals and pit quantity was observed. 

The results demonstrate the feasibility of employing AE signal of gas 

bubbling as an on-line monitoring tool for estimating non-intrusively 

the overall of the pitting corrosion process in stainless steel. 

 

Keywords— Acoustic Emission, Stainless Steel, Pitting 

Corrosion, Gas Bubbling, Cumulative Counts 

I. INTRODUCTION 

tainless steels have been finding extensive applications 

not only in industrial field but also in people’s daily life due 

to its unsurpassed property of excellent resistance to corrosion. 

This very commonly used materials, however, can undergo 

localized pitting corrosion, which rapidly leads to final failure.  
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During all the electrochemical corrosion in laboratory 

research by AE technique, pitting corrosion of stainless steels 

has been of major concern for many years. Taking the AE 

signal analysis into consideration, Fregonese et al. [1-2] 

classified the signal into short signal and resonant signal, and 

the resonant signal was supposed to be associated with the 

evolution of H2 bubbles within the occluded pits. Similar 

features were also shown by Jian Xu et al. [6], but their main 

disputation is when classifying the AE signals, the record 

length of signal was largely shorter than the duration time, 

which thus possibly make the classify method to be distrusted. 

Jirarungsatian and Prateepasen [5] used the duration to 

discriminate the “breakdown of passive films” and “pit growth” 

during pitting corrosion, but the AE waveform analysis was not 

studied though they proposed the 65us of duration to 

differentiate the two process.  Taking the AE source analysis 

into consideration, hydrogen bubble evolution has been 

regarded as the most emissive source during electrochemical 

corrosion processes by many authors [1-7], and they suggested 

that hydrogen bubbles were generated inside the occluded pits 

as the AE source. Fregonese et al. [1] established that the 

hydrolysis of the resulting corrosion products leads to 

acidification within the pits and then to hydrogen evolution 

based on theoretical analysis. In this study, Acoustic emission 

(AE) technique was proposed to In-situ evaluate the pitting 

corrosion of 304 stainless steel. 

II. EXPERIMENTAL METHOD  

A.  Material and Specimen Preparation 

 

Commercial 304 stainless steel, which composition is given 

in Table 2.1, was used for this work. The specimens were cut 

from a 2 mm thick 304 stainless steel plate into a shape size of 

75mm*15mm. They were wet ground up to No. 1500 sand 

paper, followed by polishing from 6µm to 1µm by diamond gel. 

Subsequently the specimens received a passivation treatment of 

30min in 20% HNO3 at 60℃, after which they were rinsed with 

de-ionized water then acetone and dried in a stream of cool air. 
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Table 2.1 Compositions of 304 SS investigated in the present 

study, wt%. 
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The exposed surface equal to 1*1 cm
2
 controlled by mounting 

with fast curing epoxy (Araldite Rapid, Huntsman Advanced 

Materials (Switzerland) GmbH.) as shown in Fig. 2.1. 

 

 

B. Electrochemical Setup for Pitting Corrosion Control 

The pitting corrosion process was controlled with apply of 

anodic polarization by potentiodynamic method which was 

carried out in a typical three-electrode electrochemical cell: A 

Platinum wire counter electrode (CH115, CH Instruments Inc. 

USA) and a reference electrode of saturated Ag/AgCl/NaCl 

(3M) electrode (SSE) (RE-5B, Bioanalytical Systems Inc. USA) 

were employed, and the specimen as the working electrode. 

The corrosion test was implemented in 3% sodium chloride 

solution acidified to an initial pH of 2 controlled by HCl, which 

was prepared from de-ionized water, extra pure grade NaCl 

(Duksan Pure Chemicals, Korea) and extra pure grade HCl 

(Duksan Pure Chemicals, Korea). The specimens were 

anodically polarized at room temperature from open circuit 

potential (OCP) with a scan rate of 0.4mV/s after immersion in 

the test solution for 20 minutes. 

C. Acoustic Emission Measurement 

As shown in Fig. 2.2, in attempting to study the AE behavior 

of hydrogen bubbling in corrosion process, experimental setup 

was designed as gas-detected system with R15 sensor (PAC, 

USA) employed. The R15 type sensor was mounted by 

ultrasonic couplant to the specimen. The other end of R15 

sensor was connected to AE system via a preamplifier (PAC. 

USA). The AE signals were collected in one acquisition device 

(PCI 2 from PAC. USA). The threshold was set at 22dB and 

pre-amplifier was set at 40dB, respectively. 

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS 

A. Polarization curve  

Fig. 2.3 shows the anodic potentiodynamic polarization 

curve of stainless steel in 3% NaCl solution which was 

acidified to pH 2 by addition of HCl. In the polarization curve, 

when the applied potential is relatively lower than pit potential, 

the current density changes hardly and keeps at a relatively low 

level, which exhibited a range of passivity. Whereas as applied 

potential surpassed critical pitting potential, current density 

appeared to increase sharply with potential increasing. It is 

from this point, that metal passive film was ruptured and pits 

began to form on the surface of specimen. 

B. Morphology of specimen  

Fig. 2.4 shows the integrated morphologies of the specimen 

before and after anodic polarization process of 304 stainless 

steel in experimental solution, respectively. It clearly indicates 

that the occurrence of severe pitting corrosion on the surface of 

specimen after the applied polarization testing. 

 

C. AE activity 

Fig. 2.4 shows the integrated morphologies of the specimen 

 

 
Fig. 2.1 A schematically view of specimen geometry. 

 

 
 

 
 

Fig. 2. 2 A schematically view of experimental apparatus: 

Hydrogen bubble detected three-electrode system. 

 

 

Fig. 2.3 Anodic potentiodynamic polarization curve of 304 

stainless steel in 3% NaCl solution, pH=2 controlled by addition of 

HCl. 
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Fig. 2.4 The morphology of the specimen before (a) and after (b) 

pitting corrosion of 304 stainless steel in 3% NaCl solution, pH=2. 
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before and after anodic polarization process of 304 stainless 

steel in experimental solution, respectively. It clearly indicates 

that the occurrence of severe pitting corrosion on the surface of 

specimen after the applied polarization testing.  

Fig. 2.5 shows the AE signals of cumulative counts detected 

during pitting corrosion of stainless steel 304 in gas bubbling 

detected system during anodic polarization process. AE signals 

were not detected immediately after applied potential surpassed 

the pit potential. When applied potential and current density 

reached a certain value which is higher than pitting potential, 

the AE signals started to be active. This short time lagging was 

reported as the phenomenon of “time delay” by many 

researchers [4-6, 9]. ]. However, it should be noted that they 

found the phenomenon of time delay in gas-undetected system, 

in which the gas bubbling was supposed to be noise and was 

eliminated always via a salt bridge.  

 

 
 

In the gas-detected system, the occurrence of time delay is 

observed for the first time. The important critical value like 

potential and time corresponding to the evolution of pit and 

related AE signals are given in Table 2.2. 
 

 
It is worth noting that the AE signal in time domain could be 

divided into three stages with taking the delay time into 

consideration. In stage I, which is the period of delay time, the 

signal is zero. In stage II, the AE signal was detected after the 

delay time. The AE signal of cumulative counts number 

exhibited as rather low increasing rate, as well as the current 

density. Subsequently in stage III, the AE signal increased 

sharply with a higher increasing rate comparing to stage II. The 

current density in this period also increased more sharply than 

previous stage. 

D. AE parameters 

 
Fig. 2.6 shows the cross-plot of amplitude and duration of the 

AE signals detected during the testing. It clearly indicates a 

distribution feature of amplitude versus duration cluster in one 

region of between 22dB and 48dB. 

E. AE waveforms and Hydrogen bubble evolution on the 

electrode. 

 
Fig. 2.7 (a) shows the typical waveforms and their 

corresponding Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) analysis results of 

AE signals in stage II. It clearly indicates that AE signals are 

Fig. 2.5 AE signals of cumulative counts detected during pitting 

corrosion of stainless steel 304 in gas bubbling detected system 

during anodic polarization process in solution of 3% NaCl, pH=2. 

Table 2.2 Summary of important critical values corresponding to 

the evolution of pitting and related AE signals in Fig. 2.3 and Fig. 

2.4. 

. 

Fig. 2.6 The cross-plot of amplitude and duration of the AE signals 

detected during anodic polarization process of 304 stainless steel 

in solution of 3% NaCl, pH=2. 
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Fig. 2.7 (a) AE waveforms and corresponding FFT results (b) 

Morphology of bubble evolution on the surface of counter 

electrode. 
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characterized by a frequency content between about 90kHz and 

200kHz and peak frequency around 125kHz. In other hands, the 

duration of AE signals in this stage is less than 3000μs.  Fig. 2.7 

(b) shows bubble evolution on the surface of counter electrode. 

Note the size of breaking bubble in this stage was around 

0.8mm. 

 
Fig. 2.8 (a) and (b) shows the spectral analysis of AE activity 

of stage II and stage III, respectively. The results of the analysis 

suggested that the frequency contents of stage II and stage III 

both cluster mainly in the range of 101 kHz and 175 kHz, 

reaching a ratio of 92.81% in stage II and 98.95% in stage III, 

respectively. Especially the range of 126 kHz and 150 kHz 

dominates distinctly as 73.87% in stage II and 83.56% in stage 

III, respectively. 

 

 
 

Fig. 2.9 shows a correlation between total pits number 

generated and anodic current density during the experiment 

process. Fig. 2.10 shows a similar correlation between total pits 

number generated and the AE signal of cumulative counts. The 

good agreement between the two curves indicates that 

increasing both in size and quantity of pits can be 

corresponding to increase of corrosion amount, thus leading to 

the increasing trend of AE signals. 

 

This phenomenon is surprisingly observed for the first time 

in our gas-detected system, though a similar occurrence of time 

delay has been reported previously in gas-undetected system by 

many researchers [1-2, 6]. Fregonese et al. [1, 2] reported the 

ime delay above 1000 seconds up to 3500 seconds around. J. 

Xu et al. [6] also shown the time delay about a few hundred 

seconds. Apparently, the length of time delay in our study is far 

shorter than previous report results, proving our AE signal in 

early stage is the result of gas bubbling other than other 

physical sources. After considerable time corresponding to the 

time delay in gas-undetected system, the AE signal in our 

gas-detected system has presented to be huge comparing to that 

of pitting corrosion itself in gas-undetected system. Their effect 

on trend of AE signal of gas bubbling could be ignored. This 

proves again that AE signals in present gas-detected 

experiment setup could be supposed to be the result of 

hydrogen gas bubbling generated on counter electrode. The 

distribution feature of amplitude versus duration almost in one 

clustering (Fig. 2.8) could speak for this point to some extent.  

 

Taking the period of time delay phenomenon into 

consideration, the AE signal of gas bubbling could be divided 

into three stages based on different features, as shown in Table 

2.2. In order to interpret the evolution of AE signal and 

hydrogen gas bubbling, the relationship of AE and bubbles 

needs to discuss firstly. The acoustic energy of bubble 

oscillation and bubble break-up was firstly studied by Minneart 

[7], and then investigated and demonstrated by Strasberg [8], 

Leighton [9, 10] and Lec.et al. [11].  

 

In stage I, of which gas bubbling is shown in Fig. 2.7b, after 

Fig. 2.8 Spectral analysis of AE activity (a) in stage II and (b) 

in stage III. 
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Fig. 2.9 Correlation between total pits number generated and 

applied anodic current density during pitting corrosion of 

stainless steel 304 in 3% NaCl solution, pH=2. 
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Fig. 2.10 Correlation between total pits number generated and 

AE signal of cumulative counts during pitting corrosion of 

stainless steel 304 in 3% NaCl solution, pH=2. 
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pit potential the bubble initiation, expansion occurred on the 

surface of counter electrode. When bubble breaks up, AE 

signals begin to be obtained. It is the period of bubble initiation 

and expansion that is the time delay. This time delay was 

supposed to be closely correlated with a threshold of gas 

pressure for H2 bubble to break-up, which again be associated 

with a minimum amount of corrosion. 

In stage II, the bubbles generate on the surface of counter 

electrode and break one by one as single bubble as shown in Fig. 

2.7b. This computed result is in consistent with the spectral 

analysis result (shown in Fig. 2.8), according to which nearly 

73.87% of waveform cluster in frequency range of 126 kHz and 

150 kHz. 

It is should be considered that these estimation could only be 

regarded as qualitative because the assumptions upon which the 

estimations were based may not be completely valid. In general, 

however, different evolution of bubble of different stages, gives 

rise to different feature of AE signals. 

The AE signal of cumulative counts is found to be very good 

correlation with the quantity of pits as shown in Fig. 2.10. The 

AE signal can be quantitatively correlated with the pit number 

based on the linking of H2 gas bubble revolution between them, 

suggesting that AE signal of gas bubbling could be a method of 

on-line monitoring and estimate non-intrusively the overall of 

the pitting corrosion process. 

CONCLUSION 

In this work, an attempt was made to study the signals of gas 

bubbling generated during pitting corrosion of stainless steel. 

Based on the present experimental study, the following 

conclusions can be drawn: 

(1). Acoustic emission signals was detected after a short 

delay time after surpassing the pit potential. The “delay time” 

phenomenon in gas-detected system was firstly confirmed. 

This time delay was supposed to be closely correlated with a 

threshold of gas pressure for H2 bubble to break-up, which 

again be associated with a minimum amount of corrosion. 

(2). Considering the “delay time”, AE signals of cumulative 

counts, rise time and duration time with three different features 

were to classify corrosive pitting process into three stages. 

(3). It is believed that different bubbling evolution in 

different stages is the main cause of different features of AE 

signals.  

(4). Pit was very small in size and low in quantity in initial 

stage, then increased both in size and quantity, which 

corresponding to increase of corrosion amount, protons formed 

on counter electrode, and thus more releasing hydrogen bubbles, 

thus leading to the changing trend of AE signal. 

(5). Serial reproducible tests clearly shows a good correlation 

between AE signals and pit quantity. Accordingly, based on AE 

signal generated from H2 gas bubbling the extent and process of 

pitting corrosion could be non-intrusively studied.  
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Abstract— Materials with the nano and micro structural elements 

have many useful properties. The yield point and strength of 
nanomaterials are in the several times larger than that of conventional 
materials. It is necessary to simulate correctly its properties in the 
strength calculations for the use of nanomaterial in machines and in 
constructions. Some uncertainties reduces the opportunities for using 
of the dislocation model for the strength calculation and predictive 
modeling of the nanomaterials.  

An important component of the self-energy is the energy of the 
surface tension of the grain of structural elements. Surface tension 
energy is a significant part of the elastic deformation energy for the 
nano scale. The article gives the calculation of the volume energy 
density of surface tension. The dependence of the melting point and 
yield point on the particle size of material may be interpreted as 
altering the surface tension. The results of calculations and their 
comparison with the experimental curves are presented. The 
proposed approach contains a minimum number of physical 
parameters. This approach makes it possible to predict the 
mechanical properties of materials. 
 

Keywords— micro structures, nano structures, yield stress, 
forming, plastic deformation, surface tension.  

I. INTRODUCTION 
ATEREALS with micro and nano structures have extreme 
mechanical characteristics. This puts a very difficult 

problem before a designer: to choose a proper material in 
design and strength analysis of machines and constructions. 
The structure can be changed in the course of manufacturing. 
For example, in pressing it is possible to assign different 
structures in different parts of the manufactured detail. This 
requires prediction of the material mechanical characteristics 
on the stage of the machine projecting. Such prediction is even 
more important in projecting new materials. 
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The needed forecast requires developing of a model for 
dependence of the studied material characteristics on the size 
and shape of the structure elements. The most important 
mechanical parameter of the construction material is the yield 
stress. On the one hand, the linear dependence of tensions on 
deformations in absence of yield allows one to perform the 
calculations of strength very accurately. On the other hand, the 
plastic deformation of the material makes it possible to smooth 
the singularities of the tension field. Thanks to the 
phenomenon of strengthening arising in the zones of plastic 
deformation, an additional reserve of strengthening is created. 
In forming, the plastic yielding is the main kind of 
deformation. In that case, the knowledge of mechanical 
characteristics of the material, e.g. the yield stress, becomes 
necessary. 

The process of plastic deformation is accompanied by 
inelastic energy losses. The value of the yield point determines 
the elastic energy necessary for the onset of the material plastic 
deformation. In spite of the fact that the plastic deformation 
regime looks very much like deformation of material in the 
liquid phase, the specific energies needed for heating the 
material up to the melting temperature and total melting are by 
an order of magnitude higher than the specific energy of 
plastic deformation and maximum possible plastic deformation 
up to the material destruction. This is why it is accepted that 
the mechanism of plastic deformation is associated with 
sliding of the material grains [1,2] and with emission of the 
dislocations leading to growth of the micro-cracks [3,4,5,6]. 

Petch [7] explained the experimental dependence of the 
yield point on the size of the material grains by growth of 
cracks. This dependence (Hall-Petch law) is destroyed only for 
the grain sizes less than 1µm, and it can serve as a test for 
various theories of plasticity taking into account the grain size 
[1,2,3]. Meanwhile the formation of micro-cracks in 
approaching the yield point does not always occur, especially 
in the case of materials with nano structures. The dislocation 
theory of plasticity [8] predicts strong dependence of the 
mechanical characteristics on the density of dislocations on the 
grain surface. This value cannot be measured, so that the value 
predicted by the dislocation approach is not very large.  

It is necessary to determine the main mechanism of 
deformation. 

Apart from changing the yield point, grinding of structure 
elements and the grinding of structure affects the melting 
temperature. For example, aggregated and powdered nano-
materials can have different melting temperatures, meanwhile 
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in the case of metallic nano powders of pure metals in 
atmosphere of an inert gas we can speak that takes place the 
decreasing the melting temperature depending on decreasing 
the size of nano-powders from 20 nm to 1-2 nm [9]. 
The variation of melting temperature is evidently connected 
with the energy of surface tension since the probability for 
stripping of individual atoms and molecules from a crystalline 
as a result of thermal motion increases in decreasing the 
surface energy. The effect of the surface tension of crystallites 
on the yield point has not been studied yet. However the 
experimental procedure of measuring the surface tension 
forces per se based on the mechanism of “zero creeping” 
evidences existence of such effect [10]. Besides that, there 
exists an experimental dependence of the melting temperature 
on the surface tension energy for different materials, and this 
dependence is linear [11].   

II. ESTIMATION OF SURFACE DENSITY ENERGY  
Exact Gibbs–Tolman–Koenig–Buff [12,13] equation for a 

spherical particle is: 
 

                                         (1) 

 
Where σ and R are the surface tension and radius of 

particle, respectively, δ is the Tolmen constant. 
In general case, the equation (1) cannot be solved explicitly. 

In theory, the condition R≫δ, is usually introduced, that 
allows simplifying expressions in brackets in (1). In that case 
elementary integration gives the well-known expression [14]: 

 

                                                                    (2) 

 
Where  is the surface tension for a plane surface. 

When using the condition R≫δ,one obtains another analytical 
expression for the surface tension [14]: 

 

                                          (3) 

 
However it is possible to show that the general solution of 

(1), in the case that δ does not depend on R, can be expressed 
in an analytical form: 

.                            (4) 

 
Where xk={-0.558;-0.721+i0.822;-0.721-i0.822} - are the 

roots of the cubic equation 3x3+6x2+6x+2=0 
Further, Fig.1 shows the surface tension functions for the 

exact solution (4) and the approximations usually used in 

literature. 
 

 
Fig.1. Scaled functions of surface tension for the exact solution (4) 

and the approximations - (a), 

 - (b). 

 
The use of well-known linear dependence of the melting 

temperature on the surface tension energy allows one to 
construct a model dependence of the melting temperature on 
the particle size. Fig.2 shows such dependence for gold 
(experimental points) and calculated functions. 

 

 
Fig.2. Dependence of the melting temperature for gold on the 

particle diameter d. Experimental values (points) and calculation 
results obtained using the approximate formulas  - 

(a), , - (b) and exact solution of Gibbs–Tolman–

Koenig–Buff equation   - (4). 

 
Comparison of the plots shows that the exact solution 

describes well the experimental data in the range of the 
particle sizes from 3 to 20 nm. At the same time, the 
approximate functions suffer from very large (up to 100%) 
uncertainty. Thus the exact solution (4) provides an adequate 
description for variation of the melting temperature. This 
justifies the use of it in the further calculations..  
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III. CONNECTION BETWEEN FLUIDITY LIMIT AND SURFACE 
TENSION 

As follows from Fig.1, the specific energy of surface tension 
decreases in decreasing the size of material particles down to 
the values less than 10 nm. Its values for most of metals with 
larger structural elements are of the order of σ = 1-2 J/m2. 
Elastic energy stored in metal in single-axis stretching till the 
yield point for steels is about 90 MJ/m3. Let us compare this 
energy with the volume density of surface tension energy ρσ. 
Suppose for the sake of simplicity the spherical shape of 
particles. Then this value equals ρσ = 3σ/R. Even at the 
characteristic size of crystallite of 2R = 200 nm the value of ρσ 
becomes  equal to the maximum energy of elastic deformation. 
Consequently, construction of models for plastic deformation 
of micro-disperse materials requires taking into account the 
surface energy. One can expect that this energy is responsible 
for mechanisms of plastic deformation in this case. 

To check this hypothesis, let us use the Hall-Petch law 
[15,7] which was uncovered as an empirical dependence. To 
explain this dependence, Petch suggested to consider origin 
and development of a micro-cracks in a grain of the size 2R. 
Now, both time and the function itself and deviation from it at 
nanometer sizes of crystallites are explained solely by the 
dislocation mechanism of plastic deformation. 

According to the Hall-Petch law the fluidity limit τ and the 
grain size d for polycrystalline material are connected by the 
relation: 

 

.                                            (5) 
 
Where τ0 is a certain frictional tension which is necessary 

for sliding of dislocation, K is a material constant often called 
“H-P coefficient”. These values are estimated from 
experimental data. 

Let us consider the origin of plastic deformation. For most 
of metals this process is characterized by the fact that the 
deformations grow practically without increasing the tensions. 
In the simplest case, single-axis stretch, the tensions can be 
considered constant. Consequently, the energy of plastic 
deformation should be proportional to the yield point. Suppose 
that the plastic deformations give rise to growth of inner 
surface of a crystallite without essential change of its volume. 
Then in the beginning of plastic yielding the mechanical 
tensions should compensate for both elastic deformations of 
crystallites and surface tension forces. As a result, the yield 
point should be linearly dependent of the surface energy. This 
makes it possible to approximate the dependence of H-P in 
terms of the dependence of the surface energy on the size of 
particles. Using the exact solution (4) of the equation of 
Gibbs–Tolman–Koenig–Buff we can obtain dependence of the 
volume density of surface tension energy for the material 
containing spherical particles. This dependence is shown in 
Fig.3 

 
Fig.3. Dependence of surface tension per the unit of volume 

 for gold. 1) - using the formula (4); 2) - using 
approximation by the H-P law. 

 
The following two regions can be discerned in Fig.3. At the 

grain size larger than 5 nm, the obtained dependence can be 
approximated using the H-P law, while at the sizes less than 5 
nm we observe a finite value for the volume density of the 
surface energy. We can interpret plasticity as variation of the 
surface energy: if the material “begins to flow” this means that 
the allowed value of the surface energy (shown in Fig.3 for 
gold) was exceeded. 

IV. CONCLUSION 
Thus the energy of surface tension can play an important 

role in plastic deformation of micro and nano disperse 
materials. This mechanism opens the possibility for 
constructing new models for plastic deformation without using 
dislocation theory. 

Exact solution of the equation Gibbs–Tolman–Koenig–Buff 
allows more adequate describing dependence of the melting 
temperature on the particle size in the range from 3 to 20 nm, 
that supports the hypothesis of the crucial role of surface 
tension forces in plastic yielding of micro an nano disperse 
materials.  
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Abstract— Design and optimization of injection systems for internal 

combustion engines must be realized possibly by relying on detailed 

analyses, as those achievable through multidimensional engine 

modeling or by experimental investigations performed on optically 

accessible engines or under engine like conditions in confined 

vessels. As regards spark ignition engines, in particular, direct 

injection technology is being considered as an effective mean to 

achieve the optimal air-to-fuel ratio distribution at each engine 

operating condition, either through charge stratification around the 

spark plug, or by creating a stoichiometric mixture under the highest 

power demands. The impact of a spray on the piston or cylinder walls 

causes the formation of a liquid film (wallfilm) and the so-called 

secondary atomization of droplets. The wallfilm may have no 

negligible size, especially in cases where the mixture formation is 

realized under a wall guided mode.  

The present study is focused on the characterization of both a 

multi-hole spray and a single hole spray in their impact over a cold or 

hot plate. A 3D CFD model, whose assessment relies on the collected 

experimental data, is also developed with the future scope of its 

application within numerical simulations of entire engine working 

cycles. A free spray sub-model of high portability allows correctly 

predicting the spray dynamics at different injection conditions, while 

the spray-wall impingement sub-model makes evident the gasoline 

splashing and deposition phenomena.  

 

Keywords—Computational fluid dynamics, GDI injection, 

secondary evaporation, spray impact.  

I. INTRODUCTION 

IXTURE formation is fundamental for the development 

of the combustion process in internal combustion 
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engines, for the highest release of energy and the formation of 

the lowest amount of undesired pollutants. Direct injection 

(DI) in the combustion chamber is today regarded as the most 

valuable solution for an effective engine control over the 

whole working map of both compression ignition and spark 

ignition engines. Today engines, indeed, strongly differ from 

yesterday engines, so that traditional tools and techniques used 

for their design are becoming insufficient for the required 

challenges of energy and environmental performance, also due 

to the fact that the fuels landscape is continuously evolving 

and becoming more complex. In this change from a test-first 

culture to an analysis-led design process, numerical simulation 

tools, as CFD (computational fluid dynamics) models, are 

becoming increasingly important to accelerate the time to 

market of high-efficiency clean power sources for 

transportation [1]. Assessing predictive numerical models is 

therefore strongly demanded by the scientific community and 

the manufacturers acting in the automotive field, especially to 

correctly predict important phenomena as mixture formation in 

DI engines. 

Fuel delivery in the combustion chamber of an internal 

combustion engine is realized through properly mounted 

injectors delivering highly pressurized sprays in the intake air. 

A fuel spray can be regarded as a train of droplets of different 

size, suffering various concurring effects as they travel within 

the surrounding atmosphere. Roughly speaking, aerodynamic 

forces at the liquid air interface tends to amplify initial 

perturbations to the liquid surface and to lead to instability and 

detachment of small droplets, whereas surface tension tends to 

preserve the initial shape of liquid surfaces. The net effect is 

what is indicated as spray break-up or atomization into 

droplets that are smaller and smaller as the distance from the 

nozzle exit section increases. Initial droplets size at the 

injector exit section may be regarded either as constant or as 

variable according to some distribution, whose value or 

expected value, respectively, is inversely proportional to the 

square of the injection velocity [2]. This is proportional to the 

square root of injection pressure, hence droplet diameter at the 

exit section is practically inversely proportional to injection 

pressure. This last is an important parameter strongly affecting 

the mixture formation process, so much so that the 

development of internal combustion engines in the last thirty 

years has proceeded in strict conjunction with that of injection 

systems.  

GDI spray impact characterization by optical 

techniques for the assessment of 3D numerical 

models 

Luigi Allocca, Michela Costa, Alessandro Montanaro, Ugo Sorge 

M
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In spray dynamics, an aspect that deserves particular 

attention is its possible impact over cylinder or piston walls. In 

particular, in GDI (gasoline direct injection) engines, a 

quantity of injected fuel may be intentionally directed towards 

the piston head, which exhibits a pit and an adjacent nose 

redirecting droplets towards the spark plug (wall-guided 

mixture formation) [3]. Spray droplets hitting on the surface 

may be rebounded, stick to form a film, or undergo heating 

and secondary evaporation. The deposited fuel on the wall 

evaporates more slowly than free droplets, and may not permit 

achieving the desired spatial distribution of the air-to-fuel ratio 

prior to ignition. This may determine non effective combustion 

development and formation of pollutants. The same deposition 

of a gasoline film on the chamber walls is a relevant source of 

unburned hydrocarbons and particulate matter [4]. Therefore, 

controlling the amount of impacting droplets, their trajectory 

and the evaporated gasoline mass after impact is a challenging 

task, whose analysis needs a synergic use of advanced 

experimental and numerical techniques [5]. 

Form the experimental point of view, the access to engine 

combustion chambers is feasible only on laboratory engines. 

Hence, studies concerning sprays is often effected through 

experiments conducted within confined environments under 

either non-evaporating or evaporating conditions that 

reproduce engine like conditions. From the modelling 

perspective, the dynamics of a free spray issuing in a gaseous 

atmosphere must account for break-up, coalescence, turbulent 

dispersion and evaporation. Available sub-models are often 

empirical, due to the complexity of the involved phenomena, 

and need a boring phase of tuning that strongly depends on the 

expertise of the user. Modelling the outcome of an impinging 

spray, on the other hand, could be carried out by focusing 

attention on the impact of individual droplets on a surface, but 

it is obvious that a droplet clouds behaves very differently 

from a single one [6]. A critical review on the matter is 

proposed by Moreira et al. [7]. From this work, it clearly 

appears that experiments on single droplets have surely 

contributed to identify various fluid-dynamic regimes of 

droplet-wall interaction and to quantify size, velocity and 

angle of ejection of secondary droplets, as well as of deposited 

mass over surfaces. In dense sprays, on the other hand, the 

impact between droplets has to be taken into account, as the 

possible interaction with already deposited liquid films.  

As regards heat transfer, the basics of transient boiling of 

droplet streams and sprays consider four regimes [8]. At 

relatively high surface temperatures, the liquid-solid contact is 

very brief because the liquid is separated from the surface due 

to an insulating vapor layer (film boiling regime). The lower 

limit of temperature for this regime is the Leidenfrost point, 

below which droplets partially enter into contact with the wall 

and the heat transfer rate becomes inversely proportional to the 

surface temperature (transition boiling regime). This occurs 

until the critical heat flux (CHF) point is reached. As the 

surface temperature further decreases, droplets make efficient 

contact with the surface, and heat transfer reaches the highest 

rates (nucleate boiling regime), till the so-called bubble 

incipient point. Below this limit, boiling is a consequence of 

single phase convection.  

The just discussed reasoning clearly highlights the need for 

studies devoted to characterize the spray impact over walls, 

especially in cases where these are at high temperature, as in 

the present work. The scope is the quantification of the effect 

of temperature on the spray outcome after impact needed for 

the assessment of 3D models suitable of being applied to the 

simulation of the working cycle of a GDI engine for the 

prediction of the termo-fluidynamic phenomena underlying the 

energy conversion process and the optimization of the control 

strategies.  

Two kind of analyses are here performed. The first concerns 

the impact on a wall of a spray generated by a multi-hole GDI 

injector, that is experimentally characterized through image 

acquisition by a CCD camera. The second consists in a more 

basic study effected through the schileren technique of the 

impact of a single hole spray. In both the cases different wall 

temperatures are assumed. Commercial gasoline is used 

(ρ=740 kg/m
3
) within all the tests, as delivered by a hydro-

pneumatic injection system without rotating organs. The 

experimental work serves to the assessment of a predictive 3D 

numerical model able to reproduce the whole phenomenon, 

and, in particular, the secondary atomization occurring after 

impact.  

II. EXPERIMENTAL CHARACTERIZATION OF A MULTI-HOLE 

SPRAY IMPACT 

The considered GDI injector is a mini-sac 7-hole Bosch 

HDEV 5.1 with solenoid actuation. It is characterized by a 

hole diameter of 0.179 mm and a static flow rate of 13.7 g/s at 

the injection pressure of 10 MPa. Figure 1 represents the 

position of the 7 holes on the injector tip and the footprint of 

the spray on a plane placed at a distance of 30 mm. 
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Figure 1. Injector hole distribution and spray footprint on a plane 

placed at 30 mm from the injector tip. 

 

A preliminary campaign is conducted to support the 

validation of the developed 3D CFD numerical model, 

consisting of three different kind of characterizations: 

measurements of the delivered instantaneous mass flow rate 

through a Bosch tube, images acquisition of the spray issuing 

in an optically accessible vessel containing nitrogen under 

controlled conditions of temperature and pressure (298 K and 

0.1 MPa, respectively), images acquisition of the spray 

impingement over a flat plate placed orthogonally to the 

injector axis under cold and hot plate conditions. The injection 
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system and the synchronized image acquisition set-up are 

managed by a programmable electronic control unit (PECU). 

This is an open system able to reproduce the injector 

energizing currents for the desired strategy in terms of number 

of injection pulses, durations, rise and dwell times. The PECU 

reproduces as an output a TTL signal, related to the injection 

event, for synchronizing the consecutive images management 

and acquisitions.  

The gasoline mass flow rate is measured by means of an 

AVL Fuel Injection Gauge Rate System working on the Bosch 

tube principle [9, 10]. Figure 2 shows the link between the 

solenoid energizing current profile and the corresponding fuel 

injection rate measured by the AVL Meter at the injection 

pressure of 15 MPa and for an energizing time of 1.46 ms. The 

delay of 0.35 ms is observed between the activation of the 

electronic signal and the first appearance of gasoline droplets 

into the vessel. This is assumed in the following as the start of 

injection (SOI). For the considered strategy the total amount of 

injected fuel is equal to 26.21 mg/str. 

Images of the spray, enlightened by powerful flashes, are 

collected at different instants from SOI by means of a 

synchronized CCD camera, 1376x1040 pixels, 12 bit 

resolution, 0.5 µs shutter time. An overview of the 

experimental scheme for the image acquisition is reported in 

ref. [11]. The captured images are processed off-line by means 

of a proper software, able to extract the parameters 

characterizing the spray dynamics, namely penetration length 

and cone angle of one of the seven jets compounding the 

spray. A set of 5 images is collected for each injection 

condition for a statistical analysis of the cycle-to-cycle 

dispersion. The image processing analysis is carried out in 

different steps: image acquisition and background subtraction, 

filtering, fuel spray edges determination and tip penetration 

measurements. Background subtraction and median filter 

procedures allows removing the impulse noise and stray light, 

so to maintain sharp the spray edge. This is determined by 

selecting an intensity threshold level for separating the fuel 

region from the background ambient gas.  
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Figure 2. Solenoid energizing current and fuel injection rate.  

 

Characterization of the spray impingement on a wall is made 

by introducing a stainless steel flat plate into the vessel. The 

plate is located at 20 mm from the nozzle tip. The average 

roughness of the wall is 1.077 µm, measured by the Stylus 

Profilometer, Model Surtronic 3 by Rank Taylor Hobson. Two 

cases are discussed, the first with the plate being at room 

temperature, the second with a plate temperature of 200°C. All 

the experiments are performed at ambient pressure and 

temperature. Images of the spray impact are reported in 

paragraph III, together with the relevant numerical results. 

III. NUMERICAL SIMULATION OF A MULTI-HOLE SPRAY IMPACT 

OVER A WALL 

A. Free spray 

The 3D sub-model able to simulate the dynamics of the 

gasoline spray issuing from the considered injector is 

developed in the context of the software AVL Fire
TM

 [12], in 

such a way to simulate the experiments performed by 

mounting the injector and delivering sprays in an optically 

accessible vessel. The followed approach is the classical 

coupling between the Eulerian description of the gaseous 

phase and the Lagrangian description of the liquid phase. The 

governing equations are here not reported for the sake of 

brevity; the interested reader may refer to the book by Ramos 

[13]. The train of droplets entering the computational domain 

in correspondence of the injector holes exit section suffers 

various concurring effects as it travels. Details of the model 

are given in the paper by Costa et al. [11]. Here it is only 

worth pointing out that the droplets break-up phenomenon is 

simulated according to the sub-model of Huh-Gosman [14] 

whose constant C1 (regulating the break-up time) is adjusted 

by means of a tuning procedure. The effects of the turbulent 

dispersion on the droplets dynamics is simulated through the 

sub-model by O’Rourke [15], coalescence through the sub-

model by Nordin [16], evaporation through the sub-model by 

Dukowicz [17]. Initial size of droplets at the nozzle exit 

section, is considered as variable according to a probabilistic 

log-normal distribution, whose expected value is given by the 

following theoretical diameter, where τf is the gasoline surface 

tension, ρg the surrounding gas density, urel the relative 

velocity between the fuel and the gas, Cd a constant of the 

order of the unity (indeed taken equal to the unity), and λ* a 

parameter deriving from the hydrodynamic stability analysis 

and indicating the dimensionless wavelength of the more 

unstable perturbation to the liquid-gas interface at the injector 

exit section: 

*

2

relg

f
dth

u

2
CD λ















ρ

πτ
= .          (1) 

The variance of the distribution, σ, is another sub-model 

parameter to be properly tuned.  

Tuning is effected through an automatic procedure 

developed by authors, that solves a single objective 

optimization problem. In other words, instead of resorting to a 

search of the values of the constants by trial and error, i.e. for 

successive approximations, an optimization problem is set-up, 

where the Simplex algorithm is used to reduce the error 
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between the results of the numerical computations and the 

experimental measurements relevant to the penetration length. 

The automatic procedure allows obtaining a model of high 

"portability", i.e. such to be applied as it is to different 

operating conditions, or even to sprays generated by different 

injectors. Figure 3, as an example, represents the comparison 

between the experimentally measured penetration length (of 

one of the seven jets compounding the spray) and the 

numerically computed one (as averaged over the seven jets) 

for two different injection pressures, considered in the 

explored range 5 to 23 MPa.  
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Figure 3. Numerical (continuous line) and experimental (dashed line 

with dots) penetration lengths of the GDI spray in a confined vessel 

at the injection pressures of 6 and 15 MPa. From ref. [11]. 

 

B. Spray-wall impact  

The experimental characterization of the spray impingement 

on a wall located at 20 mm from the nozzle tip is presented. 

The average roughness of the wall is 1.077 µm, measured by 

the Stylus Profilometer, Model Surtronic 3 by Rank Taylor 

Hobson. The plate is at room temperature or heated at 200°C. 

All the experiments are performed at ambient pressure and 

temperature. 

From the numerical side, two different spray impingement 

models are considered, the one proposed by Mundo and 

Sommerfeld [18] and the one proposed by Kunkhe [19]. This 

last accounts for the dependence of the phenomenon upon the 

wall temperature, namely it considers not only the momentum, 

but also the energy balance equation before and after the 

impact. 

In the model proposed in ref. [18], authors distinguish 

between two regimes, deposition and splash. In the deposition 

regime all of the liquid remains on the wall, while in the splash 

regime a part of the droplet is deposited and another part 

reflected away from the wall. According to authors, transition 

from one regime to the other can be described by the so-called 

splashing parameter K, function of the Reynolds and the 

Ohnesorge numbers: 

OhReK 25.1= .           (2) 

The dimesionless numbers Re and Oh are defined as 

follows: 

d

,ddd ud
Re

σ

ρ
=

⊥
  

ddd

d

d
Oh

σρ

µ
=  

being ρd the droplet density, dd the diameter, ud,⊥ the normal 

component of velocity, σd the surface tension, µd the dynamic 

viscosity. For K <57.7 droplets are deposited completely at the 

wall without bouncing or breaking-up. The kinetic energy of 

the droplet is dissipated, independently on wall roughness. In 

the splashing regime (K>57.7), the impingement process is 

more complex. Increasing the momentum of the droplets 

undergoing impact, a larger mass fraction is atomized and 

reflected. During splashing, droplets are partially shattered to 

produce a different droplet size spectrum for the reflected 

droplets. Increasing K (higher momentum, less surface 

tension), the reflected droplets tend to be smaller and have a 

narrower bandwidth of the size distribution.  

Empirical correlations, here not reported for the sake of 

brevity, are used to derive the droplets reflection angle (as a 

function of the incident angle), the reflected mass fraction, the 

reflected droplet size and the tangential velocity component. 

To avoid exceptionally small droplets, which could result in an 

increased evaporation rate and in destabilization of the spray 

model, the diameter reduction ratio is limited. Details about 

the afore mentioned issues can be found in [18]. 

The model proposed by Kuhnke [19] distinguishes, instead, 

between four regimes, defined as a function of the parameter 

K: 

( )
41

d

21

d

45

,d

43

dd ud
K

µσ

ρ
=

⊥
.          (3) 

Figure 4 represents the limit of each regime, in the K,T* 

plane, where T*=Tw/Ts being Tw the wall temperature and Ts 

the surface temperature of droplet. In the deposition regime 

impacting droplets completely stick on the wall and create a 

wallfilm. In the splashing regime particles are atomized and 

smaller secondary droplets form after their impact on the wall. 

Under rebound conditions, a vapour layer between the droplet 

and the wall is formed, that prevents a direct contact and leads 

to a reflection of the impacting droplets, without formation of 

wallfilm. In the thermal regime, droplets also disintegrate into 

secondary ones, again without wallfilm formation.  

 

 

Figure 4. Impact regimes of the Kuhnke’s model. 

 

Within the present work, computations are performed to 

reproduce the experimental campaign devoted to investigate 

the phenomenon of impingement with the aim of establishing 

which of the afore described models is to be preferred. The 
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simulation of the experiments is made from one hand to 

validate the spray-wall interaction models, from the other to 

actually evaluate the importance of keeping into account the 

effects of the wall temperature on the reflected droplets 

dynamics. The computation of the spray wall impingement is 

started by preliminary simulating the heat transfer by natural 

convection between the hot surface and the surrounding air, 

before the spray injection, for a period of time reasonably 

comparable with the heating time of the aluminum plate by the 

thermal resistances. This allows considering the actual value of 

the temperature of the air surrounding the plate at the time of 

impingement.  

Figure 5 shows the comparison between the experimentally 

collected and the numerically elaborated images of the spray 

impingement on a wall being at a temperature of 293 K at the 

instants of time of 700 and 1100 µs after SOI. Injection 

pressure is equal to 5.5 MPa. The Kuhnke’s model better 

reproduces the droplets behaviour. Increasing the plate 

temperature to 473 K, as in Figure 6, one may note again a 

better performance of the Kuhnke’s model, due to the effects 

deriving from the heat transfer occurring at the wall, which 

becomes more important. The heat transferred to the droplets 

from the wall gives a contribution to the latent heat of 

vaporization thus determining droplets secondary evaporation.  

 

 

 

Figure 7. Spray and equivalence ratio distribution on three 

orthogonal planes as computed through the models by Mundo-

Sommerfeld (top) and Kuhnke (bottom). Tw= 473 K. 

 

 

Just to give an example of the weight of the transient 

heating, one may look at Figure 7, that represents both the 

 Experimental (T=293 K; t=700 µs)                        Mundo-Sommerfeld                                    Kuhnke 

   
 Experimental (T=293 K; t=1100 µs)                       Mundo-Sommerfeld                                  Kuhnke 

   

Figure 5. Experimental images of the spray (left) impinging on a plate being at Tw=293 K, at the instants of 700 µs (top)                          

and 1100 µs (bottom) and as computed by the models by Mundo-Sommerfeld and Kuhnke. 

 

   Experimental (T=473 K; t=700 µs)                       Mundo-Sommerfeld                                   Kuhnke 

   
   Experimental (T=473 K; t=1100 µs)                      Mundo-Sommerfeld                                   Kuhnke 

 

Figure 6. Experimental images of the spray (left) impinging on a plate being at Tw=473 K, at the instants of 700 µs (top)                         

and 1100 µs (bottom) and as computed by the models by Mundo-Sommerfeld and Kuhnke. 
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spray and the equivalence ratio distribution of the air-gasoline 

mixture on three orthogonal planes, one of which being the hot 

plate, at the instant of time equal to 1100 µs after SOI, as 

computed by the two models. The wall temperature is equal to 

473K. A higher amount of gasoline in the vapour phase 

derives from considering the heating effect of the wall, 

according to the model proposed by Kuhnke. A measure of 

this can be assumed as the relative difference in the global 

equivalence ratio of the mixture, that reaches the 36% at the 

considered instant of time of 1100 µs after SOI.  

The reliable prediction of both the dynamics of a free spray 

and the qualitative agreement of the simulation of the impact 

on both a cold and a hot wall prove the suitability of the two-

phase flow sub-models of being included within a CFD model 

of the whole engine working cycle. 

IV. EXPERIMENTAL CHARACTERIZATION OF A SINGLE-HOLE 

SPRAY IMPACT THROUGH SCHIELEREN TECHNIQUE 

The second considered example is the impact of a single 

hole spray, whose analysis is effected through the schieleren 

technique.  

A Magneti Marelli IHP-279 electro-injector is used, single-

hole axially-disposed, 0.200 mm in diameter, nozzle length to 

diameter L/d=1 having a static flow of 2.45 g/s at 10.0 MPa 

and driven by the home-made ECU. An 80 mm diameter 

aluminum flat plate is positioned 22.5 mm downstream of the 

injector tip, orthogonally to the spray axis. The plate is heated 

in the range 298 – 573 K by electric resistances and controlled 

in temperature by a J-type thermocouple located in its center, 

1.0 mm below the wall surface. A Watlow series 985 

thermostatic system fixes and controls the temperature in a 

range of +/- 1 K. 

The optical investigations are performed through an in-line 

schlieren set-up, whose schematic view is reported in Figure 8. 

The light, from a 1 mm blue LED (52 lumen), is firstly 

collimated using a 2 inches 200 mm focal length lens (L1) and 

passes through the measurement volume, delimited by two 

quartz windows, 80 mm wide and 30 mm thick. A second lens 

(L2), 500 mm focal length, focuses the light beam on the high-

speed camera. A horizontal knife-edge is placed in the focus 

plane for the schlieren fulfillment. The diameter of the lenses 

realizes a 50 mm diameter parallel beam through the sample 

volume that is not tight fitting both the optical accesses and 

impingement plate diameters. The choice of the authors is to 

investigate half of the spray impact domain.  

Images are captured by C-Mos high-speed camera (Photron 

FASTCAM SA4), 90 mm macro-focal lens, operating in 

external mode and synchronized with the injection event. The 

images are acquired on a 640x464 pixels window size with a 

time resolution of 80 ms. The resulting spatial resolution is 

25.5 pixel/mm. Five consecutive events are acquired by the C-

Mos camera for each injection condition for an evaluation of 

the jets spread. 

Cycle-resolved images of the gasoline impact on the heated 

plate are stored on a remote computer for digital processing 

treatments to extract both the liquid and vapor contours. The 

explored conditions are 5.0, 10.0, 15.0 and 20.0 MPa as 

injection pressure, 473 and 573 K as wall temperatures, at 1.0 

ms of nominal injection duration. Tests are conducted at 

ambient temperature and atmospheric backpressure of the gas 

in the vessel. 

 

 
Figure 8. Schematic in-line schlieren set-up. 

 

V. NUMERICAL SIMULATION OF A SINGLE-HOLE SPRAY IMPACT 

OVER A WALL 

The results of the application of the free spray sub-model 

described in paragraph III to the here considered single-hole 

injector prove being less precise than in the previously 

considered cases of sprays generated by the multi-hole 

injector. Nevertheless, the numerically predicted spray 

penetration of 22.5 mm from the injector tip is reached at a 

time that is in good agreement with the experimentally 

measured one, as shown in Figure 9 for two different injection 

pressures. This allows having a certain confidence in the 

model prediction capability as the spray impacts on the wall.  

 

 

Figure 9. Comparison between the experimentally measured and 

numerically computed penetration length of the free spray for two 

injection pressures. 

The evaporation sub-model is substituted with the 

multicomponent model described in ref. [20]. 

An example of the results suitable of being obtained through 

the numerical model in the simulation of the impact of the 

single hole spray is given Figure 10, which shows the 

comparison between the experimentally collected and the 

numerically computed images of the impingement on a wall 

being at temperature of 473 K at the instants of time of 240 

(a), 500 (b) and 800 µs (c) after SOI.  
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More precisely, the experimental images (top) are 

represented, as they are collected and after the filtering 

procedure (middle), whereas the numerical images (bottom) 

represent the liquid droplets and the vapor phase distribution 

on a plane passing through the spray axis. Evaporation is the 

result of both the multi-component primary evaporation of 

gasoline and the secondary evaporation consequent the impact 

event. Injection pressure, along the columns, is equal to 10 

 

Figure 10. Comparison between experimentally collected (top), processed (middle) and numerically computed (bottom) images of spray 

impact. Numerical results are represented as the liquid droplet cloud and as distribution of the mixture equivalence ratio on a plane passing 

through the spray axis at Tw=473 K for 240 (a), 500 (b), and 800 ms (c) after SOI and for pinj=10 (left), 15 (center) and 20 MPa (right). 
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(left), 15 (center), and 20 MPa (right). The effects of the 

injection pressure on the experimental images are marked in 

moving from left (10 MPa) to right (20 MPa). At the same 

interval of time after SOI, the higher the injection pressure, the 

longer is the width penetration because of the increased 

velocity (and the component parallel to the plate surface) of 

the impacting droplets. The highest velocity of the spray 

produces a better atomization of the fuel bulk just at the nozzle 

exit section. In fact, the vapor phase diffusion at 240 ms is 

wider with increasing pressure, as it is in the free evolving 

phase (center and right of the figure). Furthermore, despite of a 

largest amount of injected fuel at 20 MPa the vapor phase 

increases prominently, with respect to the lowest pressure, due 

to a finest atomization consequent the highest impact velocity 

and to an easier vaporization. This reflects into a greatest 

amount of vapor and in a more complex fluid dynamic 

behavior with curls and bouncing. The history repeats at 500 

and 800 µs with more intricate fluid dynamic behaviors due to 

a greatest multitude of impacting droplets. The numerical 

results correctly predict the experiments at 500 and 800 ms 

from the SOI and at the highest pressures while they tend to 

overestimate the penetrations at early stage of injection. 

The Kuhnke’s model is here properly adjusted. In particular, 

the heat penetration coefficient at the interface between the 

wall and the liquid, b, that is accounted for in the Wruck’s 

assumption about the transient heat transfer, is calculated with 

reference to the aluminum properties. The following equation 

is employed: 

ckb ρ= ,              (4) 

where k is the thermal conductivity, r is the density and c is 

specific heat [21]. The Wruck’s schematization considers both 

the wall and the droplets as semi-infinite media with respect to 

the instantaneous contact point. The heat transferred to the 

droplets from the wall contributes to the latent heat of 

vaporization and determines the secondary evaporation. The 

external contour of the computed vapor phase distribution is 

quite in a reasonable agreement with the one experimentally 

evaluated through the schieleren technique. The need of a 

proper use of the model proposed by Kuhnke is evident since 

the gasoline mass in the vapor phase, hence the vapor phase 

diffusion, may be underestimated in the case the model is 

applied in its default state. This clearly shows the importance 

of having at disposal reliable measurements of the vapor 

diffusion consequent the impact of a spray on a wall, that, 

indeed, are hardly realizable, especially under real engine 

operating conditions. At the injection pressure of 10 MPa, left 

side of Figure 10, the width of the vapor phase seems initially 

overestimated. At greater times, this quantity is instead 

underestimated because of the great influence of the deposition 

regime. This effect also influences the vapor layer height, 

which is lower in the numerical analysis. The model proposed 

by Kuhnke, indeed, is not yet optimized to account for the 

evaporation from the wall-film, thus indicating the need of its 

revision with respect to this aspect. Figure 10 also shows that 

increasing the injection pressure increases the vapor layer 

width, in agreement with the experimental findings and the 

expected behavior of an impinging spray. 

A quantitative comparison between the experimentally 

measured and the numerically computed vapor width is 

reported in Figure 11 for the injection pressures of 10, 15, and 

20 MPa and the wall temperatures of 473 (left) and 573 K 

(right). For pinj = 10 and 15 MPa, an overestimation of the 

width at the early instants is depicted. Afterwards, there is a 

reversal behavior due to the high deposition regime, which 

slows down the vapor layer diffusion around 450 ms at 

Tw=473 K and 350 ms at Tw=573 K. Moreover, the curves 

show a more marked underestimation of the numerical results 

at the temperature of 573 K. Finally, at the highest injection 

pressure there is a better agreement between experimental and 

numerical results even starting from the early stages of the 

injection process. 

Finally, the effects of the model assumptions, applied to the 

impingement at pinj = 20 MPa, are reported in Figure 12 at 240 

(a), 500 (b), and 700 µs (c) after SOI. The images depict a 

comparison between the experimental and numerical behavior 

of the impacting spray. Numerical images represent the liquid 

phase as the droplets cloud, and the vapor phase as 

equivalence ratio distribution on a plane passing through the 

spray axis. A good agreement appears up to 500 µs for the 

widths along the plate, while, at later times, an underestimation 

of the numerical results arises. The numerical tendency is to 

saturate the slip propagation and increasing the thickness, 

particularly in the final curl.  
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Figure 11. Comparison between experimental and numerical vapor 

width for 10, 15, and 20 MPa injection pressure and Tw = 473 K 

(left) and 573 K (right). 
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Figure 12. Comparison between experimentally collected (top), 

processed (middle) and numerically computed (bottom) images of 

spray impact at 240 (a), 500 (b), and 700 µs (c) after SOI for pinj=20 

MPa and Tw = 573 K. Numerical images show droplets and 

equivalence ratio on a plane passing through the spray axis. 

 

Increasing the wall temperature from 473 to 573 K enhances 

the secondary evaporation, as shown in Figure 13, where the 

comparison between experimental data and numerical results 

relevant to the same injection pressure, 15 MPa, and time 

ASOI, 500 µs, at Tw=473 (left) and 573 K (right) is reported. 

Increasing the wall temperature has an effect on both the liquid 

phase, with much dispersed droplets, and on the vapor phase 

whose diffusion appears increased in both the directions 

orthogonal and parallel to the wall. The effect in the direction 

orthogonal to the wall is more evident. 

 

 

Figure 13. Comparison between experimentally collected (top) and 

numerically computed (bottom) images of the spray impact at 500 µs 

ASOI for  pinj = 15 MPa and Tw = 473 K (left) and Tw = 573 K 

(right). 

VI. CONCLUSION 

Multiple droplet impacts, liquid deposition over piston or 

cylinder walls, secondary atomization, heat transfer on spray 

impaction in GDI engines depend upon injection timing, that is 

the most essential engine operating parameter for mixture 

formation and combustion development. By simply varying 

time of injection, one may either realize homogeneous charges 

(stoichiometric or rich) either stratified charges, characterized 

by a rich zone around the spark plug and leaner zones towards 

the walls for an overall lean operation and lower heat losses at 

the liner. Injector requirements are however more stringent for 

stratified combustion to ensure that a combustible charge is 

properly prepared for ignition by the spark plug. A factor 

playing a relevant role in the mixture preparation is the spray 

impact on piston or cylinder walls, which may be intentional, 

as in wall guided systems, or unintentional and anyway such to 

create non optimal mixing of gasoline with air and to be an 

undesired source of pollutants. Present work considers the 

impact of both a GDI multi-hole spray and a single hole spray 

over a cold or hot wall. The collected data serve to evaluate 

the droplet behavior after impact, with the main aim of 

assessing a predictive numerical 3D CFD model suitable of 

being included within simulations of entire engine working 

cycles. Although a commercial software environment is used, 

the choice of the more suitable sub-models needs a careful 

comparison with experimental data relevant to engine like 

conditions.  

Between available models the one proposed by Kuhnke 

reveals quite appropriate to reproduce the liquid rebounding 
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and splashing and the secondary evaporation consequent the 

droplet transient heating. An underestimation of the vapor 

diffusion is however noticed in still air conditions, that, 

however, is believed to have a lower weight when actual 

engine operation is treated, due to the intense charge motion 

and the high level of turbulence intensity characterizing the 

operation of real engines. 
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Abstract— The paper deals with numerical flow simulation 

in permeable yarn winding of the defined shapes of bobbins. 
Permeability parameters are evaluated from permeability 
measuring on the real bobbins of various stiffness. The 
sensibility of the designed measuring device is sufficient for 
the given range of winding stiffness. The procedure can be 
automatized with storage of measured data for following 
evaluation of the whole winding process. The flow inside of 
the wound volume is explained by numerical flow simulation. 

 
Keywords— Numerical flow simulation, permeability, winding 

stiffness (winding density) 

I. INTRODUCTION 
One of the standard methods for colouring of textile yarns 

consists in plunging a wound bobbin in dyeing bath and 
repeated reciprocal pushing-through of the bath from the 
bobbin axis direction through the perforated bobbin core, 
further through the wounded layer of yarns to the bobbin outer 
surface and vice versa. Of course, the flow resistance of such 
permeable layer of wound yarns depends on the layer density 
(stiffness) and on the layer thickness, too, which is different in 
the middle and at the faces of the bobbin shape. The result of 
such uneven flow could be an uneven intensity of coloration 
and further an uneven colouring of final product, for instance 
woven fabric, knitwork, etc.  

A. Used Methods 
Known methods of winding stiffness evaluation use the 

measuring of resistance force, for instance against the needle 
penetration into the wound yarn layer or against the rotation of 
flat needle, pushed in the wound yarn layer. Another method 
measures the resilience characteristics of falling testing body 
by the wound surface. The general disadvantage of results 
from such methods is the punctual measuring, only, containing 
the objective error of used measuring device (for instance 
mechanism friction, clearances) and subjective error of 
operator, too. For the determination of the average values of 
measured results it is necessary to make more measuring for 
each bobbin, together with statistical evaluation. It is known 
that such method needs many time and the variability of such 
results is considerable. 
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B. New Method 
The principle of the proposed method exactly corresponds 

to the real procedure of said dyeing – the pushing the dyeing 
bath through the volume of wound yarn layer. The fluid flow 
through the permeable yarn volume is measured – in the stiffer 
wound layer the flow resistance is higher and the flow passage 
is lower. Using the same shape and dimensions of the wound 
bobbins, it remains the only one parameter – its permeability, 
depending on the winding stiffness. In the case when the outer 
dimensions of the winding (diameter, length) are not standard, 
the winding permeability is changing, too.  
From practical reason the air is used instead water solution. 
The aim of the method is the relative comparison of 
permeability / stiffness of individual wound bobbins, not any 
absolute value. It is clear that the permeability of water is 
absolutely other than that for air. 

II. PERMEABILITY 

A. Permeability Measuring 
A simple measuring device [1] was used for measuring the 

permeability of yarn layer wound at various stiffness, see 
Fig. 1. The air inlet is set at suitable pressure value measured 
by pressure gauge (1); the air flow is measured by flow meter 
(2). The perforated core (3) is closed by two plugs so that the 
air is flowing out through the yarn layer (4) wound on the core. 
The measured air volume is proportional to the real stiffness of 
the winding.  

 
                1                 2            3                      4 

Fig. 1    Scheme of measuring device 

For the defined range of stiffness, the presented method is 
sufficiently sensitive. The measured characteristics  

V(m3/h) = f (Δp(kPa))       (1) 

for various possible stiffness of winding, see Fig. 2. For the 
soft bobbin (No. 1), there it is characteristic its higher flow, 
comparing with the hard one (No. 13).  

Permeability of Winding on the Bobbin Core  

K. Adamek 
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Fig. 2 Permeability of measured bobbin samples 
(1 = soft, 13 = hard) 

 

B. Permeability Evaluation 
The permeability of the observed layer is given by its flow 

resistance. After [2], [3] etc., this resistance consists from 
linear term, typical for instance for soaking at small velocities 
(so-called Darcy’s law) and from quadratic term, typical for 
flows around bodies or through channels (Weissbach’s or 
Moody’s law) 

Δp = C2 . ρ/2 . tl . w2  + µ / α . tl . w         (2) 
where 

w = V/S (m/s) flow velocity 
V (m3/s)   volume flow 
S (m2)    flow cross section 
tl (m)    layer thickness 
ρ (kg/m3)   medium density 
µ (m2/s)   viscosity (for air 1,375e-5) 
α, C2    permeability parameters [3]. 
 

Two unknown permeability parameters α, C2, depending on 
the layer structure, are necessary to determine. In a real 
permeable structure, there usually exists some combination of 
both such limiting cases (linear term, only or quadratic term, 
only). 

Fig.  3    Evaluated permeability (as an example) 

From the measured characteristics V = f (∆p) in Fig. 2 it is 
necessary to create an inverse characteristic ∆p = f (V) to get 
the equation formally corresponding with the above mentioned 
formula ∆p = f (w, w2) (2).  

In Fig. 3, there is presented the resulting function (as an 
example), together with simple substitution by quadratic 

function [5]. The achieved correlation coefficient is very high 
(R2 = 0.997). 

Comparing the coefficients of linear and quadratic terms 
from Fig. 3 with the above mentioned formula (2) for pressure 
resistance it is possible to determine two unknown 
permeability parameters α and C2 of the measured winding. 
The mentioned absolute term (here 146.6) represents the 
absolute error of measuring and of the used substitution. But 
for the used working pressure difference of 10 kPa it is 
negligible.  

 

C. Model Description – one bobbin 
For understanding of processes into the wound permeable   

volume during the flowing through it should be to use any 
suitable flow simulation.  

For rotational geometry of the bobbin with central cavity it 
is appropriate to use an axis-symmetrical model and to use the 
transverse plane of symmetry as well. The two determined 
permeability parameters above should be used as a local 
“pressure jump” [3], while the flow resistance of the wound 
bobbin is uniformly distributed along and across the thick 
layer of the winding. So it is necessary to divide the volume of 
the permeable layer of wound yarns into more elementary 
layers in both radial and axial directions. In such a way, the 
volume is divided into many elementary volumes of 
elementary permeability. 

The model geometry is designed after the real shape of the 
bobbin. In order to be able to use the suitable axis-symmetrical 
model, the core body should be designed with narrow radial 
gaps of equal cross-section, instead of rows of individual 
holes.  

Meshing of such simple geometry is without problems, with 
smaller elements in narrow radial gaps. Defined boundary 
conditions are logical from previous description – pressure 
inlet/outlet at axial inlet/outer outlines or reverse, pressure 
jumps and axis. The solution is running without problems with 
good convergence.  

Remark: In the real operation, there is used a dyeing liquid, 
but for this modelling it is used air. The principle of both 
solutions remains the same. 

 

D. Results of the Simulation 
The following serial of Figures shows the typical parameters 

of the flow field – velocity, pressure and streamlines. Using 
the planes of symmetry, there is displayed the upper half of the 
modelled area, only, the rotation axis is situated at the bottom 
of each Figure. Absolute values of observed flow parameters 
are not important here, in general the maximum value is red, 
the minimum is blue – the same as in the light spectrum.  

The rotational axis is situated always horizontally down, due 
to save extent of the article, the only one (upper) symmetrical 
half of the model is outlined here. And more, one typical result 
is presented here, only, other solved cases give similar results. 

The first set (Fig. 4 to Fig. 6) presents the result for the flow 
direction from the perforated core axis to the periphery; the 
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second set (Fig. 7 to Fig. 9) is for the reverse flow direction, 
from the periphery to the axis. While the pressure field is 
really reversed, the field of the absolute value of the velocity 
and the streamlines field, too, seem to be the same.  

In general, on both velocity and streamlines fields, it is 
visible the “short-circuit” flow between the axial inlet through 
the core axis and axial outlet through the side front of the 
winding, in both flow directions (from the axis to the periphery 
and on the contrary, too). In the middle part of the winding the 
flow is radial, unaffected by boundary conditions. At both 
faces of the wound body it is visible an expressive flow bend 
into the reverse direction. This result is very important for 
correction of designed measuring method after the Par. II-A. 
Firstly, the streamlines images (Fig. 6 and Fig. 9) show an 
important influence of faces boundary condition – in the 
middle part the flow is exactly radial, but at faces the flow is 
deformed. So the global measuring of the bobbin permeability 
should be replaced by measuring in the middle part, only. 

Remark: The velocity scale is suppressed here, to get a more 
detailed velocity field in the volume of the winding. The flow 
in the core is not interesting here; the empty area means the 
higher velocity value in the axial tube (out of the used scale).  
It is clear that a model with higher number of smaller volumes 
of elementary permeability gives better results, but the time of 
solution is increasing. 

Fig. 4 Pressure field - flow from the axis (max.) to the 
periphery (min.) 

Fig. 5 Velocity field (suppressed scale) – flow from the axis to 
the periphery 

Fig. 6 Streamlines - flow from the axis to the periphery, „short-
circuit“ flow at faces 

 
Fig. 7 Pressure field - flow from the periphery (max.) to the 

axis (min.) 

 
Fig. 8 Velocity field - flow from the periphery to the axis 

(suppressed scale) 

 
Fig. 9 Streamlines - flow from the periphery to the axis, „short-

circuit“ flow at faces 

The relative simple meshing together with standard procedure 
of standard commercial code make no problems as to the 
stability of convergence. 

E.   Suppression of short-circuits 
The next set, Fig. 10 to Fig. 12, presents the simulation of 

the real situation in the dyeing tank, i.e. the flow in the 
relatively narrow gap between two adjoining bobbins, situated 
side by side as in real equipment. The rotation axis remains the 
same at the bottom of each Figure, left and right edge of each 
Figure is situated in the middle plane of symmetry. Without 
next investigation it is possible to say that such configuration 
could suppress partially the flow through front (side) faces of 
adjacent bobbins. Only one case is presented here – axial inlets 
are defined at the ends of cores, i.e. in the central part of the 
Figures, see the streamlines. 

 
Figure 10.    Pressure field in the gap between two adjacent 

bobbins 
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Figure 11.    Velocity field between two adjacent bobbins 

(suppressed scale) – maximum outflow in the free gap (from 
side faces of both bobbins), not in the wound volume 

 
Fig. 12   Streamlines between two adjacent bobbins (flow from 

axis to the periphery, as in Fig. 6) 

Comparing Fig. 12 (view on the gap between two halves of 
adjoining bobbins) with Fig. 6 (view on the one whole bobbin) 
we can state that the effect of the “short-circuit” flow is here 
suppressed a little.  

Similar suppression could be made by any rigid radial 
partition between both bobbins, see for instance Fig. 13. In 
both cases the most streamlines remain radial, the axial 
deformations due to the short-circuit through frontal faces are 
suppressed, so we can state that conditions for uniform dying 
are kept in the major part of the winding volume. 

 

 

Fig. 13 Frontal partition suppressing the short-circuit flow 
 
Another suppression could be made by blinding of several 

end orifices in the core body – see Fig. 14, where 0-1-2 
orifices are shut and the flow velocity (m/s) along the radius 
(m) of the front face is more uniform, the effect of the short-
circuit is suppressed. 

 
Fig. 14 Velocity suppressing at the frontal side of the bobbin 
by blinding of 0-1-2 rows of orifices in the perforated core 
 
 
F.   Situation in a real dyeing machine 
 
The last model presents the situation in a real dyeing tank, 

where sets of four bobbins are situated in sequence. So we can 
state that such configuration makes some suppression of short-
circuit flows, as mentioned on the Fig. 10 to Fig. 12 above. 
This set of Fig. 15 to Fig. 17 presents fields of velocity, 
pressure and streamlines of such configuration – the flow 
direction from axis to the contour, only, as on the Fig. 4 to Fig. 
6. 

At first we can state that the cross-section of the common 
inlet is sufficient, it allows the uniform flow distribution in all 
four bobbins.  

At seconds, small gaps, only, between front faces of adjacent 
bobbins achieve some suppression of short-circuit of the flow 
through front faces. It is important for more uniform flow 
through the winding volume. 

Fig. 15 Velocity field in configuration of four bobbins 

Fig. 16 Pressure field in configuration of four bobbins 
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Fig. 17 Streamlines in configuration of four bobbins 
 

Evaluating the received results of numerical flow 
simulation we can state that the common inlet is well 
dimensioned, in each of four bobbins just one quarter of the 
whole flow is flowing, small deviations are due to numerical 
error of the simulation. 

But the flow distribution in each bobbin volume is very 
non-uniform – the volume flow through the front faces is very 
high, 230% approx. of the average flow and the flow through 
the radial periphery is 43%, only of the average flow. So the 
dyeing time must be longer, corresponding to this lower flow, 
to get uniform coloration of the whole bobbin volume. Some 
"overdyeing" is not possible, the textile material can be 
saturated, only, by coloring agents, not “oversaturated”. 

 
G.   Uneven stiffness of wound layer 
 
On the really wound yarn layer the uneven stiffness 

(permeability) can be observed. Even if the yarn brake effect 
remains the same, the inner layer on the small radius receives 
higher density (stiffness) comparing with the outer layer on the 
bobbin contour. The effect of such phenomenon is simulated, 
too, results are as follows: 

Fig. 18 presents different flow resistances for hard – medium 
– soft bobbin. 

 
Fig. 18 Different flow resistance for hard – soft bobbin 

Using such different parameters on three radial layers we 
can state that differences of the flow are not important, see the 
Tab. 1. 

 

 

Tab. 1 Relative flows at various winding stiffness 

 inlet outlet 
winding core front arc periphery 

 % 
const soft 100,0 47,0   7,2 45,7 
const med   97,6 45,9   7,1 44,6 
const hard   91,2 42,9   6,5 41,7 
stepped   98,9 47,2   7,1 44,5 

 

As an illustration, only, the Fig. 19 presents the velocity 
field for comparison with previous results - here at different 
scale, but very similar character. Other flow field parameters 
are very similar to previous, too, so they are not presented 
here. 

 
Fig. 19 Velocity field in the winding of three layers of 

different permeability in radial direction 

 

III. CONCLUSION 
The proposed method [1] of air permeability measuring for 

the testing the stiffness of the yarn layer wound on the 
perforated core is simple and reliable, suitable for serial 
operation with automated manipulation and data storage. And 
more, using any simple marking of individual bobbins it is 
possible to determine retroactively the reason of found 
defective stiffness of wound bobbin (working unit, yarn brake 
etc.). 

The presented method of the numerical flow simulation, for 
instance [4], gives a good overview about the flow through the 
yarn layer wound on the perforated core and about the uniform 
dyeing of yarn material, too. Finally, for the real operation, in 
such a way, there could be tested the optimal results of such 
simulations, only. In this way, the costs of development are 
reduced and the results can be directly used in a real plant.  

In general, the numerical flow simulation can predict the 
influence of any inserted obstacle /partition at the bobbin front 
face on the more uniform flow through the winding, without 
necessary experiments. It remains to judge the positive effect 
of the uniform flow and the uniform dyeing of wound yarn 
layer, too, contrary to the higher manipulation requirements 
when preparing a system of bobbins for dyeing. 

The density (permeability) of the wound layer can be non-
uniform in radial direction, so the flow penetration can be 
affected. This influence can be simply simulated, but real 
values of permeability must be defined by measuring. Flow 
ratio for soft/hard bobbin is 1.1 approx. and is well detected by 
designed method of permeability measuring. 
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Abstract— This paper treats interdisciplinary topics for 

alternative surface analysis and its evaluation. Analysis methodology 
and its results can be used in design and styling to tell us what kind of 
surface shapes are present. Advanced graphical algorithm tool 
Grasshopper® (GH) is used to build analysis procedure. Several new 
introduced approaches are used and briefly presented. A framework 
of simplified classification is also presented, where similarity with 
color valuation can be seen. GH’s procedure builds quite complex 
bundle of components and connections therefore just major steps in 
this algorithm are explained.  
 

Keywords— analysis, design, methodology of surface evaluation  

I. INTRODUCTION 

SURFACE of designed object is the communication 
language that interacts with users. This framework of 

methodology that analyses existing products is a great tool for 
numerical shape evaluation. Furthermore the analysis can be 
used to achieve products with well styled and designed 
surface. The procedure and its practical use is presented in 
following chapters.  

Different practical exams are shown in this chapter. First 
the fundamental surfaces are analyzed. Analysis of two real 
objects follows. The results and discussions related to the 
analysis using the developed shape evaluation procedure are 
included into this chapter. 

II. THEORETICAL PART 

A. Review of related works 
Shape usually starts with simple curve and furthermore with 

2D drawing as described in [1] and [2]. This 2D drawing 
impacts 3D shape of an object. In the FIORES project [3]-[8] 
mayor researchers proposed several terms for styling 
properties and features in CAID. By means of questions and 
observation of communication between stylists and engineers, 
a list of terms that describe the styling properties was 
composed. These are: 

- Radius/Blending  
- Convex/Concave  
- Tension  
- Straight/Flat 
- Hollow  
- Lead in 
- Soft/Sharp 

 
 

- S-Shaped  
- Crown 
- Hard/Crude 
- Acceleration [3]-[8]  
Some of these terms for specific properties are very similar 

or unclear and need to be refined. Therefore we tried to 
simplify them into a new classification.  

Interesting classification of relative distances (RD) and 
directional fragmentation (DF) of 2D boundary shapes was 
presented in [9]. Method uses property that different shapes 
have different combinations of RD and DF. Shape 
presentations of different rooms, cities and states were used in 
experimental part. Several other classification methods were 
presented in [9] but mostly for 2D shapes. 

Methods for analysing aesthetic impression of curves have 
already been developed. Considering Harada [10] are those 
curves parts of logarithmic graphs. Graph curvature in 
dependence of path – K(s) and K-vector in logarithmic 
curvature histogram (LCH) were observed. Aesthetic curve 
was defined as a curve whose LCH is a straight line. Authors 
in [11] used this method to determine objects' impression. 
They provided CAD system which can feel the same 
impression on curved surfaces like human designers can. On 
the base of LCH they proposed three types of surfaces by 
human impression: convergent, divergent and neutral. They 
observe some Japanese objects and conclude that they have 
convergent impression and European objects divergent 
impression. According LCHs five general classes for aesthetic 
curves were proposed: minus, zero, plus, plus-minus and 
minus-plus [10]. Other authors in [12] have also observed and 
analysed spatial aesthetic curve segments. They created graphs 
K(s) and LCHs of those curves. Author Yoshida evaluated 
aesthetic curves, which can be considered as a generalization 
of the Clothoid, the logarithmic spiral, the circle involute, and 
the circle in [13].   

B. Methodology 
Methodology of surface evaluation is developed to establish 
the meta-language in design communication which was 
perceived as necessary part of styling in [3]-[8]. The first step 
is analysis of existing geometry and the second is synthesis of 
newly created geometry considering desired property.  

Early stage of classification of surfaces has already been 
proposed in [14]. Furthermore the classification was changed 
to be simpler and more logical and is still under development.  

Five classes are now shrunken into three properties that are 
characterising surfaces similar as colours in color space [15], 

Methodology framework for surface shape 
evaluation 
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where each colour is presented as a mix of values L*, a* and 
b*. Our geometrical space consist of these three axes: 

- Curvature – C  

- Symmetry – S and 
- Substantialness –B  
Therefore a surface is indicated as (C, S, B), where 

curvature goes from – to + sign. Zero determinates neutral 
curvature and means plane. Negative values mean concave 
surface and positive values are for convex surfaces. They are 
evaluated with sign and values of entities in nxn matrix. Value 
is calculated as arithmetic average of normalized nxn 
distances including preposition sign. 

Symmetry takes just positive values. Zero means perfect 
symmetry of a surface observed over middle column of nxn 
matrix. Symmetry can be detected as differences between 
entities pairs compared over middle column. The first and last 
column are compared and second and the last but one. The 
middle one stays untouched in this case. Symmetry is 
calculated as arithmetical average of all entity pairs. 

Substantialness is third property to indicate size or width of 
the surface. We have had discussions about this property name 
because terms are limited and it is not easy to take the proper 
one. Terms “solid” and “slim” were also in discussion but we 
take substantialness because it describes property better. It is 
calculated as ratio between length and width of the observed 
surface projected on triangular plane.  

 
1) Grasshopper’s procedure 

Grasshopper® (GH) is a graphical algorithm tightly 
integrated with 3D modelling tool Rhinoceros (RH). 
Grasshopper is an add-on and runs within the RH application. 
Procedures are created by dragging components onto a canvas 
as presented in figure 1. Outputs of these components are then 
connected to the inputs of subsequent components. 
Grasshopper is mainly used to build generative algorithms and 
it acts like a programming tool. Many of Grasshopper’s 
components create 3D geometry. Procedures may also process 

other types of algorithms including numeric, textual, audio-
visual or haptic applications. 

GH is used because of complex algorithms that can be used 

out of the box and can be easily connected and combined. 
 
 First we have to explain prefix “nxn”. Nxn comes from 

GH procedure where 5x5 point grid is used to define number 
of intersections. N has to be odd number and can be changed 
from 

 
 Fig. 1 Small fragment of GH canvas and nxn procedure.  

 
3x3 up. But to show fundamental functionality the grid 5x5 
shows enough details therefore whole nxn procedure basis on 
5 by 5 points.  

GH nxn procedure is a new approach in surface evaluation. 
It became quite complex bundle of components and 
connections. Therefore is hard to show whole procedure in 
one view. One fragment of GH procedure is shown in figure 1. 
This part defines four bounding curves which build Coons 
patch surface hereinafter. This “synthetic” surface is then 
evaluated in nxn analysis core.  

Furthermore curvature graph K(s) and LCH on selected 
curve on surface can be calculated and presented. Practical use 
of those graphs is shown in experimental part hereinafter. K(s) 
and LCH charts are already known [10]-[13] and are here used 
for fair curve evaluation. Some more analyses are shown in 
[16]. Curvature is analyzed and shown on several practical 
examples. 

GH nxn procedure requires input geometry as synthetic 
surface, mesh or imported NUBS surface. From type of input 
geometry depends how GH procedure starts. Analysis core 
stays the same. Short preview of steps for surface shape 
evaluation in GH nxn procedure is shown in table 1. Several 
logical steps are present where every following step has an 
input of one or more previous components. Hereinafter are 
shown graphical results of GH nxn procedure. 
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Table 1 Short preview of steps for shape evaluation in nxn procedure. 
Step 
1: 

 

In
pu

t g
eo

m
et

ry
 

Synthetic 
surface or 

 
Imported 
3D mesh 
or  

Imported 
NURBS 
surface.  

Step 
2: 
 

Triangle plane 
through point A, B 
and C. 

 
Step 
3: 

Projection of input 
surface on 
triangular plane. 

 
Step 
4: 

Offset of projection 
on both sides. 

 
Step 
5: 

5x5 points 
segmentation on 
offsets. 

 
Step 
6: 

Lines through 
segmentation 
points. 

 
Step 
7: 

Creating points on 
intersections of 
lines with input 
surface and lines 
with planar surface. 

 
Step 
8: 

Nxn vectors starting 
at intersection 
points on triangular 
plane and ending at 
intersection points 
on input surface.  

Step 
9: 

Nxn matrix of 
lengths and 
directions of nxn 
vectors. 

 
Step 
10: 

Normalized lengths 
and directions of 
nxn matrix. 

 

a) Step 1 
Three types of input geometries are acceptable.  
First is synthetic surface, generated with part of our GH 

procedure. This part of procedure is shown in figure 1. Surface 
is defined with four bounding curves. Every curve is defined 
with five points. Each point has three coordinates that can be 
manipulated. It is important to make proper smooth surface 
which is not overlapped or wrinkled.  

Second input is mesh that can be obtained, inter alia, with 
3D scanner. The so called nxn frame has to be defined first. 
The nxn frame determines observation area of the mesh and 
has to be defined manually in this analysis.  

Further steps present analysis core of GH procedure 
hereinafter that is same for any type of input geometry. 

b) Step 2 
Through points A, B and C is defined triangular plane 

presented in figure 2. This triangle also defines direction of 
the surface. Considering Podehl [5] are natural directions 
from bottom to top and from left to right. In this framework 
the direction is determined manually and should present 
orientation of the surface in space according products use. 

 
Fig 2 Triangular nxn plane defined with point A, B and C which 

shows natural direction of analyzed surface “UP”. 
 
Distance from point A to point C is also defined as nxn 

length used for distances normalization hereinafter. Point A 
and B are placed at the corners of the bottom edge of the 
surface. Point C is in the middle of the line that connects upper 
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corners of the surface as explained in figure 2. 

c) Step 3 
Surface is projected on the same plane as triangular nxn 

plane lies. The planar nxn surface projection is created as 
shown in figure 3 marked with darker color.  

 

 
Fig 3 Surface is projected on the same infinite plane as triangular 

nxn plane lies. 

d) Step 4 
There are created two offsets on each side of the planar 

surface projection as figure 4 shows. Distance of both offsets 
can be changed and should be far enough not to intersect the 
analyzed surface. 

 
 

 
Fig 4 Two offset on each side of projected surface are created. 

e) Step 5 
This step provides surface segmentation with point grid 5 

by 5 points on both offsets shown in figure 5. 

 
Fig 5 Both offset surfaces are segmented with 5x5 points. 

f) Step 6 
Point on both offsets are paired and connected with parallel 

lines with starting points on one offset and ending on other.  
 

 
Fig 6 Segmentation points are connected with lines. 

g) Step 7 
Intersection points between lines and analyzed surface are 

marked in step 7. Similar are marked intersection points on 
planar projected surface.  

 
Fig 7 Intersection points between lines and analyzed surface are 

created and intersection points between lines and projected planar 
surface are created. 
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h) Step 8 
In step 8 a vector field is created. Vectors have starting 

points at projected planar surface and ending points at 
intersection points on analyzed surface. Vectors are used 
because they have direction that is important to correctly 
determine curvature of surface. This direction is considered 
furthermore as positive or negative sign of value in nxn 
matrix. 
 

 
Fig 8 Vectors are connecting intersection points. 

i) Step 9 
The results of nxn analysis as actual distance with 

preposition sign are shown in table 2. Negative sign of the 
value means that the vector shows down. Or with other words; 
the surface lies under the nxn triangular plane. Table 2 
presents analysis for the surface shown in figure 3, 7 and 8. 

 
Table 2 The results of nxn analysis as actual distances with 

preposition sign. 
-12.274 -5.656 -1.128 3.682 12.274 
21.047 27.166 29.580 30.537 28.403 
34.812 42.075 44.019 42.769 31.553 
32.786 43.086 46.453 44.887 26.482 

0.000 15.675 22.801 23.257 0.000 
 

The nxn matrix also follows natural directions and is not 
the same as in mathematical writing. It has swapped rows over 
middle row. So the matrix starts with entry (0,0) at bottom left 
corner as shown in form (1). 

 

      Form (1) 

Starting point marked with (0,0) is at the bottom left side on 
analyzed surface, same as in nxn matrix. This enables to locate 
position of same point in 3D space and in nxn matrix.  

j) Step 10 
Table 3 The results of nxn analysis as normalized distances with 

preposition sign. 
-0.112 -0.052 -0.010 0.034 0.112 
0.192 0.248 0.270 0.279 0.260 

0.318 0.385 0.402 0.391 0.289 
0.300 0.394 0.425 0.410 0.242 

0 0.143 0.208 0.213 0 
 

Nxn matrix collects normalized values of distances, 
combined with directions. Normalized means that every nxn 
distance is divided by value of nxn length. Nxn length is 
shown in figure 2 as distance A-B. With normalization the size 
of an object is irrelevant. Entities (0,0) and (0,4) have always 
value 0. All other values can be positive or negative depending 
of the analyzed surface.  

III.  EXPERIMENTAL PART 
Different examples are shown in this chapter. First the 

fundamental surfaces are analyzed. This synthetic surfaces are 
created with procedure, shown in figure 1. At the end are two 
applicative cases. First is analysis of headlight of a car.  

A. Fundamental surfaces 
Some fundamental synthetic surfaces are shown in this 

chapter. Appropriate vectors were created with nxn procedure 
as shown in figures 11 to 14. Numerical result are shown in 
tables 4 to 6. Negative sign means the direction of vector 
downwards (-Z). Values for C,S and B numerical results are 
marked with bold text. 

1) Plane 
Analysis of not curved synthetic surface gives an nxn matrix 

with zeroes while there are no vectors to create. Boundary 
points have all Z coordinate zero. All points are equally 
arranged in X and Y direction in steps: 0, 25, 50, 75 and 100 
units and have appropriate coordinates. 

 

 
Fig 10 Synthetic plane. 
 

Table 4 The results of nxn analysis as actual distances with 
preposition sign. 

0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 

C= 0 
S= 0 
B= 100 
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2) Simple symmetrical convex surface 

 
Fig 11 Simple synthetic symmetrical convex surface. 
 

Table 5 The results of nxn analysis as actual distances with 
preposition sign for convex surface. 

0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
0.11 0.11 0.11 0.11 0.11 
0.16 0.16 0.16 0.16 0.16 
0.11 0.11 0.11 0.11 0.11 
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 

C= 7,6 
S= 0 
B= 100 

 
3) Simple symmetrical concave surface 
Simple symmetrical concave surface was created as shown 

in figure 12.  
 

 
Fig 12 Simple synthetic symmetrical concave surface 

 
Table 6 The results of nxn analysis as actual distances with 

preposition sign for concave surface. 
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 

-0.11 -0.11 -0.11 -0.11 -0.11 
-0.16 -0.16 -0.16 -0.16 -0.16 
-0.11 -0.11 -0.11 -0.11 -0.11 
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 

C= -7,6 
S= 0 
B= 100 

 
4) Two directional symmetrical concave surface 

Figure 13 shows concave surface bended in two directions 
(X and Y).  

 
Fig 13 Synthetic two directional (X and Y) symmetrical concave 
surface. 
 
Table 7 The results of nxn analysis as actual distances with 

preposition sign for two directional concave surface. 
0.00 -0.11 -0.16 -0.11 0.00 

-0.11 -0.22 -0.27 -0.22 -0.11 
-0.16 -0.27 -0.31 -0.27 -0.16 
-0.11 -0.22 -0.27 -0.22 -0.11 
0.00 -0.11 -0.16 -0.11 0.00 

C= -15,21 
S= 0 
B= 100 

 
5) Inflection surface 
Synthetic inflection surface has positive vectors in one 

direction and negative in other direction as shows figure 14. 
 
 

 
Fig 14 Synthetic inflection surface has vectors in positive and 
negative direction. 

Table 8 The results of nxn analysis as actual distances with 
preposition sign for inflection surface. 

0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
-0.11 -0.06 0.00 0.06 0.11 
-0.16 -0.08 0.00 0.08 0.16 
-0.11 -0.06 0.00 0.06 0.11 
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 

C= 0 
S= 200 
B= 100 

B. Real 3D scans 
Two real objects were 3D scanned are analyzed with nxn 

procedure in this section. First is the front headlights surface 
and second is tail of a sports car. Nxn matrix, K(s) and LCH 
are shown in both cases. Sports car hood was reverse 
engineered with Rhinoceros add-in T-splines. This add-in 
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enables A-class surfaces creation that are very important in 
product design to achieve good looking design. 

a) Front headlights surface 
Figure 15 shows scan of a real object. The classification is 

still under development therefore a table 9 will be explained 
and not token as an absolute result. The surface is more 
extended inwards on the right side, therefore are in the most 
right column negative values. The surface shows convexity in 
the lower middle side because there are the highest values, 
marked with gray in table 9.  

 
Fig 15 Front headlights surface with section curve. 

 
 
 
Table 9 The results of nxn analysis as actual distances with 

preposition sign. 
0,017 0,010 0,002 -0,009 -0,027 
0,050 0,052 0,050 0,028 -0,030 
0,070 0,081 0,085 0,058 -0,022 
0,056 0,079 0,092 0,073 -0,010 

0,00 0,037 0,063 0,063 0,00 
C= 3,467 
S= 110,2 
B= 59,3 

 

 
Fig 16 Graph K(s) and LCH of section curve of the headlight. 
 
Section curve of headlight shown in figure 15 is analyzed. 

Figure 16 presents K(s) graph on the left side and LCH on the 
right side. Graph K(s) shows smooth chart except at peak. 
That means the section line presents smooth curve excepting 
this location where curvature changes drastically. LCH is 
unequal and does not show any specific property.  

b) Sports car tail 
Real sports car was scanned and reverse engineered. Good 

NURBS surfaces transitions were desired by a customer. 

Anyway existing global shape of a car must be followed. 
Therefore was compromised where some minimal shape 
changes were allowed and where not. 

 

 
Fig 17 Darker surface of reverse engineered sports car tail was 

analyzed with nxn procedure. 
 
On the tail of sports car was created transverse section 

curve for curvature analysis as shown in figure 18.  
 
Table 10 The results of nxn analysis as actual distances with 

preposition sign. 
-0.011 -0.007 0.000 -0.007 -0.011 
-0.009 -0.009 -0.002 -0.009 -0.009 
-0.007 -0.011 -0.004 -0.011 -0.007 
-0.005 -0.012 -0.008 -0.012 -0.005 
0.000 -0.012 -0.009 -0.012 0.000 

C= -0,75 
S= 0 
B= 78 
The table 10 shows the concavity of analyzed surface 

while most of the values are negative.  
 

 

 
Fig 18 K(s) and LCH charts of sports car tail section. 
 
Figure 18 shows graph K(s) on the left side where minimal 

symmetrical waving is detected. On this part the existing 
shape of a car was followed by creating this surface with T-
splines.  

LCH on the right side of figure 18 presents piecewise 
beautiful section curve while histogram has straight line curve 
as part of it. That proves that surfaces and consequently 
section curves drawn with T-splines are fair curves as shown 
in [10].  

IV. DISCUSSION 
The results of nxn procedure are presented in previous 

section as numerical values C, S and B. These values allow us 
to evaluate surfaces. On that base they will be distributed in 
several classes later on. 
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C is for curvature and is zero if the surface is flat and 
presents a plane. For positive values the surface is convex and 
for negative it is concave. 

S is for symmetry. Zero symmetry means perfect 
symmetrical surface. All the values are processed with 
absolute value therefore are just positive. Greater the value 
more is surface asymmetric. 

B is for substantialness and can be only positive. 100 
means equal width and height of the surface. All other values 
are between 0 and 100. At 0 there is just one curve and not 
surface any more therefore it will not be used.  

V. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK 
Methodology framework for evaluation of surfaces using 

nxn procedure gives us reasonable results for surface 
evaluation on cases described in chapter III. It cannot be 
discussed about classification of results at this stage while it is 
still under development. 

As additional the fairness of section curves can be evaluated 
as shown in case Sports car tail. Here we get thus an analytical 
tool for the design features checking and errors detection.  

Whole nxn procedure could be implemented using any 
programming language like C++ or java and operated like 
standalone program or add-on for different programs.  

This development model makes sense so it can be used for 
expert system support for the design of complex products, 
among which is certainly in the first place car design. Proposal 
of intelligent advisor system was presented in [17].  

In order to achieve desired refinements and fine-tuning of 
our shape evaluation procedure and methodology for surface 
shape evaluation we are continuously adding a substantial 
number of new examples – scans of real objects from a variety 
of areas of product design. 
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Abstract - The analysis of transient phenomena in very short duration 
is today carried out through classical techniques based on the study 
of spectra and, more in general, by Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) and 
its variants. Starting from the assumption that the dynamic 
phenomena, in most cases are not stationary, in this paper a 
methodology based on the one and two dimensional DWT integrated 
with other theories (i.e., Fuzzy Logic and Chaos Theory)  to analyse 
unstable phenomena is presented. Two applications are described. 
The first, based on the one dimensional DWT, analyses 
accelerometric signals by recording the vibrations on the head of a 
cylinder of a naval Internal Combustion Engine (ICE). The second, 
based on a two dimensional DWT, analyses the image frames 
recorded by using a Fast Infrared Camera. The application of the 
presented methodology shows how, applying the 1D-DWT, it is 
possible experimentally to rebuild the in-cylinder pressure profile 
and recover information about the correct functioning of the diesel 
engine. The technique applied in the 2D-DWT dimensions permits to 
discover  humming conditions in gas turbine burner .  
 
 
Key-words Industrial Application, Unsteady Phenomena, 
Wavelet Transform. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

The analysis of transient phenomena in very short duration is 
today developed by classical techniques based on the study of 
frequency spectra and, more generally, of the FFT spectra and 
its modifications. The limits of these techniques, generally, 
depend on the application on periodic phenomena. Many 
phenomena leading to unstable conditions are not periodic. 
In order to analyze such phenomena it is possible to assume 
these  varying slowly in time (“quasi-stationary”) taking into 
account that,  phenomena of very short duration, are not able 
to be described by use these working hypotheses. The goal of 
this research, of which this work is a significant frame, is the 
study, the development and testing of alternative techniques 
and methods of analysis which can be used -under the 
aforesaid conditions. The study of a “dynamic system”, 
carried out by using the theory of the Wavelet Transform 
integrated with suitable filters in order to enhance aperiodic 
events or weak signal, can be, respectively “prodromes” of a 
failure or “descriptors” of unstable physical phenomena. 

 
 

 

The Wavelet Transform is divided in Continuous Wavelet 
Transform (CWT) and  Discrete Wavelet Transform (DWT), 
and the latter, in redundant systems and discrete frames of 
orthonormal bases. It is sufficient to note that the environment 
in which the wavelets are "set" is the multidimensional Hilbert 
space, i.e., a complete pre - Hilbert space. For our purposes 
the space Rn satisfies the properties of a Hilbert space. It has 
been defined, in this research, a particular “adaptive” function, 
which is a complete orthonormal system (basis). In this way it 
allows the study of the impulsive phenomena with an 
accuracy, resolution and reliability which, currently, it is not 
possible to achieve with other methods. Furthermore, the use 
of the Wavelet Transform, allows the identification of 
possible "anomalies" such as spikes, very rapid transients, 
instantaneous frequency variations, etc .. In this research, such 
technique has been integrated with other techniques and ideas 
belonging to the theory of chaos. And this, both because any 
system, "Real" , is always non-linear and  for the particular 
attitude that those sophisticated diagnostic tests have in 
highlighting the dynamic evolution of dynamic systems. 
In this paper two applications in two different fields, 
mechanical and combustion, are presented. The first case 
concerns the study of the dynamical evolution of an Internal 
Combustion Engine (ICE) and the “health” analysis of the 
connected mechanical components. All those can provide both 
important information on the operating status of the engine 
and actions for the cost saving. The approaches for analyzing 
the health of engine are various. For instance, it has been 
addressed by using the neuro-fuzzy systems [1]-[3]. This 
approach allows to follow the behavior of the engine and to 
increase systematically the knowledge of the operation of the 
engine and its characteristic details. Although this technique is 
widely used to predict failure or unstable conditions in 
mechanical device [3]-[5], often the fault of the mechanical 
components depends on other conditions such as bad 
lubrication, misfiring or overpressure in the internal 
combustion engine, etc. [5]-[7]. In this paper, starting from an 
accelerometer signal (Fig. 1), it has been processed by using 
the 1D – wavelet. The method presented is based on the 
principle that a signal, a time series, or any analytical function 
can be transformed into another set consisting of numerical 
wavelet coefficients each representative of a particular 
frequency corresponding to a predetermined scale [8]. 

The One and Two Dimensional Wavelet 
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The second case is an application of the 2D-Wavelet 
Transform. The acquired signal is a 3D matrix (Pixel, Pixel, 
Time) image recorded by using a IR camera (Fig.2). 
The application of Infrared Thermography (IT) gives 
interesting results by monitoring thermo-mechanical systems. 
In fact, it provides a complete representation of the effective 
working conditions. Numerous experimental studies and 
numerical models were developed to understand the behavior 
of burners in gas turbines; in particular there are current 
researches aimed at understanding fuel/air interaction in the 
premixing duct, upstream of the combustion chamber [9]- 
[12]. Indeed, the characterization of the fuel mixing with air is 
very important for the optimization and the choice of the 
injection technology, which is important since it influences the 
homogeneity of the fuel/air mixture. Unfortunately, 
developments in premixed combustion are generally 
accompanied by increase in occurrence of oscillating 
combustion [13],[14]. Unstable combustion refers to self-
sustained combustion oscillations at or near the acoustic 
frequency of the combustion chamber, which are the result of 
the closed-loop coupling between unsteady heat release and 
pressure fluctuations. The heat release fluctuations produce 
pressure fluctuations and it is well known and well 
understood; however, the mechanisms whereby pressure 
fluctuations result in a heat release fluctuations are not known. 
Rayleigh [15] postulated that, for the pressure oscillations to 
be amplified, the heat release and pressure fluctuations must 
be in phase. The exact mechanism of unstable combustion is 
not yet completely understood. New available technology as 
Fast InfraRed Imaging (FAIRI) allows instabilities 
investigation in the 2-dimensions [16],[17]. In this case study 
the methodology of 2D wavelet is applied. It is applied on 
recorded images by use FAIRI.  The capability of this 
technique is based on fast infrared imaging in individuating 
the flame structure and the fluid dynamic fluctuations and the 
eventual correlations between them. This case study is carried 
out recording infrared images of a 3MW test rig combining 
FAIRI, pressure fluctuation and flame front frequency. 
 

 
Fig. 1 Raw signal acquired by three-axial accelerometer 

 
 

 
 

Fig. 2  Sample image acquired by infrared thermal camera 

II. ONE AND TWO DIMENSIONAL WAVELET  

 The wavelets used in this paper are those proposed by 
Daubechies [18] (1992). She constructed a series of mother 
wavelets (indexed by N and denoted by dbN) with each 
mother in the series having regularity proportional to N. Each 
Daubechies's wavelet is compactly supported in the time 
domain. Typically wavelets of class mr are specifically 
constructed so that some properties are verified [20]. 

 A mother wavelet ψ is a function of zero h-th moment   
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 From this definition, it follows that, if ψ is a wavelet whose 
all moments are zero, also the function ψik is a wavelet, where 
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Wavelets, like sinusoidal functions in Fourier analysis, are 
used for representing signals [21].  

 
 Now, let us consider a wavelet ψ and a function φ such that  

{{ kj0
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      {ψjk}, k  Z, j = 0, , 2,…}     (3) 
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is a complete orthonormal system. By Parseval theorem, for 

every )(2 RLs , it follows that 
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 The decomposition of a signal s(t) by wavelet (i.e., the CWT) 

is represented by the following detail function  coefficients 
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 and by the approximating scaling coefficients  
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 Note that djk can be regarded, for any j, as a function of k. 

Consequently, it is constant if the signal s(t) is a smooth 
function, having considered that a wavelet has zero moments. 
To show the above mentioned property, it is sufficient to 
expand the signal in Taylor’s series. 

 An example of wavelets is given by Daubechies’ family {dbN, 
N = 1, 2, …} [20]. It is 

 
supp φ  [0, 2N  1]          supp ψ  [0, 2N  1] 

 
 and 
 






 0)( dxxxh ,     h = 0, 1,…, N  1. 

 
 Moreover, there is the following smoothness property: for 

any N > 2, the D2N wavelets verify 
 

φ, ψ  HλN,    0.1936  λ  0.2075, 
 

where HλN is the Hölder smoothness class with parameter λ. 
Now, let us consider two dimensional signals ),( yxf which 

are square-integrable over the real plane: 

)(∈),( 22 RLyxf . A wavelet basis for )(2 RL  is to take 

the simple product of one-dimensional wavelet 
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It is easy to show that  ’s as defined above are indeed 
wavelets and that they form an orthonormal basis for 

)(2 RL .It can been show that the “detail space” jW is itself 

made up of three orthogonal subspaces as follows: 
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 Mallat [23] notes that the three sets of wavelets correspond to 

specific spatial orientations: the wavelet 
1  corresponds to 

the horizontal direction (H), the wavelet 
2 with the vertical 

direction (V) and 
3 with the diagonal (D). For more details 

see [18] - [24]. 
 

III. ONE DIMENSIONAL WAVELET - APPLICATION TO 

INTERNAL COMBUSTION ENGINES   

For a meaningful representation, from a qualitative and 
quantitative point of view, it is useful to use diagrams 
geometrically averaged over time. The extraction of the 
geometrical average from the accelerometric raw periodical 
signals allows to delete or to filter all those "dynamical 
fragments" that are not related to well-defined dynamical 
events of the mechanical system but rather to spurious or 
purely random or occasional events. These, in particular, form 
the set of points defined “noise”. In such a way, the denoising 
of the signals is “natural”, i.e., without using sophisticated 
filters. After this preliminary treatment, the signal can be 
processed by a DWT [25][26]. To detect the existence of an 
incipient damage (e.g., the spike) and to make the 
methodology most efficient and effective, the method has to 
be applied on the signals geometrically “averaged" starting 
from a "raw" signals obtained by the accelerometers without 
any application or pretreatment of an instrumental filter. The 
technique cited here is the "synchronous average". By 
definition, the following equation gives the average of a 
synchronous function 
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where RT is the period of synchronization and N the number of 

the averages performed. The progressive geometrical mean is 
defined as follows: 
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where N * is the number of points constituting a period 
and M is the number of sampled periods. 
The method for the determination of the morpho-dynamical 
starts from the detection of a fixed point. In this application, 
this reference value is identified in the maximum vibrational 
pressure value inside the cylinder reached during the 
combustion phenomenon. When the highest in-cylinder 
pressure (Instantaneous Pressure) is reached (for short, IPv) as 
well as the Mean of the Instantaneous vibrational in-cylinder 
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Pressure (for short, MIPv) [19] The assessment is performed 
by applying the WT, which comprises, as the first stage, the 
etection of two types of signals: the accelerometric signal z(t) 
detected along the z axis (fig.1) (i.e., the cylinder axis of the 
engine) and the tacho signal.  The “peak detection” has the 
task of identifying those peaks of the tacho signal which allow 
to extract, from the accelerometric signal z(t), a complete 
revolution of the crankshaft (Tab.1). To perform this step, two 
kinds of information are required as input: 1) the number of 
pulses provided by the tacho signal for each revolution of the 
crankshaft and 2) the sampling frequency of the 
accelerometric signal and the tacho signal. By means of such 
information, the macro-block “peak detection” identifies the 
peaks of tacho signal. 
 

Tab.1 Morpho-dynamic algorithm for MIPv 

 
 
Known the indexes of such time series, and consequently the 
positions of each element defined as peak, a quasi-periodic 
accelerometric sequence, generated during a complete 

revolution of the crankshaft, can be extracted: 1 2, , , Ns s s  

(Tab.1).  In addition, let be, the tacho 1 2, , , Nt t t   series 

associated to the accelerometric 1 2, , , Ns s s series. These 

sequences have not equal length, depending on the irregularity 
of the engine. It is possible to suppose the property of the 
pseudo-stationary sequence, so, normalizing them with respect 
to their minimum length, each accelerometric series will have 
the same length and it will be a row of the matrix [MATS] 
(Tab.1). The convolution between each row of [MATS] with 
an appropriate wavelet function generates the matrix 
[MATWT], composed of n rows of wavelet coefficients. The 
WT is based on a family of functions. 

  1
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t b
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where ψ is a function, localized both in time and frequency, 

known as the “mother wavelet”. The function  a,b t   is 

obtained by applying the operations of shifting (b-translation) 
in the time domain and scaling in the frequency domain (a-
dilation) to the mother wavelet. Incidentally, based on 

Parseval theorem, for any  2s L R , it follows 

that      
1

0 0
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    .        (12) 

The relation (12) is the “multiresolution expansion of s”. This 

means that any  2s L R can be represented as a series, 

convergent in  2s L R , where ka  and jkd  are some 

coefficients, and jk ,k Z is a basis for the space jW . The 

space jW is the resolution level of the multiresolution 

analysis. As last notation,  0 2j int log N  where N is the 

length of the accelerometric signal.   
In terms of signal processing, a wavelet basis generates a 
constant octave band filter bank structure [22],[23]. Therefore, 
the WT is a better solution for a time-frequency analysis of 
signals with high frequency components. By interpolating 
each row of the matrix [MATWT], by means of the Inverse 
Fast Fourier Transform (IFFT), with a suitable number of n 
harmonics, yields the trend of IPV (Tab.1). In fact, any 

signal  2s L R , if satisfies certain conditions, can be written 

as a sum of “phasors” in discrete time 
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The Fourier coefficients nV  can be obtained from the IFFT 
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By performing on the matrix [MATWT] a geometrical mean 
operation/interpolation by IFFT with n harmonics it 
reconstructs the diagram of MIPV (Fig.3). 

 

 
Fig. 3  MIPv reconstruction  

 

IV. TWO DIMENSIONAL WAVELET - APPLICATION TO GAS 

TURBINE BURNERS  

In the case of two Dimensional Wavelet it is important to 
enhance that the space in which the wavelets are set is a 
multidimensional Hilbert space that is a complete pre-Hilbert 
space. In this application, the Rn space satisfies the properties 
of the Hilbert space. Such an orthonormal complete system 
(basis) allows the study of thermal systems with an accuracy 
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and resolution better than other methods. Mathematically, the 
first step is a convolution between the signal from the thermal 
camera and the chosen wavelet function. This function has the 
characteristic to dilate and contract. Its contracted version 
detects the high-frequency components in the original signal 
while, the dilated versions, detects the low-frequency 
components. With this assumption, it is possible to correlate 
the original signal with the wavelet functions of different 
sizes. In this way, wavelet coefficients of detail and 
approximation for the different scales are defined. The 
correlations, obtained for different kinds of the wavelet 
functions are, in general, presented in diagrams called “multi 
resolution decomposition”. 
In this approach, the 2D-WT decodes the two-dimensional 
image obtained by the thermal camera (FAst  InfraRed Image, 
for short, FAIRI). Furthermore, a suitable algorithm allows 
decomposing the two-dimensional signal (matrix image). In 
this way, it is possible to study the signal (the image matrix) 
along three different directions: horizontal, vertical and 
diagonal (Tab.2). The image is then discretised along a one-
dimensional scale and, consequently, an algorithm based on 
the neural network [27][28]can be applied. Such a 
methodology is very suitable when the systems show non 
linear characteristics. In the mathematical field, a singularity is 
a point where a function is not differentiable although it is 
differentiable around it. The singularities, also called 
discontinuities, are sudden changes of a signal that occur in 
very short time.  

 
 

Tab. 2  Morpho-dynamic algorithm for clusters 
 
 
The use of an high-cut filter permits to suppress these 
singularity. The identification of discontinuities, in signals and 
images as well as their localization do not depend only on the 
filtering process as it might appear at first sight. The 
singularities into signals represent the trend of physical 
quantities observed [19]. They have a high content of 
information and denote the occurrence of transient phenomena 
and rare events. In a 2D signal (i.e., images) the singularities 
represent the contours of objects, changes in the properties of 
absorption or reflection of the bodies, lighting variations, 
temperature variations, important thermal gradients, etc. In the 
block diagram in Tb.2 the functional flow of the implemented 
methodology applied for the image processing is shown. 

The application of this methodology to a Gas Turbine Burner 
(GTB) is able to extract the pre-humming and the humming 
frequencies in working conditions.   
During and before the humming phase a film of the burner has 
done by means of the infrared-thermal camera.  Fig.4 is an 
example of an IR recorded frame.  
Through a program, developed on Matlab® platform, on each 
thermal frame is selected, by means of cropping, the so-called 
Area Of Interest (AOI), as shown in Fig 4. 
 

 
 

Fig. 4 AOI – Example of Area Of Interest 
 

The AOI is important to avoid undesirable effects due to the 
reflection of the material and to focus the analysis only in the 
most significant zone. It permits, furthermore, to ease the 
computational process.  
 

 
 

Fig. 5 3D Matrix 
 
The signal to elaborate is a 3D matrix Fig.5 and, consequently 
the AOI forms a series of images, which thermally evolve 
along the time axis. Fixing an interval of time, submultiple of 
the elapsed time of the entire acquisition sequence, the entire 
set of images will be divided in n subintervals. Inside this 
interval a succession of images will be extracted in 
succession, i.e., if the subinterval is composed by 20 images it 
will be extract the first five and the last five depending it by 
the Nyquist and Shannon theorem. This eliminates any type of 
accidental fluctuations, in this case thermal fluctuations, 
caused, for example, by superficial micro-circulations due to 
convective motions or to edge effects (in which are 
concentrated further dissipation of thermal energy). 
Subsequently, the comparison of the frames geometrically 
averaged at different times has be done. In such a way two 

Pixel 

Pixel 

Time 

AOI
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geometrically averaged images arise: (Im) ̅^A and (Im) ̅^B 
(Tab.2). 
Subsequently, the method involves the use of a two-
dimensional WT in order to filter the two averaged images 
(Im) ̅^A and (Im) ̅^B. This operation generates the matrices 
[H^A], [V^A], and [H^B], [V^B] which allow to enhance the 
gradients for each of the images mainly on vertical (V) and 
horizontal (H) matrices [15]. The next step of the method 
consists on developing a single array (vectorization) starting 
from each of the previous matrix. .At this point, the 
methodology put in evidence a difference between 
corresponding arrays. On such differences, applying the 
Hilbert Transform, the thermal gradients arise. Subsequently, 
a finer selection is performed on the previous gradients with 
reference to the background noise always present in the 
images. After a careful selection of the highest thermal 
gradients, it reconverts the signal in matrix form. Thus we 
obtain the matrices TW_1 ({H^A}); TW_1 ({V^A}) and W_1 
({H^B}); TW_1 ({V^B}), holding information about the 
highest gradients for mainly horizontal and vertical analysis 
respectively. The method proceeds by assessing the real part 
of the two-dimensional Fourier Transform of the two H and 
W (Re, FF〖WT〗_2 ([H]) and (Re, FF〖WT〗_2 ([H])) matrices. 
In the two-dimensional topological metric space the clusters 
showing mainly vertical and horizontal gradients of the 
starting images (H and V CLUSTERH CLUSTERV) are 
reconstructed, by two-dimensional inverse Fourier transform 
(Re, IFF〖WT〗_2 ([H]) e (Re, IFF〖WT〗_2 ([H]))  
The selection of harmonics useful for this reconstruction is 
determined by selecting a threshold that allows a good 
filtering between the peaks of the gradient and the background 
noise. In fact, all the components of two-dimensional images 
which does not have a radius, composed of horizontal and 
vertical components of image, greater than a predetermined 
value, are deleted. Usually, this value was pre-set in 
correspondence with a maximum radius to which corresponds 
the maximum curvature of the energy function calculated onto 
the [H] and [V] images. Applying, a neural system SLNN is 
applied on images geometrically averaged, in order to obtain a 
denoised image to the actual feature [27]-[29]  The 
overlapping of this image on the clusters identified by the 
WT, permits to visualize the region with low gradient and to 
follow it during the elapsing time.  
The Fig.6 shows the region (red circle) with the same thermal 
gradient. 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 

 
 
 
 

Fig. 6 cluster - image overlapping  

V. CONCLUSION 

The application of a methodology based on the WT has been 
presented. This methodology has been applied on two case 
studies the first related to an accelerometer signal and the 
second to an infrared image signal.  
 

 
Fig. 7 Pressure diagram by the Engine  

 
The proposed method is non-invasive, reliable and easy to 
implement. It could be performed with a real-time monitoring 
system. In the first case the results, referred to the pressure 
diagrams, are of “vibrational nature”. From a qualitative point 
of view, the comparison with the actual pressure development 
is good. It is possible to compare the morphology of the 
reconstructed signal with the actual pressure diagram given by 
the maker Fig.7. By comparing, in this case, the shape of two 
profiles it is easy to verify a good similarity Fig 8. This 
approach allows also to have some interesting evaluations 
about the “health” of the engine.  
 

 

 
Fig. 8 Pressure diagram rebuilt by means of accelerometric 

signal 
 
The results of all the techniques present a good correlation 
about the frequency analysis of the combustion instabilities. 
Moreover, the use of the IR imaging abled to map these 
instabilities with respect to the burner design and came out as 
a helpful tool for the burner design and for the development of 
a methodology for comparing different burners operating in 
different conditions from thermal-acoustic point of view. 
Image analysis is a special case of signal processing, one that 
deals with two-dimensional signals representing digital frames 
in which is included also the noise. This study illustrates an 
application of a new method for signal processing based on 
the decomposition of complex signal performed by wavelet. 
It has been focused that, the conjunction of the wavelet with 
the infrared thermography technique, can concur in 
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determining the dynamical and morphological difference 
shown by thermographic patterns. In Figg 9 and 10 the 
precession motion in humming has been measured with the 
described technique and the results are agree with the 
experimental data. 
 
 

 
 

Fig. 9  Map of the “humming” phenomenon 
 
 

 
 

Fig. 10 – Evolution of turbulent clusters under humming 
conditions 
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Modelling of biogas, solar and a ground source 
heat pump greenhouse heating system by using 

ensemble learning 
 

H. Esen, M. Esen, and T. Yuksel  

 
Abstract-In the present work, the biogas, solar and a ground 

source heat pump (BSGSHP)   greenhouse heating system which 

will be modeled by ensemble model (neural network (NN), 

support vector machine (SVM) and K-nearest neighbors (K-NN)) 

has eight inputs and one output. Due to high heating costs and 

fossil fuel use, the interest in alternative or renewable energy 

sources for greenhouse heating is currently high. When we 

compare NN results with the results that are obtained with 

ensemble model, we can see easily the superiority of the ensemble 

model.  

    Keywords- Biogas, ensemble learning, ground, neural network. 

 
I. INTRODUCTION 

Greenhouse is a structure that growing plants. These 

structures are used in the industry, from small to large 

structure construction. Greenhouses allow for greater 

control over the growing environment of plants. Due to 

population growth, the need is met greenhouse for 

agricultural products. Hence, the demand for greenhouse 

food industry is increasing over the years [1-3]. 

A solar greenhouse collects and stores heat during the 

day, keeps the heat inside at night and on cloudy days. A 

solar greenhouse is oriented to maximize southern glazing 

exposure [4]. 
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Greenhouse industry, a growing issue in agriculture in 

Turkey, chiefly because of favorable climatic conditions. 

However, for the healthy growth of plants, plants still need 

to heat during the winter night. Greenhouse heating is 

among the most energy-consuming activities during the 

winter season in our country. 

In many energy systems applications, performance/ 

efficiency prediction is very important. It is recommended 

that intelligent systems (artificial neural network (ANN), 

adaptive neuro-fuzzy inference system (ANFIS), support 

vector machine (SVM) and ensemble model) can be used to 

estimate the performances/efficiencies of thermal systems 

in engineering applications. More specifically, they used 

ANN for quasi-steady-state modelling of the greenhouse 

environment [5-6], for model dynamics [7] for reminiscent 

model-based optimization and for constructing an expert 

decision system. Seginer [8] illustrated some ANN 

applications to greenhouse environmental temperature 

control. Two examples are the mimicking of a model-based 

optimal (feed-forward) controller and a human optimizer 

(expert grower), who uses some feedback information from 

the state of the crop. Blasco et al., [9] have focuses on 

development of control algorithms by incorporating energy 

and water consumption to maintain climatic conditions in 

greenhouse. Ehret et al., [10] are developed and tested the 

concept of using neural network models to accurately 

predict cuticle cracking in both pepper and tomato fruit 

from growing conditions in commercial greenhouses. 

Speetjens et al., [11] have showed the suitability of the 

extended Kalman filter (EKF) for automatic, on-line 

estimation and adaptation of parameters in a physics-based 

greenhouse model. Wang et al., [12] presents the support 

vector machines regression modeling method and online 

learning approach for the greenhouse environment and is 

structured. Ma et al., [13] examined the greenhouse 

temperature model based on ANFIS, using the 

experimental data to adjust the parameters of the model and 
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parameters can be determined ultimately converge to some 

value.  

The purpose of this study was to show that a BSGSHP 

greenhouse heating system have been planned and placed 

into the greenhouse. In addition to, BSGSHP system which 

will be modeled by ensemble model has eight inputs and 

one output. In all cases, the ensemble model performed 

successful results. 

 
II. BSGSHP SYSTEM DEFINITION AND EXPERIMENTAL 

VALIDATION 

This study analysed the greenhouse structure has been 

established in a village 25 km west of Elazığ, Turkey. In 

the literature, it is stated that the greenhouse temperature be 

kept in the 23 °C [14]. The sizes of the sera used in this 

study are 4 m x 6 m x 2.1 m. The greenhouse was made of 

polycarbonate material. The used polycarbonate sheets are 

6 mm twin-wall panels, and are almost as transparent as 

glass. 

Experiments conducted with BSGSHP system under 

steady-state conditions in the heating mode 2009 and 2010 

years. The temperature measurement points (red color) of 

experimental study are given in Fig. 1.  

 

 
Fig. 1. The sketch of temperature measurement points of BSGSHP system 

 

 

The temperatures (T1, T2, T3, T4, T5, T6: ground; T7: 

biogas water tank; T8: blowing up fan-coil; T9: outdoor 

area; T10: inlet of ground heat exchanger (GHE); T11: 

outlet of GHE; T12: inlet of solar collectors; T13: outlet of 

solar collectors; T14: inlet of compressor; T15: outlet of 

compressor; T16: condenser fan; T17: tank of GHE and 

solar system; T18: indoor greenhouse; T19: generator; T20: 

ground at 5 cm).      

The heat rejection rate in the condenser is calculated by  

)( ,, oconiconrefcon hhmQ −=  .   (1) 

The heat transfer rate in the evaporator is  

)( ,, ievaoevarefeva hhmQ −=  .   (2) 

The work input rate to the compressor is 

mcompicomp

icompocompref
comp

hhm
W

ηη
)( ,, −

=


 .   (3) 

Hence, the COP of the BSGSHP can be determined as  

comp

con
hp W

QCOP 


= .    (4) 

The coefficient of performance of the entire system 

( sysCOP ) is calculated by the following equation, 
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In the first part of the experiment, soil temperatures 

were utilized without an external heater. In the last part of 

the experiment, the generator was prepared. Mesophilic 

fermentation were kept for 45 days at a temperature 

between 25 °C and 38 °C. According to information 

obtained from the literature survey, generator temperature 

is kept at a constant 27 ± 3 °C. The released amount of 

biogas for the duration of experiments under these 

conditions is given in Fig. 2. During this experiment, the 

amount of biogas produced from the generator is about 

2200 liters. 

 

 
Fig. 2. The amount of produced biogas 

 

In this period, the exchange according to the days of the 

amount of gas produced by the soil, reactor and outdoor air 

temperatures are shown in Fig. 3. A maximum amount of 

gas produced in the 29 day period was 89 litres.  

 

 
Fig. 3. The exchange according to the days of the amount of gas produced by the soil, reactor and outdoor air temperatures 

   
Main heat loss from greenhouse occurs at night. Heat 

loss between 7 am and 8 pm is 5 kW. Average daily heat 

loss is 4.67 kW. The gas produced from generator under 

mesophilic conditions was measured by gasometer. The gas 

exiting gasometer is then reached the water heater. The gas 

obtained from the gasometer pressurizing prepared for 

combustion in the water heater. The hot water enters to the 

fan-coil where it carries its heat to the greenhouse, and then 

distributed through the water tank another time. This 

progression is repeated to increase the temperature of water 

in the tank. When the water temperature reaches 

approximately 45 °C, the system automatically stops for 

preventing fuel consumption. The greenhouse air, outside 

air, tank water, and fan-coil air temperatures measured for 

biogas system are shown in Fig. 4.  
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Fig. 4. Temperature change of greenhouse environment, outside air, tank water and fan temperatures  

 
When the greenhouse internal temperature reaches 23 

°C (according to ref. [14] greenhouse temperature range is 

set between 20 °C and 29 °C), the fan-coil unit stops. 

Hence, the greenhouse temperature does not increase and 

power consumption reduces.  

Ground heat exchanger (GHE) in the established system 

is slinky (spiral). To prevent freezing of water during the 

winter, antifreeze is added to the water. The water-

antifreeze solution in the slinky GHE (see Fig. 1) extracts 

heat from the earth and carries it into the tank of GHE and 

solar system. The solution transfers its heat to refrigerant 

(Freon 22) fluid in the evaporator of the heat pump. The 

refrigerant evaporates by absorbing heat from the solution 

and then enters the compressor. The refrigerant is 

compressed by the compressor and then enters the 

condenser, where it condenses. A fan blows across the 

condenser to move the warmed air of the greenhouse. The 

GSHP system is disabled as the biogas system when the 

indoor air temperature reaches 23 °C. When the 

temperature drops below 20 °C, the GSHP system 

automatically stops. At night and in cloudy conditions, the 

GSHP system operates successfully alone. The average 

system performance is calculated as 2.48. According to the 

literature, this value is moderate [15-17].  

 

III. ENSEMBLE LEARNING 

The ensemble learning is to employ multiple modeling 

methods and combine their results [18]. Ensemble approach 

is a mixture of various models (Neural Network (NN), 

Support Vector Machines (SVM) and decision tree) [19].  

SVMs are supervised learning models which aim to 

achieve data analyzing, patterns recognition and 

classification and regression analysis based on a linear 

arrangement of structures derived from the variables [20] 

SVM uses nonlinear kernel functions to change the input 

data to a high dimensional feature space in which the input 

data becomes more manageable compared to the original 

input space. Moreover, in the classification problem, SVM 

aims to find a mathematical characterization of a hyper 

plane that separates the training data into several classes.  

K-NN is one of the well-known classification methods 

[21-22]. It learns by comparing a given test tuple with 

training tuples that are similar to it. When a new instance is 

introduced, K-NN finds the k-nearest neighbors of this new 

instance and determines the label of the new instance by 

using these k instances. An example of k-NN classification 

is depicted in Fig. 5 [23]. The test sample (green circle) 

should be classified either to the first class of blue squares 

or to the second class of red triangles. If k = 3 (solid line 

circle) it is allocated to the second class because there are 2 

triangles and only 1 square inside the inner circle. If k = 5 

(dashed line circle) it is allocated to the first class (3 

squares vs. 2 triangles inside the outer circle). 
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Fig. 5. An example of K-NN classification 

 

In k-fold cross validation dataset is randomly split into k 

exclusive subsets of nearly equal size and the holdout 

method is repeated k times. At each time, one of the k 

subsets is used as the test set and the other k-1 subsets are 

put together to form a training set. The advantage of this 

method is that it is not important how the data is divided. 

Every data point seems in a test set only once, and seems in 

a training set k-1 times. Therefore, the verification of the 

efficiency of the suggested method against to the over-

learning problem should be revealed. 

To evaluate the results obtained models need to use 

some statistical approaches. Some statistical methods, such 

as the root-mean squared (RMS), the correlation coefficient 

(R), and the coefficient of variation (COV) may be used to 

compare predicted and actual values for model validation. 

The error can be calculated by the RMS, defined as [24-

25]:  

n
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n
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In addition, the correlation coefficient (R), and the 

coefficient of variation (COV) in percent are defined as 

follows: 
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where n is the number of data patterns in the independent 

data set, prey  indicates the predicted, pret indicates the 

actual dataset. meat and meay  is the mean value of measured 

and predicted data points respectively.   

 
IV. SIMULATION RESULTS 

In this study, BSGSHP greenhouse heating system 

which will be modelled by ensemble model has eight inputs 

and one output. Ground temperatures at 2 meters (Tg), 

brine solution entering temperature (Twa,i), brine solution 

leaving temperature (Twa,o), biogas tank temperature 

(Ttank), greenhouse temperature (Tgh), fan-coil 

temperature (Tfc), ambient temperature (Ta), the value of 

solar radiation (I) constitutes the input variables of the 

model. The COPsys is the output variable of the ensemble 

model. The data set for the available system included 33 

data patterns. Due to the 3-fold cross validation test 22 data 

patterns were used for training the ensemble model and the 

remaining 11 patterns were used as the test data set for 

trained ensemble model. 

We used 13 neurons for hidden layers of the NN 

topology. We chose the linear activation function for the 

output layer. Moreover, the perceptron learning algorithm 

is used. For finding the optimum parameters for SVM, we 

investigated a search mechanism in the 2D gamma vs. 

sigma plane for obtaining the optimum gamma and sigma 

values [24, 26]. The Radial Basis Function (RBF) kernel is 

selected which yielded the best performance in the 

experiments. For K-NN, we set the k value as 3.  

The prediction results of the ensemble modeling for 

BSGSHP system are presented in Table 1. The last raw of 

Table 1 shows the average prediction result of the 3-fold 

cross validation. In all cases, the ensemble model 

performed successful results. As the results indicate, 

Ensemble prediction method performed reasonably well in 

modeling the graduate scores. 
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Table 1. Ensemble prediction result for BSGSHP 

En
se

m
bl

e 
m

od
el

  RMS 
Correlation 

coefficient (R) 
COV 

First fold 0.0009 0.9995 0.0402 

Second fold 0.0027 0.9903 0.1073 

Third fold 0.0012 0.9921 0.0485 

Average  0.0016 0.9940   0.0653 

 
Average 0.0016 RMS, almost 100 % correlation 

coefficient (R) and 0.0653 COV values are obtained. 

Moreover, we compared the ensemble model with a single 

model. We selected the NN structure because of its wide 

usability property. In Table 2, the NN results are tabulated.  

 

Table 2. NN prediction result for BSGSHP system 

N
N

 m
od

el
 

 RMS Correlation 
coefficient (R) 

COV 

First fold 0.1974 0.9754 7.8331 

Second fold 0.0803 0.9868 3.2176 

Third fold 0.1189 0.9798 4.7892 

Average  0.1322 0.9807 5.2800 

    

As we can see that NN modeling algorithm produced 

reasonably prediction results, where average 98.07 % 

correlation coefficient (R), 0.1322 RMS and 5.2800 COV 

values are obtained with 3-fold cross validation test. The 

worst results are obtained by the NN method for first fold 

of the database where lower correlation coefficient, and 

(97.54%) and higher RMS (0.1974) and COV (7.8331) 

values are recorded. When we compare NN results with the 

results that are obtained with Ensemble model, we can see 

easily the superiority of the Ensemble model. 

Figure 6 shows the graphical illustration of the actual 

and predicted samples for Ensemble model and NN for 

second fold of the dataset. There are 11 test samples. As we 

can see that the Ensemble predictions are close enough to 

the actual samples.  
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Fig. 6. Prediction results for first scenario (a) Ensemble method and (b) NN 
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V. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS 

The results and recommendations from this study are 

listed below: 

i) Using the heating process of biogas, energy saving 

is provided. Chemical reaction of methane in the 

generator, the temperature of the generator remains 

constant. Thanks to the biogas system, the 

greenhouse temperature remains at a constant 23 °C. 

ii) Slinky types of GHE is proved to be successful in 

the greenhouse heating. During the experimental 

studies, we have seen that low (1 °C) soil 

temperature swings.  

iii) High storage temperatures with solar energy 

systems can be obtained. Solar energy is stored in 

the soil and thus can support the biogas system. 

iv) Ensemble prediction method performed 

reasonably well in modeling the graduate scores. 

Average 0.0016 RMS, almost 100 % correlation 

coefficient (R) and 0.0653 COV values are obtained. 

v) Prediction of system performance values are 

compared with data obtained from an experimental 

study. Ensemble model with simulation studies, we 

found to be effective in energy applications. 
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Abstract— The use of the multilayered slabs for the protection of 

the military or civilian shelters has proved a rational solution, over 
time, in terms of construction engineering. The usual theoretical 
approach used to determine the response of the protected structure 
under shock or impact, although extremely useful, has not captured 
all the details regarding the behaviour of the layered slab under such 
loadings. The paper addresses, in terms of a numerical study, the 
influence of the different parameters of the layers (thickness, 
material, layout) and weapons of destruction (speed and angle of 
inclination of the projectile, depth of penetration and perforation etc.) 
on the maximum deformation of the base layer of the layered slab. 
The results show a good concordance between the theoretical and 
numerical results for certain values of the above mentioned 
parameters. 
 

Keywords — multilayer slab, shelter, explosion, impact  

I. INTRODUCTION 
The world today is faced with an increasing number of risks 

regarding the individual and group safety. These risks can be 
natural disasters (earthquakes, hurricanes, tornadoes, etc.) or 
manmade events (terrorist attack, technological accidents or 
armed conflicts). Therefore, it is necessary to adopt and 
implement a set of adequate and consistent measures to protect 
the population from the potential consequences of the extreme 
loading effects resulted from the natural phenomena or the 
manmade actions. Thus, it has been and will always be needed 
to develop military and civilian shelters to protect the 
personnel and facilities. 

For some fortifications and shelters for people or combat 
equipment, this type of composite floor, consisting of several 
layers, has been used since the time of the Second World War, 
instead of the simple slab (cast-in-place or precast concrete 
single layer slabs). Taking into account the good behaviour 
under impact and explosion of the multilayered slab, this 
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solution has represented an ideal one in terms of construction 
works, being used in the post-war period for the defensive 
works carried out in different countries around the globe. 

A projectile launched on an obstacle can act on its surface, 
but also inside of the element, after it penetrates up to a certain 
depth, beyond the protection of the structural elements. In the 
latter case, the projectile produces, until it explodes, a local 
damage (penetration and scabbing) in addition to a global one, 
as a result of the initial shock. After the detonation of the 
explosive charge of the projectile, the local damage will be 
extended thus leading towards a more severe global action on 
the structure.  

In the case of an obstacle protected by a multilayer slab, the 
projectile can perforate the camouflage layer and reach the 
rigid layer on which it would produce the above listed effects. 
If the projectile does not have a sufficient enough kinetic 
energy to perforate the rigid layer, then only the distributed 
pressure generated by the explosion of the active charge of the 
projectile will act on the structure. The pressure will be 
transmitted to the base layer through the elastic (distribution) 
layer. It follows that, unlike the case of other structures where 
the effects of the local and global actions occur 
simultaneously, practically overlapping, the structures having 
distribution layers are affected only by the global action and its 
effects are obviously significantly diminished. 

The dynamic actions on fortifications can have very high 
values in general. Having a particularly complex nature, their 
exact values cannot be established in all cases by analytical 
models. Therefore, the response of structures to this type of 
actions is difficult to be determined. Considering that, it is 
important to establish, using a numerical study, the best 
distribution of the layers (in terms of thickness, number and 
sequence) in order to obtain a minimum deflection of the base 
layer of the multilayer slab. 

There are few papers in the literature regarding the 
influence of the multilayer plates on the behaviour of the 
underground structures subjected to blast and impact. Thus, 
Hongyuan and Guowei [1] proposed a double-layered floor to 
mitigate the in-structure shock of the underground buildings, 
but their proposal referred to an interior slab used to protect 
the inside personnel and the contained devices (against the 
shock or the severe vibration induced by the detonation).  

Other papers studied aspects regarding the ground shock 
induced on the underground structures by explosions [2] - [3], 
with special emphasis on the influence of the propagation 
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medium for the shock wave. Chen et al. [4] - [5] conducted a 
theoretical and experimental investigation related to the 
dynamic response of underground structures subjected to 
shock and impact. 

The present paper proposes a detailed numerical analysis to 
determine the influence of various factors (thickness of the 
layers, type of material for the elastic layer, number and  
distribution of the layers on one hand and projectile velocity 
and angle of impact on the other hand) on the maximum 
deformation of the base layer. 

II. THEORETICAL ASPECTS  
In the technical literature, a unified theory for calculating 

the multilayer slab has not yet been developed. Some 
references regarding this aspect are made in [6] and [7]. The 
first paper suggests that the multilayer slabs can be considered, 
in terms of oscillations, as a particular case of the anisotropic 
plates and the second one presents some practical examples of 
calculations, based on the use of approximate methods. 

A multilayer slab generally consists of: a camouflage layer, 
a rigid (protection) layer, an elastic (distribution) layer and a 
base (structural, resistance) layer. In short, the role and 
composition of each component can be defined as follows 
(from the surface to the shelter): 

The camouflage layer is made of vegetable earth, having a 
minimum thickness, strictly necessary to allow the vegetation 
growth and to cover and conceal the protective structure. 

The rigid layer is designed to prevent the projectile or the 
aerial bomb to perforate it and thereby to explode inside of it. 
For this reason, it is usually made of concrete or stone 
masonry, having a large thickness, which gives it a very high 
bending stiffness (in calculations it is considered as infinite 
stiffness). When dynamic loadings act on it, this layer moves 
entirely through a translational displacement due to its high 
rigidity, distributing the loadings over a large area and thus 
favouring the behaviour of the protective structure. In 
literature this layer is also called the explosion layer. 

The elastic layer is designed to work together with the rigid 
layer in order to distribute the dynamic loadings on a surface 
as large as possible and to absorb the blast energy that 
propagates through the material of this layer. It is usually made 
by a powdered material, with or without cohesion (clay, sand, 
gravel, etc.). Sometimes this layer is called the distribution 
layer. 

The base layer or structural layer is actually the top slab of 
the construction and it is made like any other ordinary slab 
designed for dynamic loadings. 

In order to achieve proper results, we neglect the influence of 
the camouflage layer, taking into consideration only its weight. 

For a normal multilayer slab consisting of three layers, 
subjected to a concentrated impulse, the maximum deflection of 
the base layer can be obtained using the following equation [8]: 
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is the main pulsation of the base layer, H0 is the impulse of the 
projectile/ aerial bomb at the contact point with the rigid layer; 
a and b are the planar dimensions of the layers; R1 and R2 are 
the stiffnesses of the rigid and base layers respectively,  

( )µ−

⋅
=

112

3hE
R .               (3) 

Also, h is the thickness of a layer, µ is the Poisson`s ratio, 

1ρ and 2ρ are the surface densities of the rigid and base layers 
respectively (index 1 is for rigid layer, 2 for the base layer and 
0 for the distribution layer), 0ρ is the density of the elastic 
layer and E is the longitudinal elastic modulus. 
 In order to take into account the changing of the material 
properties of the layers corresponding to a high speed impact 
and explosion strain rate, according to [9], the value of the 
longitudinal elastic modulus was changed. For compression, 
the value of elastic modulus E varies depending on the strain 
rate according to the following relation: 

 ( ) 026.0
0/εε ⋅= statimp EE             (4) 

where impE is the elastic longitudinal modulus corresponding 

to the impact and statE is the elastic modulus for the static 

conditions, 16
0 1030 −−⋅= sε . In terms of the strain rate, the 

impact of the projectile/ aerial bomb on the layered slab may 
be considered as a hard impact [9] and ε has values between 
100 s-1 și 5·101 s-1. 

III. NUMERICAL SIMULATION 
The phenomenon of the interaction between the aerial 

bomb/ projectile and the layers of a shelter and also the 
interaction between the shock waves resulting from the 
detonation of the explosive charge of the warhead and the 
layers of the protective structure are very complex and require 
a thorough study to accurately determine the behaviour of the 
layer material under impact and explosion loadings. The 
conditions under which these phenomena occur can greatly 
vary, depending on the speed of the projectile/ bomb, the 
contact angle, the remaining velocity at the point of contact, 
the number, type and thickness of the layers, the amount of 
explosive charge and its position in relation to each layer. 

A. Initial data 
 To determine the influence of the various parameters on 

the behaviour of the layers under dynamic loading, an aviation 
bomb of 500 kg was established as a potential source of 
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dynamic action. Its most important characteristics are: the total 
mass of 510 kg and the mass and type of the explosive charge - 
250 kg of TNT. 

 
To highlight the influence of the different parameters of the 

layers on the behaviour of the base layer, the following default 
configuration was chosen: 

- all three layers have the same planar dimensions 6.00m x 
5.00m and the same thickness – 30 cm; 

- the base layer is simply supported on the boundary and it 
directly supports the above two layers; 

- the rigid layer and the base layer consist of reinforced 
concrete, while the elastic layer is made of sand. 

The action on the above mentioned configuration of the 
layered slab is produced by an aerial bomb of 500 kg, at a 
contact angle α of 25° and a remanent velocity at the contact 
point of 200 m/s. The angle of the bomb at the contact point is 
shown in fig. 1. 

From this initial configuration the following scenarios were 
established: impact in table 1 and explosion in table 2. 

B. Material models 
The simulation of the impact between the bomb and the 

layered slab was carried out using the software AUTODYN/ 
ANSYS. Five material models were used for the impact 
schematization: Steel 1006 to model the bomb shell, TNT 
material model for the explosive charge (for the impact the 
TNT material model was used as an inert charge without 
initiating the detonation), Concrete 35MPa material model for 
the rigid and base layers and Sand material model for the 
material of the distribution layer. All the above mentioned 
material models are defined in the AUTODYN library. Two 
new material models for soil [10] and LECA (Light Expanded 
Clay shale Aggregates) [11] were implemented in AUTODYN 
in order to quantify the influence of these two types of 
materials of the elastic layer on the maximum deflection of the 
base layer at shock and impact. The main characteristics of 
materials used for the distribution layer are presented in table 
3. In addition, to model the effect of the shock wave resulting 
from the detonation of the warhead explosive charge, the Air 
material model from the AUTODYN library was used. 
 The RHT material model was used to describe the failure of 
the concrete under impulse loadings. The RHT concrete model 
is an advanced plasticity model for brittle materials developed 
by Riedal et al [12]. It is particularly useful for modelling the 
dynamic loading of the concrete.  

Table 3 Material characteristics of the distribution layer  
Material fc  

[MPa] 
E 

 [GPa] 
G 

[MPa] 
Density 
[kg/m3] 

Concrete 35 36 16.7*103 2750 

Sand   76.90 1674 
Soil   37.64 1368 
LECA   27.40 320 

One of the most important parameters of the RHT model is the 
shear damage. The damage D is assumed to accumulate due to 
the inelastic deviatoric straining (shear induced cracking) 
using the following equation: 

∑
∆

= failure
p

plD
ε

ε                (5) 

where 

( ) 2**
1

D
spall

failure
p PPD −=ε             (6) 

and plε∆  is the effective plastic strain;  failure
pε is the failure 

plastic strain; D1, D2 are the material constants; P* is the 
pressure normalized with respect to the compression strength 
and P*

spall is the normalized hydrodynamic tensile limit. Based 
on the shear damage parameter, AUTODYN exports a damage 
variable, which shows the level of failure for concrete. 

C. Geometric model  
To achieve the geometric model, the type of solver suitable 

for each material model used was taken into account. For the 
simulations of the impact of the bomb on the layered slab, the 
Lagrange solver was used. Thus, all the layers and the bomb 
were modelled using a Lagrangian solver. In the case of the 
TNT explosive charge, the model is considered just as a mass, 
without the initiation of its detonation being required. The 
shape of the bomb was modelled, fig. 2, as close as possible to 
the 500 kg bomb, taking into account that in the analytical 
model the shape parameter of the projectile does not appear as 
a separate parameter. 

 
Fig. 2 Geometric model for the bomb and the rigid, 

distribution and base layers 
To simulate the effects of the detonation of the explosive 

charge the Euler solver was used for modelling both the 
explosive charge and the air as the medium of propagation for 
the shock wave. Since the bomb hits the concrete plate (rigid 
layer) at an angle of 25° (table 1), for the 3D models a 
symmetry plan can be considered in order to model half of the 
bomb and layers (fig. 2).  

   

 
Fig. 1 The angle of the bomb at the contact point 
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a) Penetration of the bomb b) Placement of the explosive 
charge 

Fig. 3 Geometric model for the impact and explosion 
In case of the explosive charge detonation, a 2D modelling 

was chosen to decrease the total number of elements and 
therefore the running time. The layers and the bomb were 
modelled as in the case of impact, fig. 3a. 

It should be noted that the 3D simulation of detonation 
requires an additional volume to be filled with air, going 
beyond the boundary of the bomb and layers, leading to at 
least twice the number of elements and therefore to an 
unacceptable runtime. For this reason a 2D modelling was 
chosen for impact followed by the explosion. Because 
symmetry provides faster simulation times and less use of the 
system resources, in 2D modelling a normal impact of the 
bomb on the layers was considered (a model with an impact 
angle different than zero is not a symmetrical model). After the 
geometric modelling and setting of the initial and boundary 
conditions, the problem was run to an appropriate time for the 

chosen scenario. When the time limit was reached, the bomb 
was replaced by the explosive charge, situated approximately 
in the same position (fig. 3b) and then it was initiated.  

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS 

A. The analytical model results 
The variation of the maximum deformation of the base layer 

according to equation (1), for different thicknesses of the 
elastic layer (made of sand) is shown in fig. 1.  

Table 1 Simulation scenarios for impact 
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S1 Influence of the 
thickness of elastic 
layer 

S.1.1 30 10 sand 30 200 25° 
S.1.2 30 30 sand 30 200 25° 
S.1.3 30 50 sand 30 200 25° 
S.1.4 30 100 sand 30 200 25° 
S.1.5 30 150 sand 30 200 25° 

S2 Influence of the 
material for elastic 
layer 

S2.1 30 150 soil 30 200 25° 

S2.2 30 150 LECA 30 200 25° 

S3 Influence of the impact angle 30 150 sand 30 200 0° 
S4 Influence of the 
initial impulse, 
m*kg/s 

S4.1      9*103 30 80 sand 30 20 25° 
S4.2    15*103 30 80 sand 30 33.2 25° 
S4.3    30*103 30 80 sand 30 88.5 25° 
S4.4    60*103 30 80 sand 30 133.5 25° 
S4.5    90*103 30 80 sand 30 200 25° 
S4.6  100*103 30 80 sand 30 230 25° 

S5 Influence of the 
thickness of base 
layer 

S5.1 30 80 sand 50 200 25° 
S5.2 30 80 sand 80 200 25° 
S5.3 30 80 sand 100 200 25° 

 

Table 2 Simulation scenarios for explosion 
Parameter 

 
Scenario 

Type of 
explosion 

Type 
of 

layer 

Explosive 
charge 

Material / thickness of layer, (cm) 

Rigid layer Elastic layer Base layer 
S6.1 Contact detonation with rigid 
layer (SR) contact rigid 250 kg TNT concrete/30 sand/150 concrete/30 

S6.2 Explosion in rigid layer (SR) inside rigid 250 kg TNT concrete/30 
sand/150 

concrete/30 soil/150 
LECA/150 

S6.3 Explosion in elastic layer (SE) inside elastic 250 kg TNT concrete/30 sand/150 concrete/30 
S6.4 Contact detonation with base 
layer (SP) contact base 250 kg TNT concrete/30 sand/150 concrete/30 
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Fig. 4 The influence of the thickness of the elastic layer 

and the bomb velocity at the contact point on the 
maximum deflection of the base layer (analytical model) 

The rigid and the base layers are made of reinforced 
concrete with a thickness of 30 cm. Also, on the same figure 
the variation of the maximum deflection of base layer function 
depending on the bomb impulse at the contact point is shown 
(the elastic layer has a thickness of 80 cm). 

It can be observed (fig. 4) that the increasing of the elastic 
layer thickness will produce the decreasing of the maximum 
deformation of the base layer. The same observation is made 
when the velocity of the bomb in the contact point has lower 
values. 
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Fig. 5 The influence of the thickness of the elastic layer on 

the maximum deflection of the base layer 

B. The influence of the thickness of the elastic layer 
To establish the influence of the elastic layer thickness, the 

base layer deformation was determined using virtual gauges 
placed at the bottom of the base layer. The material used for 
the elastic layer was sand, having a thickness of 10, 30, 50, 
100 and 150 cm. The maximum deformation of the base layer 
depends on the elastic layer thickness as shown in fig. 5. 

Analyzing the graph presented in fig. 5, it results that the 
maximum deformation of the base layer decreases when the 
thickness of the sand layer increases. There is a good 
concordance between the theoretical model and the simulation 
for small values of the elastic thickness (a small difference of 

11% for the 30 cm thickness of the elastic layer). For large 
thicknesses of the elastic layer, the theoretical model provides 
much higher values for the maximum deformation of the base 
layer than the simulations. 

  
a) Damage level at t=12.00 
ms for a 10cm thickness of 

the elastic layer 

b) Damage level at t=11.27 
ms for a 150cm thickness of 

the elastic layer 

Fig. 6 Damage levels for different thicknesses of the elastic 
layer 

The level of damage of the base layer (varies from 0 - blue, 
which means no plastic deformation to 1 - red, which means 
that the material in that area suffers a complete damage) for 
the imposed thickness of the elastic layer, fig. 6, shows that the 
base layer is not affected when the thickness of the elastic 
layer (made of sand) has the value of 150 cm. 

C. The influence of the elastic layer material 
Three types of material were tested for the elastic layer: 

sand, soil and LECA [11]. For each studied case the same 
thickness of 150 cm for the elastic layer was used, the other 
characteristics being the same as in Table 1. The variation of 
the maximum deformation of the base layer depending on the 
type of material used for the elastic layer can be seen in fig. 7. 
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Fig. 7 The influence of the elastic layer material on the 

maximum deflection of the base layer 
It was found that the type of soil material used for the 

simulation [10] can be a good solution to mitigate the shock 
produced as a result of the bomb impact, followed by the 
LECA and the sand. Also, the analysis of the level of 
destruction, fig. 8, shows that the angle of the bomb when it 
moves through the rigid layer changes depending on the 
compressibility of the elastic layer (fig. 8 and fig. 6b). 
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a) Level of damage at t=16.25 
ms (elastic layer: material – soil, 

thickness - 150 mm) 

b) Level of damage at t=15.40ms 
(elastic layer: material – LECA, 

thickness - 150 mm) 

Fig. 8 Level of damage of the base layer function of the 
elastic layer material 

D. The influence of the angle of the bomb impact  
To study the influence of the angle of the bomb impact on the 

deformation of the base layer, an angle of zero degrees was chosen 
instead of the value of 25° used for all other cases. The elastic 
layer was made of sand and had a thickness of 150 cm and the 
other characteristics of the layers and the bomb are presented in 
Table 1. 

By analyzing fig. 7 it can be seen that the effect of the bomb 
impact on the base layer is maximum when the impact angle of 
the bomb is zero. This conclusion can also be reached by 
comparing the level of damage of the base layer for an angle of 
impact of  25°, fig. 6b and 0°, fig 9 for the same type of 
material and thickness of the elastic layer. 

 
Fig. 9 Level of damage for an impact angle of 0° at 

t=10.42ms (elastic layer: material – sand, thickness - 150 cm) 

E. The influence of the bomb impulse 
To determine the influence of the bomb impulse at the 

contact point on the deformation of the base layer, six different 
bomb velocities were used, the other characteristics of the 
layers and bomb being presented in Table 1.  
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Fig. 10 The influence of the bomb impulse on the maximum 

deformation of the base layer 

The variation of the maximum deformation of the base layer 
depending on the bomb impulse is shown in fig. 10.  
 It can be noticed that the maximum deformation of the base 
layer increases as the value of the velocity at the contact point 
increases, fig. 10. At velocities of 200 m/s and above, the 
maximum deformation value of the base layer exceeds 10 cm. 
By comparing the values of the analytical models (fig. 4) with 

the ones from the numerical model (fig. 10), it can be observed 
that the theoretical models lead to lower values of the 
maximum deformations. The analysis of the deformation of the 
base layers, fig. 11, shows that at low speeds of the bomb the 
ricochet of the bomb appears at the point of contact due to the 
resistance of the concrete, a phenomenon that cannot be 
surprised in theoretical models. 

 
a) Level of damage at t=6.70 ms, bomb velocity = 20,00 m/s 

 
b) Level of damage at t=5.56 ms, bomb velocity = 32,20 m/s 

 
c) Level of damage at t=52.17 ms, bomb velocity = 88,50 

m/s 

 
d) Level of damage at t=11.83 ms, bomb velocity = 230 m/s 

Fig. 11 Level of damage of  the base layer depending on the 
bomb impulse at the contact point 

F. The influence of the thickness of the base layer 
 To determine the influence of the base layer thickness on 
the deformation of the same layer, different levels of thickness 
were used (30, 50, 80 and 100 cm). The thickness of the rigid 
layer was 30 cm and that of the elastic layer (made of sand) 80 
cm. The other characteristics are those presented in table 1. 
The variation of the maximum deformation of the base layer 
depending on its thickness is shown in fig. 12. 
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Fig. 12 The influence of the thickness of the base layer on 

its maximum deformation 
It is obviously found that the maximum deformation of the 

base layer decreases with the increasing of its thickness. Also, 
it was interesting to make a comparison between the maximum 
deformation of the base layer depending on the thicknesses of 
the different base (SP) and elastic (SE) layers, fig. 13. It can be 
seen that almost the same maximum deformations are obtained 
for the following combinations of layers: 
- 30 cm SP and 150 cm SE ~ 80 cm SP and 80 cm SE; 
- 30 cm SP and 100 cm SE ~ 50 cm SP and 80 cm SE.  
This comparison (fig. 13) shows that it is more economical to 
use a thicker elastic layer (SE of 150 cm or SE of 100 cm - 
sand) than a thinner base layer (SP of 80 cm or SP of 50 cm– 
concrete) to obtain the same relative level of protection. 
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Fig. 13 The comparative analysis of the maximum 

deformation of the base layer depending on the thicknesses 
of the base (SP) and elastic (SE) layers  

G. The interpretation of the results for the explosion  
In order to analyze the results of different explosion 

scenarios, a comparison between the graphs of the maximum 
deformations of the base layer was used, fig. 14 (a detailed 
graphical representation in the time interval 4 s to 6 s is shown 
in fig. 14b). First, the detonation in contact with rigid layer 
produces a deformation of the base layer represented by 
Contact Detonation SR (SE – sand) curve, fig. 14a.  

When the rigid layer is perforated and the detonation 
occurs inside the elastic layer (curves Explosion in SE-sand 
and Explosion in SE-LECA), the deformation of the base layer 
is higher for sand than LECA, fig. 14b. Also, starting time for 
the deformation of base layer is higher for LECA than sand, 
that means the LECA material is more compressible than sand. 
Second, the maximum deformation of the base layer (SP) 
when the bomb perforated the rigid layer (SR), passed through 
the elastic layer (SE) of sand and came into contact with the 
base layer is presented in figure 14a (Bomb impact (SE-sand)). 
The detonation of the explosive charge in contact with the base 
layer (Contact detonation SP (SE – sand)) produces a total 
destruction of the base layer, which was confirmed by the 
destruction level of the base layer, fig. 15. The time shifting of 
the curves in fig. 14 is due to the different times when the 
impact or explosion is produced. 

It is interesting to follow the slope of the graphs in fig. 14. 
The slope deformation produced by the advancing bomb is 
less pronounced compared to those produced by the explosion 
of the charge of the bomb. As the detonation occurs closer to 
the base layer, the slope of the curve increases (the slope of the 
Contact detonation SR (SE-sand) curve is smoother than the 
slope of the curve Explosion in SE (SE-LECA), which in turn 
is less than that for the Contact detonation SP (SE-sand) 
curve). 
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Fig. 14 The comparative analysis of the maximum 
deformation of the base layer depending on different 

explosion scenarios 
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Also, it appears that the starting time for the base layer 
deformation for the Contact detonation SR (SE-sand) of 4 ms 
is smaller than the starting time for the Bomb impact, of 5.9 
ms. The explanation may be that the speed of propagation of 
the shock wave produced after the detonation of the explosive 
charge is higher than the shock wave resulting from the impact 
of the bomb. 

  
Level of damage at t=21.93 ms, (the 
initiation of the explosive charge) 

Level of damage at 
t=24.50ms 

Fig. 15 Level of damage for the base layer when the 
explosive charge is detonated in contact with the base layer 

V.  CONCLUSIONS 
 The numerical simulations revealed that for the bomb 
characteristics taken into account (velocity at the contact point 
- 200 m/s and 25° impact angle) and for the configuration of 
the slab with three layers of protection (rigid, elastic and base 
layer), the thickness of the elastic layer consisting of sand must 
be of at least 150 cm in order for the supporting layer not to 
suffer any damage. 

By introducing the material of the elastic layer as a 
parameter, it was found that the best attenuation material for 
the impact scenario is the soil material (soil type prairie with 
7% moisture [10]), followed by sand at a small difference. For 
the explosion, the best mitigation is obtained using the LECA 
material, but the differences from the soil and sand are small 
and the costs of the materials have to be taken into account. 
 Using a larger number of layers does not always provide 
better results in terms of deformation of the base layer. It was 
found that the elastic layer thickness (whose thickness can be 
changed with lower costs) plays an important role in reducing 
the deflection of the base layer. As the elastic layer thickness 
increases, better results are obtained when it works alone, not 
distributed in several layers, even if between those layers an 
additional rigid layer is also added. 
 In the case of the detonation of the explosive charge it was 
found that the level of destruction of the base layer increases 
as the explosion occurs closer to it and the blast shock wave 
mitigation is more efficient for the LECA type material than 
for sand or soil. 
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Abstract— To be able to control a robot manipulator as required 

by its operation, it is important to consider the kinematic model in 
design of the control algorithm. In robotics, the kinematic 
descriptions of manipulators and their assigned tasks are utilized to 
set up the fundamental equations for dynamics and control.. The 
objective of this paper is to derive the complete forward kinematic 
model (analytical and numerical) of a 6 DOF robotic arm (LR Mate 
200iC from Fanuc Robotics) and validate it with the data provided by 
robot’s software. 
 

Keywords — forward kinematic, Denavit-Hartenberg parameters, 
Robotic Toolbox  

I. INTRODUCTION 
 Kinematics is the science of geometry in motion. It is 

restricted to a pure geometrical description of motion by 
means of position, orientation, and their time derivatives. In 
robotics, the kinematic descriptions of manipulators and their 
assigned tasks are utilized to set up the fundamental equations 
for dynamics and control [1]. These non-linear equations are 
used to map the joint parameters to the configuration of the 
robot system. The Denavit and Hartenberg notation [2],[3] 
gives us a standard methodology to write the kinematic 
equations of a manipulator. This is especially useful for serial 
manipulators where a matrix is used to represent the pose 
(position and orientation) of one body with respect to another.  

 There are two important aspects in kinematic analysis of 
robots: the Forward Kinematics problem and the Inverse 
Kinematics problem. Forward kinematics refers to the use of 
the kinematic equations of a robot to compute the position of 
the end-effector from specified values for the joint parameters 
Inverse kinematics refers to the use of the kinematics equations 
of a robot to determine the joint parameters that provide a 
desired position of the end-effector. 

 The purpose of this paper is to obtain the forward 
kinematic analysis for the Fanuc LR Mate 200iC Robot, to 
make model of robot using Robotic Toolbox® for MATLAB® 
and validate it with the data provided by robot’s software. The 
information can be use in the future design and production of 
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the robot to make it faster and more accurate postwar period 
for the defensive works executed in different countries around 
the globe. 

II. THEORETICAL ASPECTS  
The forward kinematics problem is concerned with the 

relationship between the individual joints of the robot 
manipulator and the position and orientation of the tool or end-
effector. 

 A serial-link manipulator comprises a set of bodies, 
called links, in a chain and connected by joints. A link is 
considered a rigid body that defines the spatial relationship 
between two neighboring joint axes.  The objective of forward 
kinematic analysis is to determine the cumulative effect of the 
entire set of joint variables. 

 The Denavit and Hartenberg notation for describing 
serial-link mechanism geometry is a fundamental tool for robot 
analysis. Given such a description of a manipulator it can be 
use for established algorithmic techniques to find kinematic 
solutions, Jacobians, dynamics, motion planning and 
simulation. 

 In order to perform a forward kinematic analysis of a 
serial-link robot, based on Denavit - Hartenberg (D-H) 
notation it is necessary to achieve a five steps algorithm: 

 
1. Numbering the joints  and links 
 A serial-link robot with n joints will have n +1 links. 

Numbering of links starts from (0) for the fixed grounded base 
link and increases sequentially up to (n) for the end-effector 
link. Numbering of joints starts from 1, for the joint 
connecting the first movable link to the base link, and 
increases sequentially up to n. Therefore, the link (i) is 
connected to its lower link (i - 1) at its proximal end by joint 
(i) and is connected to its upper link (i + 1) at its distal end by 
joint (i + 1). 

 
2. Attaching a local coordinate reference frame for each 

link (i) and joint (i+1) based on the following method, known 
as Denavit - Hartenberg convention [2], [3]. 

 Fundamentally is necessary to describe the pose of each 
link in the chain relative to the pose of the preceding link. It is 
expected that this to comprise six parameters, one of which is 
the joint variable the parameter of the joint that connects the 
two links. The Denavit-Hartenberg formalism [2]-[4], [6] uses 
only four parameters to describe the spatial relationship 
between successive link coordinate frames, and this is 
achieved by introducing two constraints to the placement of 
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those frames the axis ix is intersecting or perpendicular to the 

axis i-1z . The choices of coordinates frames are also not 
unique, different people will derive different, but correct, 
coordinate frame assignments. 

 
  
In this paper it is used the standard D-H notation [4]. It 

begins by assignation of iz axes. There are two cases to 

consider: if joint (i +1) is revolute, iz  is the axis of revolution 

of joint (i +1) and if joint (i +1) is prismatic, iz  is the axis of 
translation of    joint   (i +1).   

 Once it was established the iz -axes for the links, it must 

establish the base frame{ }0 . The choice of a base frame is 

nearly arbitrary.  Once frame { }0  has been established, begins 

an iterative process in which it is defined frame{ }i  using 

frame{ }i - 1 . 
  
In order to set up frame { }i  it is necessary to consider three 

cases:  
(a) Axes i-1z  and iz  are not coplanar (fig.1): The line 

containing the common normal i-1z  to iz  define ix  axis and 

the point where this line intersects iz  is the origin of 

frame{ }i . 

 (b) Axis i-1z  is parallel to axis iz : The origin of frame { }i   
is the point at which the normal that passes through origin of 
frame { }i - 1   intersects the iz  axis.  The axis ix is directed 

from origin of frame{ }i , toward i-1z  axis, along the common 
normal. 

(c) Axis i-1z  intersects   axis iz : The origin of frame { }i   is 

at the point of intersection of axes i-1z  and iz . The axis ix is 

chosen normal to the plane formed by axes i-1z  and iz . The 
positive direction is arbitrary. 

 In all cases the iy -axis is determined by the right-hand 

rule: i i iy z x= × . 
 
3. Establish D-H parameters for each link 
 The fundamentals of serial-link robot kinematics and the 

Denavit-Hartenberg [2], [3] notation are well covered in 
standard texts [6]. Each link is represented by two parameters: 
the link length ( a ), and link twist (α ), which define the 
relative location of the two attached joint axes in space. Joints 
are also described by two parameters: the link offset ( d ), 
which is the distance from one link to the next along the axis 
of the joint, and the joint angle (θ ), which is the rotation of 
one link with respect to the next about the joint axis. For a 
revolute joint iθ  is the joint variable and id  is constant, while 

for a prismatic joint id  is variable and iθ  is constant. The link 
length and link twist are constant. 

 Using the attached frames (fig.1), the four parameters that 
locate one frame relative to another are defines as: 

 iθ  (joint angle) is the angle between the i-1x and 

ix axes about the i-1z axis; 

 id  (link offset) is the distance from the origin of 

frame { }i -1 to the ix  axis along the i-1z axis; 

 ia  (link length) is the distance between the 

i-1z and iz axes along  the ix axis; for intersecting 

axes is parallel to i-1 iz z× ; 

 iα  (link twist) is the angle between the i-1z and 

iz axes about the ix axis. 
 
4. Calculate the matrix of homogeneous transformation for 

each link. 
 The reference frame { }i  can be located relative to 

reference frame { }i - 1   (fig.1) by executing a rotation through 

an angle iθ  about i-1z  axis, a translation of distance id  along 

i-1z axis, a translation of distance ia  along ix axis and a 

rotation through an angle iα  about ix  axis. Trough 
concatenation of these individual transformations, the 
equivalent homogeneous transformation is:        

( , , , ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )i-1
i i i i i z i z i x i x iT d a R T d T a Rθ α θ α= ⋅ ⋅ ⋅   (1) 

where ( )R and ( )T  are the 4 4×  homogeneous 
transformation matrix for rotation and translation that are well 
covered in literature [1], [4] and [6]. 

 Equation (1) can be expanded as: 

 
Fig. 1 D-H frames allocation  and parameters 

 (adapted from [4]) 
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   (2) 

where: c iθ  is cos( )iθ  and  isθ  is sin( )iθ . 
 Since the homogeneous transformation matrix of the 

frame { }i related to the frame{ }i - 1 , i-1
iT  is a function of a 

single variable, it turns out that three of the above four 
quantities are constant for a given link, while the fourth 
parameter, iθ  for a revolute joint and id  for a prismatic joint, 
is the joint variable. 

 
5. Compute the kinematics equations of the robot 
 The coordinate transformations along a serial robot 

consisting of n links form the kinematics equations of the robot 
is: 

       0
n

i-1
n i

i=1

T T= ∏         (3) 

where i-1
iT  is the homogeneous transformation matrix of the 

frame { }i related to the frame{ }i - 1 . 

 The result will be a 4 4× matrix that gives us the 
information about orientation or rotation ( n - normal vector, 
o - orientation vector, a - approach vector) matrix and 
position ( p - vector) vector of the last frame { }n relative to 

the first frame{ }0 : 

     0

0 0 0 1nT =  
  
n s a p       (4) 

III. ANALYTICAL FORWARD KINEMATIC ANALYSIS 
OF 6 DOF - LR MATE 200IC ROBOT 

The LR Mate 200iC is an industrial robot manufactured by 
FANUC Robotics and designed for a variety of manufacturing 
and system process. We have that type of robot in our 
Robotics Laboratory. The manipulator provides a payload of 5 
kg capacity in a compact modular construction and reach of 
704 mm with enough flexibility and higher reliability trough 
the harmonic drives in its six-axis. The LR Mate 200iC Robot 
is an electric servo-driven mini robot offering best-in-class 
performance in a light, efficient, accurate and nimble package. 
This robot is ideal for fast and precise applications in all 
environments [5].  

  
 
 
From the fig.2 it can be seen that the LR Mate 200iC has a 

serial 6-DOF robotic arm with six revolute joints 
( ). 

 
 
In order to make a forward kinematic analysis for of LR 

Mate 200iC Robot it is numbered links and joint and it is 
attached local coordinate reference frames (fig.3). The origin 
of frame{ }0  it is choosen to be intersection of axis from joint 
(1) with a perpendicular plan that contains the axis of joint (2). 

 
 
The Table 1 summarizes the D-H parameters for each link 

as follows from fig.2 in accord with step 4 from previous 
section: 

 
Table 1  D-H parameters for LR Mate 200iC Robot 

Link iθ  id  ia  iα  

1 1θ  0 1a  2π  

2 2θ  0 2a  0 

3 3θ  0 3a  2π  

4 4θ  4d  0 2π−  

5 5θ  0 0 2π  

6 6θ  6d  0 0 
 
 According to equations (2) and (3) it is obtain matrix of 
homogeneous transformation for each link and we compute the 
kinematics equations of the robot: 

 
Fig. 3 Coordinate reference frames for LR Mate 200iC Robot 

 
Fig. 2 Joints of LR Mate 200iC Robot from Fanuc 

Corporation 
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 where: 

1 23 4 5 6 4 6 23 5 6 1 4 5 6 4 6( ( ) ) ( )xn c c c c c s s s s c s s c c c s= − − + −  

1 23 4 5 6 4 6 23 5 6 1 4 5 6 4 6( ( ) ) ( )yn s c c c c s s s s c c s c c c s= − − − −  

23 4 5 6 4 6 23 5 6( )zn s c c c s s c s c= − −  

1 23 4 5 6 4 6 23 5 6 1 4 5 6 4 6( ( ) ) ( )xo c c c c s s c s s s s s c s c c= − + + − −  

1 23 4 5 6 4 6 23 5 6 1 4 5 6 4 6( ( ) ) ( )yo s c c c s s c s s s c s c s c c= − + + + −  

23 4 5 6 4 6 23 5 6( )zo s c c s s c c s s= − + −             (6) 

1 23 4 5 23 5 1 4 5( )xa c c c s s c s s s= + +  

1 23 4 5 23 5 1 4 5( )ya s c c s s c c s s= + −  

23 4 5 23 5za s c s c c= −  

1 1 2 2 3 23 4 23 6 23 4 5 23 5 6 1 4 5( ( ))xp c a a c a c d s d c c s s c d s s s= + + + + + +  

1 1 2 2 3 23 4 23 6 23 4 5 23 5 6 1 4 5( ( ))yp s a a c a c d s d c c s s c d c s s= + + + + + −  

2 2 3 23 4 23 6 23 4 5 23 5( )zp a s a s d c d s c s c c= + − + −  
In the equations (6) it is make the following notation: 

cos( )i ic θ= , sin( )ij i js θ θ= + . 

IV. NUMERICAL FORWARD KINEMATIC ANALYSIS 
OF 6 DOF - LR MATE 200IC ROBOT AND COMPARISONS 
 To carry out the numerical forward kinematic I used 
Robotic Toolbox ® (version 9.9) for MATLAB® developed 
by Peter Corke professor at Queensland University of 
Technology. The Toolbox has always provided many functions 
that are useful for the study and simulation of classical arm-
type robotics, for example such things as kinematics, 
dynamics, and trajectory generation. The Toolbox provides 
functions for manipulating and converting between datatypes 
such as: vectors; homogeneous transformations; roll-pitch-yaw 
and Euler angles and unit-quaternions which are necessary to 
represent 3-dimensional position and orientation. These 
parameters are encapsulated in MATLAB objects, robot 
objects can be created by the user for any serial-link 
manipulator. It can operate with symbolic values as well as 
numeric. The Toolbox is based on a very general method of 

representing the kinematics and dynamics of serial-link 
manipulators [4]. The Robotic Toolbox is an open-source, 
available for free and its routines are generally written in a 
straightforward manner which allows for easy understanding 
[7].  
 Numerical values for LR Mate 200iC Robot from [5] are: 

1 0.075[ ]a m= , 2 0.300[ ]a m= , 3 0.075[ ]a m= , 

4 0.320[ ]d m=  and 6 0.080[ ]d m= . 
In order to create a model of the LR Mate 200iC Robot using 
Robotic Toolbox , the D-H parameters from Table 1 have been 
used. 

 
 Firstly a vector of ( , , , , )i i i i iLink d aθ α σ  objects was 

created and after that it was used SerialLink command to 
create the model of robot with the name LRMATE200iC 
(fig.4). The parameters of Link object are the D-H parameters 
defined in section 2: joint angle ( iθ ), link offset ( id ), link 

length ( ia ), link twist ( iα ) and a parameter for type of joint 

iσ  ( 0iσ =  for revolute joint and 1iσ =  for prismatic 
joint). 
 The fkine(q) method  (fig.5) use for calculation the same 
algorithm presented in section 2  [4], [7] and  is the pose of the 
robot end-effector as an SE(3) homogeneous transformation 
( 4 4× ) for the joint configuration q (1× n ), where q is 
interpreted as the generalized joint coordinates. In case of LR 
Mate 200iC Robot (six revolute joints robot) the generalized 
joint coordinates is represented by a vector (1 6)× :             

      [ ]1 2 3 4 5 6q θ θ θ θ θ θ=       (7) 

 
 

 A pose of the robot, based on the kinematic model, can be 
visualized graphically using plot(q) method (Line 3 in Table 
2). A stick figure polyline joins the origins of the link 
coordinate frames [7]. 
 It was implemented the equation (6) in a Matlab function in 
order to calculate the forward kinematics based on algorithm 
presented in section 2. 

 
Fig. 5 Homogeneous transformation of robot in 

 Robotic Toolbox 

 
Fig. 4 Creating the model of robot in Robotic Toolbox 
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 In order to validate the model of forward kinematic further 
tests were conducted. It was imposed three generalized 
coordinate vector q (line 1 in table 2) to be use. The first pose 
it is named the rest pose. The result from use of equation (6) is 
presented in Table 2 (line 2).  In the line 3 of Table 2 is 
presented the representation of the three pose using the plot(q) 
method from Robotic Toolbox. The homogeneous 
transformation for the joint configuration resulted from fkine 
method is presented in line 4 (Table 2). The real pose of LR 
Mate 200iC Robot for each q is presented in line 5 from Table 
2.  The line 6 from Table 2 presents the capture image from 
robot’s teaching pendant (a control box for programming the 
motions of a robot) display of position joints angle. The final 
line from Table 2 presents teach pendant display capture 

image for the position and orientation (equivalent for 
kinematic equations). 
 The LR Mate 200iC Robot teach pendant use the following 
notation: Ji  for joint angle ( iθ ) , [ ]X Y Z  for position 

vector p [ ]x y zp p p=  and [ ]W P R  for rotation angle 

around axes [ ]x y z .  
 For compute the rotation matrix of the homogeneous 
transformation it was the following equation: 
    ( ) ( ) ( )z y xR Rot R Rot P Rot W= ⋅ ⋅              (8) 

 where ( )zRot R  is the rotation matrix around axis z with 

R  angle ( ( )yRot P and ( )xRot W similarly) [6]. 

Table 2 Results  
q 0 0 0 0 0

2
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 Taking into account all from above it can be deliver the 
final homogeneous transformation of the robot: 

       
0 1
R p

T  
=  

 
                          (9) 

 The difference between angle from teach pendant display 
and generalized coordinate vector (line 1 and 6 from Table 2) 
results as robot software makes some adjustments in order to 
protect robot from fails: angle of joint 2 is considered in 
opposite direction and added with 2π ; when robot is moving 
axis 2 with a value, the same value is subtracted from angle of 
joint 3 and angle of joint 4 is considered in opposite direction. 
Note that graphical representation of the kinematic model (line 
3) and capture of the robot (line 5) are the same. 
   
 Taking in consideration remarks from previous paragraph 
there is almost a perfect match between the three types of 
results: analytically, numerically and data from robot 
software (small differences appear on teach pendant display 
resulted from the precision of the robot ± 0.02[mm])[5].  

V.  CONCLUSIONS 
  In this paper it was studied the forward kinematics by two 
different techniques: analytically using a five step algorithm 
derived from Denavit and Hartenberg notation and numerically 
using Robotic Toolbox ® for MATLAB® developed by Peter 
Corke. We make all calculation on LR Mate 200iC Robot 
from Fanuc Robotics and in order to validate the model of 
forward kinematic we compare the results with what robot’s 
software measurated and displayed on teach pendant.  
 Summing up the results, it can be concluded that is almost 
perfect match between the three types of results: analytically, 
numerically and data from robot software. 
 Also this paper shows that using Robotic Toolbox ® for 
MATLAB® is a very useful and fast tool to study the forward 
kinematics for industrial robot.  
 The information can be use in the future design of the robot 
to make it faster and more accurate. In our future research we 
intend to concentrate on Inverse Kinematics, Jacobian and 
Dynamics of the robot LR MATE 200iC. 
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Abstract - The performance of the parabolic collector depends on 

several factors such as the size and shape of the parabolic trough 
collector, shape and area of the focal heat exchanger and optical 
properties. Another very important parameter that depends on the 
position and location of the solar collector is a value of the intensity 
solar irradiation. The performance measurement of the collector was 
carried out in the northern part of Slovakia, in the city Zilina. The 
captured solar energy in the form of sunlight by solar trough collector 
was concentrated to focal heat exchanger. Subsequently this energy 
was changing into a thermal energy. The thermal energy was led 
away from the focal heat exchanger by means of a heat-transfer 
medium. This paper deals with performance measurement of 
parameters of the parabolic trough collector with absorption area 
10.25 m2 and real area of focal heat exchanger 1.66 m2. 
 

Keywords – flow, intensity of solar radiation, parabolic trough 
collector, sensors  

I. INTRODUCTION 
VERY type of solar collector captures sunlight and 
converts it to a thermal energy [1]. In general the 
collectors are divided into two main types. There are flat 

and concentrating collectors. For reaching higher temperatures 
of heat-transfer media are used the concentrating parabolic 
collectors [2].  
 In our case we have dealt with designing of the parabolic 
trough solar collector (Fig. 1), which would be able to heat the 
heat-transfer medium - air on approximately temperature 300 
°C. This temperature and amount of energy would be 
sufficient for starting a hot-air engine [3]. Therefore, the 
overall dimensions of the collector based on the parameters of 
the hot-air engine. In the theoretical way it was expected, that 
thermal performance could be achieved 3-5 kW. After 
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calculating the intensity of solar irradiation for city Zilina, was 
determined the surface area of collector 10.25 m2, where 
width is 1,744 m and length is 5.88 m. The reflective surface 
of collector is covered by special solar film from company 3M 
and its name is 3M Solar Film 1100 with 94% reflectivity [4]. 

 

 

Fig. 1 The 3D model of the parabolic trough solar collector and main 
collector dimensions. 

Another designed part of collector was the heat exchanger 
which was situated in the focus of parabolic trough solar 
collector. The estimated pressure value of the heat-transfer 
medium was 1 MPa in the whole system. This heat exchanger 
consists of thirteen pipes, and every pipe has outer diameter 12 
mm, wall thickness 2 mm and length 5.869 m [11].  

 

  

Fig. 2 Inlet and outlet working fluid - air from the heat exchanger. 

The performance measurement of the parabolic 
trough solar collector 

 Jozef Matusov, Peter Durcansky, Richard Lenhard 
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The exchanger has two parts (Fig. 2). The first (9-12) - the 
entrance part consists of six pipes and the second (1-7) - the 
output part consists of the seven pipes [5]. The material of 
pipe is EN 1.7715 (14MoV6-3). The pipes of heat exchanger 
were painted with a special selective coating with an 
absorption coefficient of 0.9 [6].  

 

Fig. 3 Ideal impact of solar radiation to pipes of the focal heat 
exchanger. 

The amount of incident energy for each pipe was found 
graphically in program Autodesk Inventor from the 3D model 
of the heat exchanger, which is identical to real one. In the 
figure (Fig. 3) is shown the solar radiation incidence on the 
pipes of heat exchanger and their mutual shielding. From the 
analysis were obtained the size of the light surfaces for every 
tube [7].  

 

Fig. 4 Range of heat flow for every pipe of heat exchanger dependent 
on optical efficiency and date in year. 

The graph (Fig.4) was constructed based on graphical 
analysis, optical efficiency calculation and amount of solar 
radiation during day where is see, that the greatest amount of 
heat flow passes through the tubes labeled 2 and 6. If the solar 
energy was absorbed to each pipe in same amount it would be 

ideal case. 

II. CONNECTING DIAGRAMS OF SENSORS AND COMPONENTS OF 
THE MEASURING SYSTEM 

For determining of performance parameters of the parabolic 
trough collector was designed connection diagram of the main 
components and sensors. The type and range of sensors was 
chosen on the basis of the input and output values from the 
numerical calculation of exchanger collector. The amount of 
volumetric flow to heat exchanger was set to the condition that 
the velocity of the air in the pipes exchanger did not exceed 15 
m/s. This condition was taken over from the theory of 
calculation exchangers to heat the working fluid air [8].  The 
number of sensors for measuring instantaneous values of 
temperature, pressure, flow rate and intensity of solar radiation 
is the same as is shown in the picture (Fig. 5). 

For the performance measurement of focal heat exchanger 
was necessary to set up value of air flow rate [9]. The air 
passing through the focal exchanger was heated from the inlet 
temperature to the outlet temperature. Slide valve was 
installed for the setting pressure on the end of the output pipe 
from the exchanger. The compressed air was delivered to 
compressor from surrounding atmosphere and its capacity was 
25 m3 per hour with outlet pressure 900 kPa. From the 
compressor was delivering the air to pressure tank with 
capacity 1000 liters. The measurement was run on the basis of 
specified pressure and mass flow.  

In the assembly of experimental devices were placed the 
following sensors of: 

• pressure – Ahlborn FD 8214 12R with measuring range 
0÷10 bar,  

• temperature – air in the storage tank ZA9030-FS2 (Pt 
100, from - 200 to 400°C ), air in atmosphere FTA683-
2 (Ni-Cr-Ni, from - 100  to 200°C), air in the heat 
exchanger ZA9030-FS (NiCr-Ni, till 870 °C), 

• flow – rotary piston gas meter PREGAMAS G65 DN 50 
with high-frequency pulser A1K, with number of 
impulses 14025 per 1m3, 

• meteorological station – wind direction FV614, wind 
velocity FAV6152, intensity of solar radiation for 
global sunlight FLA613GS.  

All sensors were connected to a measurement logger and 
from there subsequently to a computer. Measured values as a 
temperature, pressure, intensity of solar radiation and flow rate 
were saved to memory at 10 second intervals. These values 
were automatically written to a spreadsheet program Microsoft 
Excel. 

III. COURSE OF THE PERFORMANCE MEASUREMENTS OF THE 
PARABOLIC TROUGH SOLAR COLLECTOR 

The experimental measurements were possible done only 
during direct sunlight, because this type of collector isn't able 
to convert different type of solar sunlight to heat energy in the 
focal heat exchanger. If the amount of clouds are increasing, 
collector performance is decreasing rapidly.  

During the measurement of performance trough solar 
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collector, the permanent volume flow of the air was 3.75 
dm3/s. The excess pressure 0.5 bar was set up with a slide 
valve in the system. Other values were measured on the basis 
of the current state, which depended on the intensity of solar 
radiation, ambient temperature and an incidence angle of the 
solar radiation. For achieve the best possible performance, was 
necessary constantly turning an absorption area of trough solar 
collector directly to the Sun (Fig. 6). 

 

Fig. 6. Turning of the trough solar collector during the measurement 

The measurements of the parabolic trough collector usually 
lasted 140 -150 min.  

In this paper are shown results of the measurement which 
started in time 9:05 with intensity of solar radiation 610 W/m2. 
In this time was calculated optical efficiency 0.7 and heat flux 
4.37 kW. The maximum value of the air temperature was 
116.5 °C reached in 120th minute of measurement, when the 
intensity of solar radiation was 867 W/m2. 

During the measurement, we found that the contractor of 
collector fixed the ends of focal exchanger tubes and thus 
limited the effect of thermal expansion. This caused the 
change in the geometry pipes of the focal exchanger (Fig. 7) 
[12]. 

 

Fig. 7 Change the shape geometry of pipes in the focal heat 
exchanger. 

IV. MEASUREMENT RESULTS 
 

Heat performance of the focal heat exchanger was 
calculated according to calorimetric equation (1) from the inlet 
and outlet air temperature from the heat exchanger, the mass 
flow rate and specific heat capacity of air for a medium value 

of temperatures [10]. 
[ ]W ).(. inletoutletp ttcmQ −=                                                (1) 

The focal exchanger is divided on two parts, therefore were 
recorded three types of temperatures which are shown in the 
graph (Fig. 8): 

• inlet temperature to the heat exchanger (Inlet) 
• temperature of the tube plate (Solar 1) 
• outlet temperature from the heat exchanger (Outlet). 

From these three temperatures were calculated performance of 
the first part and the second part of the exchanger and also the 
total performance of the focal heat exchanger. 
 

 

Fig. 8 Course of temperatures during performance measurement of 
the focal exchange 

Mass flow rate of air was constant in the heat exchanger and 
its value was 6.7 g/s. In the graph (Fig. 10) is shown the 
dependence of the total performance on the intensity of 
incident solar radiation on 1 m2. Significant effects on the 
performance of heating air in heat exchanger have: the 
ambient temperature, wind speed and direction, accuracy of 
rotation collector to the Sun. In the pictures (Fig. 9, Fig. 10) is 
possible see influence wind on overall performance during 
increasing the intensity of solar irradiation. 

 
Fig. 10 Dependence of total performance of the focal heat 

exchanger on the intensity of solar radiation.  
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Numerical model was created according to theory Heat 
Transfer Analysis and Modeling of a Parabolic Trough Solar 
Receiver Implemented in Engineering Equation Solver [1]. 
Through calculation were obtained information about the 
energy gain for heating the heat transfer medium - air, 
depending on the amount of energy delivered by the energy 
source - the Sun. Considered parameters for calculation were: 
geometry exchanger and collector, optical characteristics, 
properties of heat transfer medium depending on pressure and 
temperature, inlet temperature, flow rate of the working fluid, 
the intensity of solar radiation, wind speed and ambient air 
temperature. From the calculation were obtained following 
values: the efficiency of the collector, the outlet temperature 
of the heat transfer medium, the quantities of heat energy, 
thermal, optical and pressure loss of the exchange. The 
equations include correlations, which is predicting the 
circumstances of in energy balance according to the type of 
the collector and the heat transfer medium, optical properties, 
and environmental influences. 

V. CONCLUSION 
From the measurements it was found, that the greatest 

impact on the performance of the focal exchanger had increase 
amount of clouds and the speed of wind which flows along the 
axis of focal exchanger. Another impact on the performances 
values was caused by changed shape of the pipes in the focal 
exchanger.  

 
Fig. 11 Selected efficiency values     
 
By calculation, but also by measurement were confirmed 

that the greatest loss of heat exchanger is caused by a free and 
forced convection to the surrounding area. The reducing of 
these losses would contribute to the increasing of overall 
performance. Therefore another research is dealing with the 
placing the focal exchanger into a glass-envelope with a 
vacuum process. This solution will increase the efficiency of 
heating the working medium.  

During the measurements was achieved the highest 
efficiency 10.12% by heat performance 654.09 W (Fig. 11) 
and total  flux value of solar radiation 6221 W. 

Comparison of the measured values with mathematical 

model was done in program Excel, with the theoretical 
equations [1]. 

In this case is shown comparison, where was achieved the 
highest performance in the focal exchanger, under the 
following conditions: 

• inlet air temperature at the exchanger 29.9 °C, 
• air temperature at the tube plate with vaulted bottom  
  92.6 °C, 
• outlet air temperature from the exchanger 116.5 °C, 
• mass flow rate 6.7 g/s. 
• absolute pressure 1.5 bar. 
• heat flux of solar radiation incident on the exchanger  
  6220.7 W, 
• wind speed 0.3 m/s and ambient air temperature 20.4 °C. 

Required power obtained by calculating for heating of the air 
in the first part of the exchanger was 421.4 W, in the second 
part 162.3 W and total power required to heat the air was 
583.7 W. From the entered values were calculated the losses 
which are shown in Table I. 
 

Table I. Heat loss calculations the heat exchanger. 

The total required performance for heating the air from 
temperature 29.9 °C to 116.5 °C considering losses by wind, 
with velocity 0.3 m/s was 6088.6 W. In the case of 
windlessness the necessary performance was 4940.7 W. Wind 
effect acting on the pipes of exchanger caused the loss 1147.9 
W. 

The difference between the calculated and the measured 
value of required thermal performance is 132.1 W, what 
constitutes 2% deviation. 
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Fig. 5 Connection diagram of the components and sensors of experimental device for measuring performance parameters of heat exchanger in 
the focus of parabolic trough collector. 
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Numerical experiments on the performance of the
RBF meshfree Galerkin Methods for solid

mechanics
Abderrachid Hamrani, Eric Monteiro, Idir Belaidi, Philippe Lorong

Abstract—In this work the advances in meshfree methods, partic-
ularly the Radial Basis Function based meshfree Galerkin Methods,
are presented with the purpose of analyzing the performance of
their meshless approximations and integration techniques. The Radial
Point Interpolation Method (RPIM) is studied based on the global
Galerkin weak form performed using classical Gaussian integration
and the stabilized conforming nodal integration scheme. The numeri-
cal performance of this category of methods is tested on their behavior
on two elastic problems with regular node grids, and two other with
distorted irregular grids. All RPIM methods perform very well in
term of elastic computation, the Smoothed Radial Point Interpolation
Method (SRPIM) shows a higher accuracy, especially in a situation of
distorted node schemes. Keywords—adial Basis Function Radial Point
Interpolation Method Galerkin weak form Nodal Integrationadial
Basis Function Radial Point Interpolation Method Galerkin weak
form Nodal IntegrationR

Keywords—Radial Basis Function, Galerkin weak form, Nodal
Integration.

I. INTRODUCTION

ONE of the most important progress in the field of
the numerical simulation was the development of the

finite element method (FEM). In this method, a continuum
solid defined by an infinity of material points is divided
into finite elements which are connected between them by a
kind of “grid”. The finite element method (FEM) proved to
be effective and robust in several engineering fields because
of its capacity to deal with complex geometries. However,
it remains that this method suffers from some limitations
related to the use of meshes, especially when severe element
distortions take place under large deformation processes where
the accuracy in FEM results are considerably lost [1]. To
surmount these problems, numerical methods known usually
as “meshless” or “meshfree” methods were proposed, in these
methods the problem domain is represented by a set of
scattered nodes, without the need of any, a priori, information
on the relationship between them. The development of some
of the meshless methods goes back to more than seventy
years, with the appearance of collocation methods [3] [4]
[5]. After that, the first well known meshless method: the
Smoothed Particle Hydrodynamics (SPH) [6], was originally
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created for the simulation of astrophysical phenomena by Lucy
[7], and from the early 1990s, numerous methods have been
proposed; for instance the diffuse element method (DEM) [8],
the reproducing kernel particle method (RKPM) [9] [10],the
element free Galerkin (EFG) method [11], the point interpola-
tion methods [12], the meshless local Petrov-Galerkin method
(MLPG) [13]. These methods use “Meshless” shape functions
to represent the field variables, since these shape functions
are mathematically constructed by using only a set of nodes
without requiring a mesh.

The Moving least square (MLS) interpolation was one of
the first shape functions used by Belytschko et al. [14] for
the development of the element free Galerkin (EFG) method,
and because of the limitations which suffered this method, in
particular, the complexity of the calculations of MLS shape
functions and their partial derivatives, besides the difficulty
to imposing boundary conditions [15], Liu and Gu [16], [17]
proposed a new family of meshless shape functions, that they
called ”Point Interpolation Methods”. Among these methods,
the radial point interpolation method (RPIM) is preferred
because the use of radial basis function avoids us falling in
the singularity problem of the conventional PIM [18] [45],
and shape functions resulting from RBF are stable and hence
flexible for arbitrary and irregular nodal configurations. For
the achievement of a numerical simulation for mechanics
problems we need in combination with shape function a
formulation procedure based on strong or weak-forms derived
directly from the physical principles. In general, we use weak-
form formulations to construct discretized system equations,
and the most widely used approache is the Galerkin weak-
forms.

For the requirement of a weaker consistency on the ap-
proximate function, weak forms need an integral operation
performed numerically by the use of two major techniques,
the classical Gauss integration and the stabilized conforming
nodal integration (SCNI) proposed by Beissel and Belytschko
[19] and after by Chen et al. [20] [21].

In the present work, our objectif is to study the RBF
meshfree Galerkin Methods through their performances in
term of : interpolations (RPIM shape function) and their
numerical integration techniques (classical Gauss integration
and the stabilized conforming nodal integration).

II. CONSTRUCTION OF RPIM SHAPE FUNCTIONS

The interpolation employed for the construction of the
RPIM shape functions augmented with polynomials can be
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written as [45]:

u(x) =
n∑

i=1

ri (x) ai+
m∑
j=1

pj (x) bj = rT (x) a + pT (x) b (1)

Where ri (x) is a radial basis function (FRB), pj (x) is a
basis function of monomials [x, y] (in 2D problems). Coef-
ficients ai and bi are the corresponding constants yet to be
determined, n is the number of RBFs, m is the number of
polynomial basis functions.

To find out coefficients ai et bi, we have to satisfy equation
(1) at the n nodes in the local support domain of the point of
interest at x, this leads to n linear equations, then the matrix
form of these equations can be written as :

u = R0 a + Pm b (2)

where :
u =

{
u1 u2 u3 · · · un

}T
(3)

the FBR matrix :

R0 =


r1 (d1) r2 (d1) · · · rn (d1)
r1 (d2) r2 (d2) · · · rn (d2)
· · · · · · · · · · · ·

r1 (dn) r2 (dn) · · · rn (dn)


(n×n)

(4)

Where di in ri(dk) is defined as :

dk =

√
(xk − xi)2

+ (yk − yi)2 (5)

and the Polynomial basis functions matrix:

Pm =


1 x1 y1 · · · pm (x1)
1 x2 y2 · · · pm (x2)
...

...
...

. . .
...

1 xn yn · · · pm (xn)

 (6)

in this case, there are n+m variables in Eq.2, so an other
m equations should be required. Golberg et al.[22] added
the additional m equations by using the following constraint
conditions :

PT
ma =

n∑
i=1

pj (xi) ai = 0, j = 1, 2, . . . , m (7)

the vector that collect coefficients for RBFs is :

aT =
{
a1 a2 · · · an

}
(8)

the vector that collect coefficients for Polynomial basis func-
tions is :

bT =
{
b1 b2 · · · bm

}
(9)

the equation (2) can be written in the following form:

ũ =

[
u
0

]
=

[
R0 Pm

PT
m 0

]
︸ ︷︷ ︸

G

{
a
b

}
= G a0 (10)

aT0 =
{
a1 a2 · · · an b1 b2 · · · bm

}
(11)

ũ =
{
u1 u2 · · · un 0 0 · · · 0

}
(12)

Since the matrix R0 is symmetric, the matrix G will also be
symmetric, than by solving equation (10), we obtain :

a0 =

{
a
b

}
= G−1 ũ (13)

The RPIM shape function is finally expressed as

u (x) =
{

rT (x) pT (x)
} { a

b

}
(14)

u (x) =
{

rT (x) pT (x)
}

G−1ũ = φ̃
T

(x) ũ (15)

φ̃
T

(x) =
{

rT (x) pT (x)
}

G−1 (16)

φ̃
T

(x) =
{
φ1 (x) φ2 (x) · · · φn (x) φn+m (x)

}
(17)

Where the RPIM shape functions corresponding to the nodal
displacements are given by

φT (x) =
{
φ1 (x) φ2 (x) · · · φn (x)

}
(18)

It can be seen that the resultant RPIM shape function
has the delta Kronecker property and partition of unity, and
due to the addition of polynomial basis, they also fulfill the
reproducing properties. In this work, different radial basis
functions augmented with the linear polynomial basis are used
to construct the present RPIM shape function, the choice of
the shape parameters in the RBFs are studied.

III. GALERKIN WEAK FORM OF 2-D SOLID MECHANICS

A 2-D problem of solid mechanics defined in the domain Ω
bounded by Γ can be described by the following equilibrium
equation :

∇·σ + F = 0 in Ω (19)

where σ is the Cauchy stress tensor and F the body forces
vector. The boundary conditions for the equilibrium equations
are :

(20)σ n = t̄ on the natural boundary Γt

(21)u = ū on the essential boundary Γu

where ū is a prescribed displacement on boundary Γu, t̄ is
a prescribed traction on the boundary Γt and n is the outward
normal on the boundary.

The well-known Galerkin weak form is given by :

(22)
∫
Ω

δ
(
∇uT

)
· σ dΩ−

∫
Ω

δuT · F dΩ−
∫
Γt

δuT · t̄ dΓ = 0

Discretization of Eq.(22) with interpolation function Eq.(15)
yields

K u = f (23)
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where

(24)

Kij =

∫
Ω

BT
i CBj dΩ, and fi

=

∫
Ω

ΦT
i F dΩ +

∫
Γt

ΦT
i t̄ dΓ

where C is the matrix of elastic constants and Bi is the
strain matrix.

The integrals involved in Eq.(24) are usually evaluated
numerically through the well known Gauss integration scheme
as is commonly used in finite elements. In this study, a second
scheme is also used : the stabilized conform-ingnodal inte-
gration scheme (SCNI). Both schemes are shortly explained
below.

IV. INTEGRATION TECHNIQUES

A. Gauss integration

In order to evaluate integrals over the global problem
domain Ω and the global traction boundary Γt, the problem
domain is discretized into a set of background cells. Hence, a
global integration can be expressed as :

(25)
∫
Ω

G dΩ =

nc∑
k=1

∫
Ωk

G dΩ =

nc∑
k=1

ng∑
i=1

_
wi G (xQi)

∣∣JDik∣∣
where nc is the number of background cells, ng is the num-

ber of Gauss points used in a background cell, G represents
the integrand, Ωk is the domain of the kth background cell,
_
wi is the Gauss weighting factor for the ith Gauss point at
xQi, and JD

ik is the Jacobian matrix for the area integration of
the background cell k.

Similarly, we can obtain the formulation of the curve Gauss
quadrature as

(26)
∫
Ω

G dΓt =

nct∑
l=1

∫
Γtl

G dΩ =

nct∑
l=1

ngt∑
i=1

_
wi G (xQi)

∣∣JB
il

∣∣
nct is the number of the curve cells that are used to

discretize boundary Γt, and ngt is number of Gauss points
used in a sub-curve, JB

il is the Jacobian matrix for the curve
integration of the sub-boundary l for the Gauss point at xQi.

B. Nodal integration

In Gauss quadrature a global background cell structure has
to be used, this fact made the method not truly meshless.
To avoid the use of background cells Beissel and Belytschko
[19] have proposed a nodal integration procedure based on a
strain smoothing stabilization to eliminate spatial instability
in nodal integration. This technique of integration is based on
the substitution of the displacement gradient at a node xk by
averaging the displacement gradient over a cell accompanying
that node [20] :

∇uh (x) =

∫
Ωk

∇uh (x) W̃ (xk − x) dΩ (27)

W̃ (xk − x) is a smoothing or weight function associated with
xk, in general we use the following simplest form of the
Heaviside-type smoothing function:

W̃ (xk − x) =

{
1/Ak x ∈ Ωk

0 x /∈ Ωk
(28)

where Ak is the area of smoothing domain Ωk. Equation 27
become :

∇uh (x) =
1

Ak

∫
Ωk

∇uh (x) dΩ (29)

The surface (or volume) integral can be rewritten by means of
the Gauss divergence theorem to a curve (surface) integral :

(30)

∇̃uh (x) =

∫
Γk

uh (x) nk (x) W̃ (xk − x) dΓ

=
1

Ak

∫
Γk

uh (x) nk (x) dΓ

This nodal integration is based on strain/gradient smoothing
technique, this technique is principaly used on the smoothed
finite element methods (SFEM) [35] [36][37][38]. Numbers
of SFEM models was developped, because of the types of
smoothing domains used [43]. Different smoothing domains
created based on cells (cell-based S-FEM (CS-FEM)) [40],
nodes (node-based S-FEM (NS-FEM)) [42], edges (edge-
based S-FEM (ES-FEM)) [41], and faces (face-based S-FEM
(FS-FEM)) [40].

V. ERROR ANALYSIS FOR RADIAL POINT INTERPOLATION
METHOD

Two sources of error are noticed in the case of RPIM:
the Radial Basis Function interpolation error and the error in
calculation of Galerkin weak form. The first error due to the
interpolation can be evaluated by the error in fitting different
curves and surfaces. The second error is evaluated through the
study of convergence rate of RPIM in case of boundary-value
problem.

A. RBF interpolation error

In this section, studies on the accuracy of the RPIM shape
functions used for curve fitting are conducted . The fitting
of functions is based on the nodal function value sets that
are generated at regularly as well as at irregularly distributed
nodes. The procedure carried out for curve fitting is : first we
create a set of field nodes in the domain where the function
is to be fitted, then for a given test node x (usually different
from the set of field nodes) where the function is to be fitted,
we choose n nodes in the influence domain of x, now we
can construct RPIM shape functions, and finaly, using these
shape functions we can calculate the function value at x and
compare it with the real value.

The interpolation error of curve fitting at point i is measured
by :

et =
1

n

n∑
i=1

∣∣∣∣∣ f̃i − fifi

∣∣∣∣∣ (31)
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Table I: Radial Basis Functions with global support used in
this study.

RBF Equation

MQ ri(di) =
(
di

2 + (αcdc)
2
)q

Exp ri(di) = exp
[
−αc ( didc )

2
]

TPS ri(di) = dηi

where fi is the true function value at point i and f̃i is the
fitted function value of the function f at point i in the influence
domain.

To construct the RPIM shape function we have to compute
the inverse of the matrix G (Eq.16), the numerical inversion of
this matrix G affects the accuracy of interpolation [23], [24].
Therefore, we add a second indicator to the interpolation error
wich is the condition number of matrix G.

1) Shape parameters analysis: In this section we will
see how the shape parameters affect RPIM shape function.
Because there is no rule governing the rational choice of
the RBF parameters, this theme was and stay a problematic
theme when the interpolation by the radial basis functions
are used. Several works was made in this axis, we can
find the paper of Franke [25] concerning the convergence
study of the RBF interpolation, particularly the Multiquadrique
(MQ), where he recommends to use an αc = 1.25 ds/

√
N .

Hardy [26] recommends the value αc = 0.815 ds where
the average influence domain ds = (1/N)

∑N
i=1 di (di is

the distance between the ith node and his nearest natural
neighbor). Rippa [27] proposes an optimization algorithm for
the choice of the rational parameters, which will afterward
be improved by Scheuerer [28]. We can also present some
recent works including publications of Wang and Liu [29] [30]
where they studied the optimal values of RBF-MQ and EXP
shape parameters in 2D and 3D [31], they confirm that the
condition number of matrix G directly affects the accuracy of
RBF interpolation. R. Li et al [32] found a range of optimal
values of the RBF-MQ shape parameters for the hybrid radial
boundary node method.

For this analysis, RPIM shape functions are constructed in a
domain of (x, y) ∈ [−1, 1] [−1, 1] using three sets of 5×5 =
25 nodes patterns generated within this domain (Fig. 1).

Figure 1: The three sets of nodes patterns.

A total of 100 points are defined as evaluation points. In
this study we use three type of RBF with global support:
Multiquadric (MQ), Gaussian (EXP), Thin Plate Spline (TPS)
(Tab I), in addition of an RBF with compact support (Wu-C2)
(Eq.32), with the use of polynomial terms (Eq. 1).

ri(di) =

(
1− di

δc

)5(
8 + 40

di
δc

+ 48
di

2

δ2
c

+ 25
di

3

δ3
c

+ 5
di

4

δ4
c

)
(32)

The evaluation procedure can be prescribe as fellow : for a
fixed number of nodes and sampling points, and for a range
of RBF shape parameters, we calculate the interpolation error
of curve fitting for function defined as :

f(x, y) = sin
(√

(x2 + y2)
)

(33)

For this exemple we choose a large influence domain that
include all nodes of the problem, in order to study only
the effect of the choice of the FBR parameters, and once
good parameters are selected, we can pass to the choice of
dimension of influence domain. All sets of nodes patterns (Fig.
1) are employed in order to evaluate the capacity of RPIM to
deal with problems where nodes distribution are irregular.

Figure 2: Effect of shape parameters q and αc of RBF-MQ on
(a) Interpolation error and (b) condition number of matrix G.

Figure 3: Effect of shape parameter αc of RBF-EXP on (a)
Interpolation error and (b) condition number of matrix G.

Figure 4: Effect of shape parameter η of RBF-TPS on (a)
Interpolation error and (b) condition number of matrix G.

Through figures 2 to 9, conclusions can be summarized in
the following points:
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Figure 5: Effect of shape parameter δ of RBF-Wu-C2 on (a)
Interpolation error and (b) condition number of matrix G.

Figure 6: Effect of shape parameter q of RBF-MQ on Inter-
polation error with different sets of nodes patterns.

Figure 7: Effect of shape parameter αc of RBF-EXP on
Interpolation error with different sets of nodes patterns.

Figure 8: Effect of shape parameter η of RBF-TPS on Inter-
polation error with different sets of nodes patterns.

Figure 9: Effect of shape parameter δ of RBF-Wu-C2 on
Interpolation error with different sets of nodes patterns.

1) In order to find the good parameters of the FBR, it would
be necessary to find the just balance between the error
of interpolation and the condition number of matrix G.

2) Singular values found on the two basis MQ and TPS are
resulting from the bad conditioning of the matrix G for
these values.

3) Both Gaussian (EXP) and Wu-C2 basic functions
present no singular behavior for all shape parameters
values.

4) We can notice through figures 6 to 9, that the way nodes
are distributed has no significant effect on the quality of
RBF interpolation.

2) Dimensions of the influence domain: We suggest now
to study the effect of the influence domain size (with circular
shape) on the accuracy of RBF interpolation. For this, the
domain of the problem is discrétised by 529 nodes distributed
in an irrigular manner. By increasing gradually the size of the
influence domain, the number of nodes inside thise domain
wil increase, then we will proceed to the calculation of the
interpolation error and the condition number of matrix G.

The obtained results are illustrated in figures (10, 11) when
we can draw the following conclusions :

1) The condition number of matrix G grows systematically
with the increase of the dimensions of the influence
domain, thus more the number of nodes inside this
domain increases more the matrix G will be badly
conditioned.

2) The interpolation error does not improve systematically
by increasing the number of nodes inside the influence
domain, in our opinion, this is due to two factors, the
first one is that more the number of nodes implied
in the interpolation is important more the number of
computational arithmetic operations is important, this
engenders numerical calculation errors, the second is
that more the number of nodes is important more the
condition number of the matrix G is larger this means
that the matrix is ill-conditioned and its inversion will
cause bigger error.

3) Larger influence domain means higher number of nodes
included in the interpolation, and it implies the increase
on the CPU operations (figure 12). we note that the
meshless code is programmed in Matlab and the sim-
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ulations are performed on a i5-2.5 GHz computer.
4) From this analysis we recommende that 6 to 25 nodes

in the influence domain generate good result and a
bigger or smaller number of nodes would lead to larger
numerical error.

5) We can mention a technique used in [2] [33] [34], which
is based on the concept of the natural neighbor for
the construction of the influence domain, the interval
recommended by the author for the number of nodes
inside (first and second order natural neighbors) Joined
what is previously mentioned.

Figure 10: Effect of influence domain dimenssions on Inter-
polation error with different types of RBF.

Figure 11: Effect of influence domain dimenssions on condi-
tion number of matrix G by different types of RBF.

B. Numerical experiments of 2-D solid mechanics problems
1) Error index: The error due to the calculation of Galerkin

weak form should be different from that used to evaluate only
RBF interpolation over scattered data.

A relative error of displacements is defined as follows :

(34)

edep =

∥∥∥u− _
u
∥∥∥
L2

‖u‖L2

=

(∫
Ω

(
u− _

u
)T (

u− _
u
)
dΩ

)1�2

(∫
Ω

(u)
T

(u) dΩ

)1�2

Figure 12: Effect of influence domain dimenssions on the
number of computational arithmetic operations.

where _
u and u are displacements computed by the RPIM

and the exact analytical solution, respectively.
The error of energy is defined as follows :

(35)eEdef =

(∫
Ω

1
2

(
ε− _

ε
)T

c
(
ε− _

ε
)
dΩ

)1�2

(∫
Ω

1
2 (ε)

T
c (ε) dΩ

)1�2

Where _
ε and ε are strain tensors obtained from the RPIM

and the exact analytical closed-form solution, respectively.
In order to evaluate the convergence rates of RPIM methods,

it is necessary to define a characteristic length ”h”. For a grid
of triangular T3 background cells:

h =

√
2AΩ

Nc
(36)

For a grid of quadrilateral Q4 background cells :

h =

√
AΩ

Nc
(37)

where AΩ is the area of the problem domain and Nc the
number of integration cells.

2) Cantilever beam problem: In this test the accuracy and
convergence of combination of shape functions and integration
schemes is examined on the problem of a cantilever beam.
This problem is widely used to select the optimal parameters
of RPIM [29], [30], [31], [32]. Almost all reported conclusions
are obtained from this benchmarking numerical experiment.

Consider a cantilever beam shown in Fig.13. The beam is
fixed at the left end and subjected to a parabolic traction force
at the free end.

The analytical solution is defined as follows [44]:

(38)u (x, y) =− Py

6EI

[
(6L−3x)x+ (2 + v)

(
y2− D

2

4

)]

v (x, y) =
P

6EI

[
3 υ y2 (L

− x) + (4 + 5 υ)
D2x

4
+ (3L− x) x2

]
(39)
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Figure 13: Cantilever beam problem.

where the moment of inertia I of the beam is given by
I = D3

12 .
The corresponding stresses are :

(40)σxx (x, y) = −P (L− x) y

I

(41)σyy = 0

(42)τxy (x, y) =
P

2I

[
D2

4
− y2

]
The beam parameters are taken as P = −1000N , E =

3× 107MPa, υ = 0.3, D = 12mm, L = 48mm.
3) Shape parameters analysis: For this test, two config-

urations of nodes will be used: 325 nodes distributed in a
regular and irregular way respectively 14. Only two radial
basis functions will be handled: the multiquadric (MQ) and
the Gaussienne (EXP). Here circular influence domain cir-
cumvents 8 to16 nodes is used for each Gaussian point.
Polynomial term is included for the rbf interpolation. For the
gauss integration we use 4 × 4 = 16 gauss points for each
cell of the set of 288 (24× 12) background cells (figure 15).
First, we study the effect of the Multiquadric shape parameters
(MQ), results will be illustrated in figures 16, 17.

Figure 14: Nodes configurations of the cantilever beam prob-
lem.

1) For a uniform distribution of nodes, the optimal error
values are registered for q between 1.5 − 2 and all
mentioned αc (αc = 0.5, 1, 1.5, 2, we avoided the value
of q = 2 because it is the particular value which makes
the matrix G singular or strongly ill-conditioned.

2) For an irregular nodes distribution, the optimal value of
q varies according to the value of αc.

Figure 15: (24× 12) background cells for numerical integra-
tion.

Figure 16: Effect of RBF-MQ shape parameters on energy
error for regular nodes distribution.

Figure 17: Effect of RBF-MQ shape parameters on energy
error for irregular nodes distribution.

3) The recommended values for the Multiquadric (MQ) are:
αc = 0.5 ∼ 2 and q = 0.4 ∼ 2.2 with the exception of
the singular values (integers).

Secondly, we study the effect of the Gaussian shape param-
eters (EXP), results will be illustrated in figures 18.

1) For a uniform node disctribution, the values of the
energy error remain relatively invariant for αc > 0.03.

2) For an irregular nodes distribution, the behavior of the
error according to αc is almost the same that for the
uniform configuration.

3) The recommended values for Gaussian (EXP) are : αc =
0.2 ∼ 1.

4) Dimensions of the influence domain: In this analysis,
we adopt a configuration of 975 (39x25) nodes uniformly
distributed, the same configuration is used for quadrilateral
background cells (figure 19), four configurations of shape
parameters for the FBR will be used : RBF-MQ with: q = 1.3
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Figure 18: Effect of RBF-EXP shape parameters on energy
error for regular/irregular nodes distribution.

and αc = 0.5 and q = 1.9 and αc = 1.5, RBF-EXP with:
αc = 0.2 and αc = 0.6. The number of Gauss points is
maintained to 16 points by cell.

Figure 19: The two combined configurations of 975 (39x25)
nodes and 1040 (40x26) background cells.

Figure 20: Effect of influence domain dimenssions on energy
error.

1) Large size of influence domain does not imply system-
atically a good precision, quite the opposite, number
of arithmetic operations required for the calculation
increase, what would have consequence on increasing
the CPU time (figure 21).

2) The number of nodes recommended to reach a good
quality is of 9 ∼ 30 nodes inside the influence domain.

5) Number of Gauss points: To analyze how the number of
Gauss points by cell used on the Gauss integration technique
affect the accuracy of RPIM, we have to fix these parameters
: for nodal discretization and background cells we use the
previous uniform configurations Fig.14 and 15, two radial
basis functions are considered : the RBF-MQ with q = 1.9

Figure 21: Effect of influence domain dimenssions on the
number of computational arithmetic operations.

and αc = 1.5, the RBF-EXP with αc = 0.2, the influence
domain being determined by 6-12 nodes inside.

Figure 22: Energy error in function of the number of Gauss
points.

Figure 22 shows the variation of the energy error according
to the number of Gauss points of by cell, we notice that more
the number of gauss points will be important, more the quality
of RPIM results will be better until a relative stabilization for
a number bigger than 64 = 8 × 8 quadrature points. On the
other hand, it would be necessary to pay attention to the CPU
time for numerical calculations which will tend to increase
proportionally with the increase of Gauss points used. We can
recommend to take a 4 × 4 up to 6 × 6 Gauss points for
rectangular cells.

6) Effect of the integration technique: The objective of this
section is the study of two numerical integration techniques :
the classical Gauss integration and the Stabilized conforming
nodal integration (SCNI).

In all what follows, the Radial basic function chosen is the
Gaussian (EXP) with αc = 0.2, with addition of 1st order
polynomial terms, influence domain being determined with 8-
16 nodes inside. A total of 6 × 6 Gauss points are used for
the classic Gauss quadrature.

five set of regularely distributed nodes pattern and in the
same time integration cells are used for this exemple : 1150,
798, 520, 360, 284.
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We notice, first, that the convergence rates of meshfree
methods (RPIM, SRPIM) are better than those obtained by
the FEM, this is due to the higher order of RBF interpolation
comparing with the linear interpolation used in FEM triangular
element, secondly, among RPIM meshfree methods the one
who presents a better rate of convergence is SRPIM, who
possesses the advantage of using a nodal stabilized integration
with regard to the classic RPIM which use Gauss integration.

Figure 23: Relative error in displacement calculated for FEM,
RPIM, SRPIM.

Figure 24: Relative energy error calculated for FEM, RPIM
and SRPIM.

C. Infinite plate with a circular hole
We consider here a plate with a central circular hole with

raduis a = 1m subjected to a unidirectional tensile load of
F = 1N/m in the x-direction, due to symmetry, only the
upper right quadrant of the plate is modelled as shown in
Figure 25. Symmetry conditions are imposed on the left and
bottom edges. The inner boundary is traction free. Plane strain
conditions are assumed, and the problem constants are : L =
5m, a = 1m,E = 103N/m2, ν = 0, 3, P = 1N/m. analytical
solution of these problem [44]:

(43)
u1 =

a

8µ

[
r

a
(κ+ 1) cos θ

+ 2
a

r
((1 + κ) cos θ + cos 3θ)− 2

a3

r3
cos 3θ

]

Figure 25: Geometry of the infinite plate with a hole problem.

(44)
u2 =

a

8µ

[
r

a
(κ− 3) sin θ

+ 2
a

r
((1− κ) sin θ + sin 3θ)− 2

a3

r3
sin 3θ

]
where (r, θ) are the polar coordinates with θ measured counter-
clockwise from the positive x axis, µ = E/(2 (1 + ν)) et
κ = 3− 4ν.

The analytical solution for the stresses of an infinite plate
is :

(45)σx (x, y) = 1− a2

r2

{
3

2
cos 2θ + cos 4θ

}
+

3a4

2r4
cos 4θ

(46)σy (x, y) = −a
2

r2

{
1

2
cos 2θ − cos 4θ

}
− 3a4

2r4
cos 4θ

(47)σxy (x, y) = −a
2

r2

{
1

2
sin 2θ − sin 4θ

}
+

3a4

2r4
sin 4θ

The displacement boundaryconditions are given by :
on the edge of x = 0 : ux = 0, on the edge of y = 0 :

uy = 0.
As in the previous example, five nodes configurations will

be used for this problem also, the total number of nodes used
is: 169, 289, 625, on 1089 and 1681. Figures 26, 27, illustrate
convergence rates of results obtained from RPIM, SRPIM and
FEM. We notice as well in this problem that the convergence
rates obtained from meshless methods, are better than those
obtained by the FEM, and among the RPIM methods, SRPIM
presents a better precision in term of displacement error
and in energy error, what confirms the quality of the SCNI
integration.
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Figure 26: Relative error in displacement calculated for FEM,
RPIM, SRPIM.

Figure 27: Relative energy error calculated for FEM, RPIM
and SRPIM.

D. Distortion analysis

The example treated in this test is similar to the precedent
test of cantilever beam (Figure 13), but with a different ge-
ometry and load (Figure 28), this geometry will be discretised
by various nodes configurations (Figure 29).

The Radial basic function chosen is the Gaussian (EXP)
with αc = 0.2, influence domain being determined with 8-16
nodes inside. A total of 6 × 6 Gauss points are used for the
classic Gauss quadrature.

The exact solution calculated on the field of stress :

σxx (x) =
3

2
y, σyy (x) = 0, σxy (x) = 0 (48)

The exact solution calculated on the field of strain :

(49)

εxx (x) =
3E (1− υ)

2 (1− υ) (1− 2υ)
y, εyy (x)

=
3Eυ

2 (1− υ) (1− 2υ)
y, εxy (x)

= 0

We notice in Figures 30 and 31 that for the first nodes
configuration distributed in a regular way (configuration (1)),
all RPIM methods gives satisfactory results and better than

Figure 28: Model to examine distortional effects.

Figure 29: Grids used to examine the influence of distortion.

those obtained by finite element method (with linear triangular
element mesh).

For the last nodes configuration, the most severe twisted
configuration, and in spite of the fact that we use an influence
domain guaranteeing a minimum number of nodes inside
the latter, we notice that all RPIM methods diverges but by
different degrees, the method which seems the least affected
by this distortion is the S-RPIM (with SCNI technique). In
summary, the more the distortion of the meshing of nodes is
big, the more the error in displacement and in energy increases,
however the methods using the SCNI integration technique are
less affected by this degradation than those using the classical
Gauss integration.

VI. CONCLUSION

In this paper a numerical analysis was performed on the
RPIM meshless method with two integration schemes. The
performance in the RBF shape function and in linear elasticity.
It was shown that the Radial basis interpolation was important
to the global accuracy of the RPIM. It was found that the
condition number of the matrix G heavily affects the accuracy
of interpolation. Shape parameters also had important effects
on the condition number. A range of good shape parameters
should balance the accuracy and the condition number. The
folowing notes can be retained : Error was large when shape
parameters takes singular values (q = integer values for
RBF-MQ). Through numerical experiments, a range of shape
parameters was found. Parameters from this range can give
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Figure 30: Relative error of displacement on results obtained
by FEM, RPIM and SRPIM with several nodes configurations.

Figure 31: Energy error on results obtained by FEM, RPIM
and SRPIM with several nodes configurations.

relatively good results. For regular nodal distribution, when
the number of nodes inside the influence domain ranges from
6 to 25, the accuracy was high. With adding polynomial term
and an appropriate influence domain size, shape parameters
can be chosen from a larger range of values avoiding singular
ones. Nodal distribution had little effect on the accuracy of
RPIM interpolation. Further more it was observed that the
SCNI integration scheme was less sensitive to distortion than
the Gaussian integration scheme, and gives excellent results
when compared to a Gaussian integration rule.
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Abstract— Silicone elastomer is categorized under hyperlastic 

material. Its application is relatively limited due to the rather weak 
mechanical properties especially room temperature vulcanized 
silicone rubber (RTV) such as Ecoflex® Rubbers Supersoft 0030. 
This paper for the first time aims to produce reinforcing silicone 
rubber with kenaf powder fillers formed under synthesized process to 
increase the stiffness properties of the silicone rubber and to 
determine its mechanical properties in terms of material constants 
value by adapting hyperelastic constitutive models (i.e. neo-Hookean 
and Mooney-Rivlin). Initially, a pure silicone specimen was 
prepared. Meanwhile, Kenaf powder was selected to be used as 
silicone reinforcement or a filler material for synthesizing process 
and silicone reinforced with kenaf under 5 to 25 PHR units (part per 
hundred part of silicone rubber) was synthesized. This was followed 
by mechanical testing (uniaxial tensile test) and theoretical analysis 
which adapted hyperelastic constitutive models to determine the 
mechanical properties in terms of material constants value. Results 
indicate that addition of different percentage volumetric kenaf 
powders filler have improved the RTV weakness which allowed for 
exploration of wider applications for silicone rubber Results show 
that the silicone composites with kenaf fillers possess high stiffness 
compared to pure silicone. This resulted in variation of C1 value, 
where it was found that greater value of C1 indicates stiffer material 
behavior. Silicone reinforced with 25 phr kenaf powder possesses the 
highest value, 0.053 MPa (C1) which means this specimen is the 
stiffest among the specimens. Meanwhile pure silicone possesses the 
lowest, 0.032 MPa (C1) value which makes it the most elastic 
specimen. As for the Mooney-Rivin model, a similar scenario 
appeared where silicone reinforced with 25 phr kenaf powder 
possesses the highest 0.025 MPa and 0.111 MPa (C1 and C2) value 
and pure silicone possesses the lowest 0.020 MPa and 0.072 MPa (C1 
and C2) value. Therefore, it can be concluded that the quantity of 
kenaf powder does influence the production of silicones reinforced 
with kenaf powder in terms of behaviour. 

 
Keywords— Silicone, kenaf, synthesis, hyperelastic constitutive 

model.  
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I. INTRODUCTION 
he ability of silicone elastomer capable to stretch without 
experiencing in volume reduction generally depended on 

the bonded structure within the material [1]. This mechanical 
property relatively limits the applications of silicone rubber 
material [2]. The weaknesses can be overcome by reinforcing 
the silicone elastomer into biocomposite silicone material 
through synthesis process to improve the material stiffness [2]. 
This study has selected kenaf powder to be used as silicone 
reinforcement or a filler material. “Kenaf” or “Hibiscus 
cannabinus, L. family Malvaceae” is  “ an herbaceous annual 
plant that can be grown under a wide range of weather 
conditions” [3]. From previous studies [3, 4], it was found that 
kenaf helps to improve the material strength of a composite 
construction with economical and availability advantages. In-
depth study and knowledge on the synthesizing biocomposite 
silicone process is important to obtain a reliable result.   

Tensile testing appeared to be one of the favourable 
methods to determine basic material properties of a material 
[5] and uniaxial tensile tests with regard to silicone elastomers 
have commonly been executed according to universal 
standards ASTM D412 [6-9] testing standards. Hence, the 
silicones reinforced with kenaf powder specimens were 
prepared according to ASTM D412 to observe the stress-
stretch the behaviour of the material.   

Silicone elastomers materials (rubber-like) are the most 
common examples of hyperelastic materials which possess 
hyperelasticity characteristics [8, 10-13]. Since mechanical 
testing is incapable of directly providing the mechanical 
properties of a material, hyperelastic constitutive models were 
adapted to theoretically quantify the material properties of the 
specimens (i.e. silicones reinforced with kenaf powder).  

Two most popular hyperelastic constitutive models (i.e. neo-
Hookean and Mooney-Rivlin) which were represented in strain 
energy density function (W) expressed in (1) and (2) 
respectively where C1 and C2 are the material constants, 
meanwhile Ī1 and  Ī2 are the invariants [14, 15].  
 

                           3) -(C=W 11 I                          (1) 
 

              3) -(C  3) -(C=W 2211 II +                      (2) 
Hence this study focuses on synthesis a silicone rubber 

reinforced with kenaf powder and consequently followed by a 
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mechanical testing (uniaxial tensile test) and theoretical 
analysis which adapted hyperelastic constitutive models (i.e. 
neo-Hookean and Mooney-Rivlin model) to determine their 
mechanical properties in terms of material constants value. 
This is novel as no similar syntheses related to reinforcement 
of silicone rubber with kenaf powder have been reported 
earlier. 

II. METHODOLOGY 
A total of three main stages (i.e. synthesis, experiment, and 

theoretical) are complied in this study. Figure 1 illustrates the 
process flow of the study which also includes the comparison 
between pure silicone and silicone reinforced with kenaf 
results.  
 

 
 

Fig. 1 Study Flow 

A. Synthesis of Biocomposite Silicone 
Initially, Pure Silicone specimens were prepared referring to 

ASTM D412 testing standard. Silicone matrix is quantified 
with parts per hundred (phr) units. To produce a single 
specimen of pure silicone, the ratio is 1:1 which is considered 
equal to 100 phr of silicone elastomer  

Hence as shown in Figure 2 and 3, Pure Silicone (Ecoflex 
0030) and its hardener were mixed at 50 percent of total 
volume for each. It is estimated that the total volume of a 

single dumbbell-shape ASTM D412 mold is 6cm 3 which gives 
3cm3 in volume for Ecoflex 0030 and its hardener each. It is 
noted that every 1cm3 of silicone liquid is equal to 1g of its 
weight.  

Once the mixture was ready, it was injected into ASTM 
D412 mould (Figure 4) properly before being placed in MCP 
vacuum machine for about 3 to 5 minutes. Lastly, the 
specimens underwent natural cure process for 72 hours at 
room temperature (28°C to 34°C) which completed the 
preparation of pure silicone specimens. One of the samples of 
pure silicone is shown in Figure 6(a). 

 

 
 

Fig. 2 Silicone Ecoflex 0030 and hardener 
 

 
 

Fig. 3 Mix Silicone Ecoflex with its harderner 
 

 
The next process is to synthesize Kenaf Powder with 

Silicone. Kenaf powder (Figure 5) was extracted from bast 
fiber plant which was taken from the outer layer and core of 

 
 

Fig. 4 Pour the mixture into ASTM D412 aluminium mould 

Pure Silicone reinforced 
with Kenaf Powder 

Pure Silicone 

SILICONE SPECIMENS  
PREPARATION 

Mooney-Rivlin 
Model 

Neo-Hookean 
Model 

THEORETICAL ANALYSIS AND 
COMPARISON  

(Hyperelastic Constitutive Model) 

ANALYSIS AND 
CONCLUSION 

MECHANICAL TESTING 
(Uniaxial Tensile Test)  
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the fiber (inner layer). Kenaf is widely used in many 
researches to determine material strength of a composite. Due 
to its ability to improve the tensile strength of composite, a 
synthesis process of kenaf powder compounded with silicone 
solution was done in this study.  
 

 
 
Three main steps took place in synthesizing kenaf powder 

with silicone which are silicone preparation (Step 1), vacuum 
process (Step 2) and curing process (Step 3). During silicone 
preparation, it is important to measure the suitable volume or 
weight of filler material (kenaf powder) needed for synthesis 
process. Five different kenaf powders in grams (0.1, 0.2, 0.3, 
0.5, and 0.6) which are equal to 5, 10, 15, 20, and 25 phr being 
premixed with silicone matrix during silicone preparation are 
tabulated in Table I.  
 

 
Table I Composition of Kenaf Powder 

phr Mass (g) Density (g/cm3) Volume (cm3) 

5 0.1 0.5702 0.2 

10 0.2 0.5702 0.4 
15 0.3 0.5702 0.6 

20 0.5 0.5702 0.8 

25 0.6 0.5702 1.0 

 
 

Later the premixed kenaf - silicone matrix was poured 
(injected using a syringe) also into an aluminum dumbbell-
shape mold as shown in Figure 4. Once the silicone was ready, 
Step 2 (vacuum process) took about 3 to 5 minutes which 
required MCP vacuum machine to reduce entrapped air 
bubbles from the specimen. After that, the natural curing 
process (Step 3) commenced by considering room temperature 
(28°C to 34°C) and curing of 72 hours, then only could the 
prepared specimen undergo a tension test. One of the silicones 
reinforced with kenaf powder specimen is shown in Figure 
6(b). 

 
B. Mechanical Testing 
After all of the specimens had been prepared, uniaxial 

tensile test took place at Strength of Material Laboratory of 
Universiti Teknologi MARA, Malaysia. Using INSTRON 
3382 Universal Testing Machine and referring to ASTM D412 
testing standard, a total of five pure silicone specimens and 
twenty five silicones reinforced with kenaf powder specimens 
with different kenaf powder amount were tested till they 
reached their failure state. The speed was set to 
500±50mm/min with the gauge width, 6mm, gauge thickness, 
3mm and gauge length, 33mm. Figure 6(a) and 6(b) 
demonstrate the condition of the specimen while being tested 
and when it failed. 
 

 
C. Quantifying Material Constants 
The material behaviour can be represented by the material 

constants (C1and C2) value which can be determined by 
adapting the theory of hyperelastic constitutive models (i.e. 
neo-Hookean and Mooney-Rivlin) in terms of stress-stretch 
relation formula. Referring to stress-stretch values obtained 
from the experiment, C1and C2 value can be determined using 
3) and (4) for neo-Hookean and Mooney-Rivlin models 
respectively.  

Stress-stretch curves were generated according to C1and C2 
theoretical value determined and analysis was performed with 
the aid of Microsoft Excel 2010. Consequently parametric 
comparisons of different amounts of kenaf powder to pure 
silicone for all theoretical stress-stretch curves of neo-Hookean 
and Mooney-Rivlin were done.  

 
 

Fig. 5 Kenaf Powder 

     
(a)                                                   (b) 

Fig. 6 Specimen ready to be mechanically tested 

   
               (a)                                                 (b) 

Fig. 6 Specimen ready to be mechanically tested 

Specimen fail state 
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III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
Uniaxial tensile test was conducted till specimen’s failure 

stage on pure silicone and silicone reinforced with kenaf 
powder. Figure 7 illustrates the experimental results which are 
represented by the stress-stretch curves. X-axis represents 
stretch values while Y-axis represents stress values in MPa. 
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Fig. 7 Specimen ready to be mechanically tested 

 
 Each of the six curve plots shown in Figure 7 is the average 
of five (5) samples tested. This came from six different 
silicone mixtures which are pure silicone (0 phr kenaf 
powder), silicone reinforced with 5 phr kenaf powder, silicone 
reinforced with 10 phr kenaf powder, silicone reinforced with 
15 phr kenaf powder, silicone reinforced with 20 phr kenaf 
powder and silicone reinforced with 25 phr kenaf powder. 
 From the results, it is noted that only silicone reinforced 
with 5 phr kenaf powder specimen behaves similarly to pure 
silicone while the remaining samples start to behave differently 
from pure silicone. It can be seen that amount of kenaf powder 
does influence the stiffness level of the specimen, where the 
specimen becomes stiffer along with the increment of kenaf 
powder amount.   
  Since experiment alone is incapable of quantifying the 
material properties, neo-Hookean and Mooney-Rivlin models 
were theoretically adapted to represent the properties in terms 
of material constants (C1and C2) value using experiment stress-
stretch data previously obtained. Table II tabulates all of the 
material constants determined for pure silicone and each kenaf 
powder amount specimens.  

From neo-Hookean’s material constants (C1) value was 
theoretically determined; Figure 8 demonstrates the differences 
between pure silicones with all 5 different silicone kenaf 
composite specimens for neo-Hookean model. This led to 
variation of C1 value, where it was found that greater value of 
C1 indicates stiffer material behavior. Silicone reinforced with 
25 phr kenaf powder possesses the highest C1 value which 
means this specimen is the stiffest among the specimens. 
Meanwhile pure silicone possesses the lowest C1 value which 
makes it the stretchiest specimen. To summarize, the stiffness 
level of the specimen increases parallel to the amount of kenaf 
powder. Therefore the present kenaf powder in silicone matrix 
does influence silicone stiffness level.     
As for the Mooney-Rivin model theoretical stress-stretch curve 
which is presented in Figure 9, a similar scenario appeared 
where silicone reinforced with 25 phr kenaf powder possesses 
the highest C1 and C2 values and pure silicone possesses the 
lowest C1 and C2 value. All specimens seem to be stiffer than 
pure silicone specimen. 
 

Table II Material Constant theoretically determined for neo-
Hookean and Mooney-Rivlin Model 

Kenaf Amount 
(phr) 

Hyperelastic Constitutive Model 
Neo- Hookean Mooney-Rivlin 

C1 

(MPa) 

C1 

(MPa) 
C2 

(MPa) 
0 (Pure Silicone) 0.032 0.020 0.072 

5 0.038 0.025 0.068 
10 0.040 0.025 0.075 
15 0.039 0.019 0.106 
20 0.052 0.024 0.111 
25 0.053 0.025 0.111 
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Fig. 9 Five different reinforced silicones kenaf powder with pure 

silicone using Mooney-Rivlin Model  
 

IV. CONCLUSION 
This paper has successfully presented a detailed procedure 

on synthesizing a biocomposite silicone mainly using a 
mixture of pure silicone and kenaf power. Based on 
experimental and theoretical results, it can be concluded that 
the greater value of material constant indicates high stiffness. 
This highlighted the influences of kenaf powder amount in the 
production of silicones reinforced with kenaf powder which 
also influence the behaviour. This study has also opened the 
gateway to further explore other hyperelastic constitutive 
models such as Ogden theory to determine material properties 
of hyperelastic material.  
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Abstract— The present work is to conduct an analysis and study 
choices appropriate drilling tools to minimize vibration in the 81/2” 

hase in an oil field south of Algeria. 
In rotary drilling, vibrations of the drill string, whether lateral, 
torsional or axial, play an important role in the drilling of a well and 
influence its progression because these vibrations can be harmful and 
cause malfunctions during drilling operations. A vibration limits the 
forward speed of the tool and is increasing the price of drilled meter. 
Two optimization methods were used in this work to improve 
drilling performance by selecting the most 
appropriatetoolforthesection81/2''. The first method is based on 
two criteria, namely, first, the selection of the tool according to 
the drilled interval, ROP (advancement of the tool) and the 
meter price drilled and on the other hand, it will be based on 
the analysis of compressible strengths of the rock. The second 
method is based on the wear of the tool (dull grading) and 
performance of ROP. The price of fixed returns for a rock bit 
PDC (Polycrystalline Diamond Compact) is less than the price 
obtained by the tri-cone tool, but the problem is the 
appearance of vibrations that affect the advancement and thus 
cause wear of teeth the tool breakage. 
 
Keywords— Drilling, rock bit. Oil field, vibrations. 
 

I. INTRODUCTION 
n rotary drilling, the drill stem vibrations are important and 
may cause drilling operations because malfunctions canlead 
to failure of the drill string, damage of the drilling tool and 

to the overall decline in drilling performance. Of the three 
types of vibrations of drill strings, lateral vibration and 
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torsional vibration appear to play a major role, Depends on the 
axial vibration (Ledgerwood and Al, 2010).Many researchers 
have measured lateral vibration acceleration using 
measurement-while-drilling (MWD) tools.Many indicators 
confirm this trend. Indeed, while Dufeyte and Henneuse, 
(1991) felt that the most severe form of torsion vibration, 
stick-slip, occurred 50% of the effective drilling time, many 
technical developments drilling have only encourage the stick-
slip since. Among the most important factors are: the 
significant increase in the market share of Polycrystalline 
Diamond Compact tools (PDC) (Rach, 2010); the return to the 
forefront of the art rotary drilling through the development of 
directional systems (Wade, 2007); the overall decrease in the 
rotational speeds applied to the drill stem to avoid entering 
into arrangements with lateral vibrations (Ledgerwood and Al, 
2010). Dykstra et al. (1995) conclude that the weight on bit 
(WOB), rate of penetration, and mechanical properties of rock 
contribute to lateral drill string vibrations; the lateral vibration 
acceleration is normally more than 20 g and may be as high as 
200 g(Zhu eu al., 2013).Many indicators confirm this trend. 
Indeed, while Whether Dufeyte and Henneuse (1991) felt that 
the most severe form of torsional vibration, stick-slip, occurred 
50% of the effective drilling time, many technical 
developments drilling have only encourage the stick-slip since. 
Among the most important factors are: the significant increase 
in the share tools market Polycrystalline Diamond Compact 
(PDC) (Rach, 2010); the return to the forefront of the art 
rotary drilling through the development of steering systems; 
the overall decrease in the rotational speeds applied to the drill 
stem to avoid entering into arrangements with lateral 
vibrations (Ledgerwood et al., 2010); the general increase in 
friction between the pads and wells due to the complexity of 
current paths; increasing the depth of wells drilled and 
hardness associated rocks (Dykstra et al., 2010). Eliminate 
vibrations damaging these systems or reduce their performance 
is a major challenge. 
 

II. CASE STUDY 

To optimize drilling performance in Section 8 ½,  
To optimize drilling performance in Section 8 ½, two wells 
were chosen (which may be called RBK and EME), located in 
the same basin. According to the data of the daily reports of 

Approach to solving the problem of vibration 
during the drilling phase 81/2''in an oil southern 
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the two drilling the well, the drilling parameters such as weight 
on bit (WOB), the tool rotation (RPM) and the advancement 
of the tool (ROP) are presented in the following figures (1,2 
and 3): 

 
Fig.1: Penetration rate of two wells. 

 
These figures show the rate of progress of each section of the 
selected well and also show the best drilled intervals. These 
graphs are essential and useful to select the best drilling 
parameters in the case of the same features of the training. 
When penetration is lower, it means that the drilling time will 
be slower and the cost of meter drilled will be higher. 
There is in these graphs that the high status is obtained with a 
WOB and RPM low speed of 4000 m to 4060m for the two 
wells, and the low rate of progress with great WOB and RPM 
for well RBK to a depth of 4360 m where he reached another 
high penetration with low WOB.  
For EME there is a low to high variation of the ROP with a 
low WOB in comparison with the RBK wells 4060 - 4240 m. 

 
Fig.2:  Weigh the tool for both wells. 

 
Fig.3: The rotation of the tool for selected wells 

 (RPM (tr./min)). 
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This variation of high progress rates down is the result of the 
change in lithology with depth and type of tools used. The 
types of tools are different and are selected according to the 
hardness of the formation. The meters drilled for each tool 
varies depending on the hardness of the training and the 
efficiency of the bit. Table 1representstheperformanceof the 
tools used in the RBK wells. 

 
Table 1: Performance of the RBK tool. 
Bit 

type 
IADC 
code 

Meters 
drilling 

PDC M433             74 
Insert 537 31 

Impregnated M841 25 

Insert 537 10 

Insert 637 22 

Impregnated M841 133 

Insert 447 34 

Impregnated M841 333 

PDC 460 460 
PDC 19 19 

 
Table2 shows the performance of the EME tool. 
 

Table 2: Performance of the EME tool. 
Bit 

type 
IADC 
code 

Meters 
drilling 

Insert 447              07 
PDC M333              11 
Insert 447 54 

Impregnated M844 17 

Impregnated M842 190 

PDC M843               18 
Impregnated M842 228 

PDC M432 421 

PDC M432 157 

 

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
The identification of the compressive strength and analysis 
was connected to training evaluation and prediction tool). This 
soft ware allows us to develop the most efficient drilling 
strategy based on the mechanical properties of the formation 
and incorporates the evaluation of training with a variety of 
performance measures to help define the selection of the most 
advantageous tool and drilling operating parameters for 
specific situations. 
Figure 4 presents the analysis of Section 8½ '' of well RBK. 
Data analysis of this well is based on data daily reports and 
logging of drilling muds. The Emsian layer is formed by clays 
and sandstones. It begins with a high level of hardness and 
abrasiveness with CCS (Confined Compressive Strength) 
ranging from 10to 40Kpsi. Great potential vibration and 
abrasion from 1 to100, which confirms the difficulties 

encountered in this lithology. Once the tool in clays, the 
hardness of the training down to its lowest level. The guide of 
the hardness of the rock (DSG) and the column of the tool 
Wear Guide (WG) shows the severity of dressing with yellow 
to red colors in these columns. The tool is in sandstone of 
Emsian. The Emsian is mainly formed by sandstones and clays 
with CCS (Confined Compressive Strength) of 20Kpsi to 
35Kpsi and resistance to compression ranging from 10Kpsi 
confined to 20Kpsi. The top of the Emsian is formed by a strip 
of pyrite. We notice a sudden increase to 30 Kpsi- 60Kpsi in 
the CCS at 3950m. The index of vibration varies from 0.1 to 
10 and the abrasive ranges from about 10. Once the tool 
reaches the stringers and sandstone bands, increasing the level 
of vibration is observed. 

 
 

Fig.4: Analysis of the well RBK. 
 

For a better selection than previous tools that were used in 
selected wells, two optimization methods can be applied 
namely; (i) Comparison of penetration (ii) The cost per meter 
drilled each tool. Concerning the primary optimization method 
for the selection of the tool, it is made according to the interval 
drilled, ROP and cost of meter drilled as well as the analysis of 
the rock of the strength of the drilled section. This method of 
primary optimization successful in identifying the causes of the 
short life of the tool and the determination of the 
characteristics of the tool to drill this section selected wells. 
According drilled interval, the POR and the cost per meter and 

VIBRATION 
ABRASION 
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after analysis, the choice of tools for drilling the section 81/2" 
in tables 3 and 4. 

 
Table 3: Performance of the RBK tool 

Bit 
type 

IADC 
code 

Meters 
drilling 

Cost 
$/m 

Formation ROP 
m/h 

Dull 
grading 

 
PDC  

 
M433 

 
74 

 
1554 

Couvinian 
Emsian 
Siegenien 

 
3.00 

13 WT 
N.XI.CT
PR 

 
Table 4: Performance EME well 

Bit 
type 

IADC 
code 

Meters 
drilling 

Cost  
$/m 

Formation ROP 
m/h 

Dull 
grading 

 
Inser

t 

 
447 

 
34 

 
4414 

Couvinian 
 

3.20 11 WT A 
E I NO. 

 
Inser

t 
 

 
447 

 

 
54 

 

 
1210 

 
Emsian 

 
2.60 

 
24 BT H 
EI WT 

 
As regards the analysis performed on two wells (RBK and 
EME), the ROP performance obtained and the wear 
classification made for each tool, it could move the 
appropriate toolforthesection8halfof the basin in question, 
namely the PDC tool 11mm cut. It will be most suitable for 
drilling training between Couvinian and Sieginian. This tool 
provides the necessary resistance too vercome the abrasiveness 
and vibration due to the presence of band sofhards and stone, 
and abrasive compact. 

IV. CONCLUSION 
The aim of our work is to optimize drilling performance in 
81/2’’ phase. To achieve this goal, two wells were selected in 
the same basin and the type of tool and its performances were 
taken from the mud logging reports. The identification of the 
compressive strength of the rock and the analysis for the 81/2’’ 
phase section has been achieved. Two optimization methods 
were used in this study to enhance the drilling performance by 
selecting the most appropriate tool for the section 81/2’’. The 
first method is based on two criteria, namely, first, the 
selection of the tool according to the drilled interval, ROP 
(advancement of the tool) and the meter price drilled and on 
the other hand, it will be based on the analysis of compressible 
strength of the rock. The second method is based on the wear 
of the tool (dull grading) and performance of ROP. After 
analyzing the results, the PDC cutting too l11mm seems most 
suitable to drill with a diameter of 81/2’’, training between the 
Couvinian and Sieginian and could overcome the abrasiveness 
and vibrations due in the presence of the formation, formed of 
strips of hard and stone, abrasive compact. 
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Abstract— Energy separation is the redistribution of total energy 

in a flow without external heat or work, so that some portion of the 
fluid has higher total energy and other portion has lower total energy 
than the remaining fluid. In the present study, the mechanism of 
energy separation is numerically investigated in two opposite free jet 
flows. A commercial code is used to solve mass, momentum and total 
energy conservation equations. The physics of the flow is studied and 
found that vorticity plays an important cause for energy separation. 
Parametric studies are also carried out to understand the effect of 
energy separation on the Reynolds number and geometric length of 
free jets for two opposite axial flows.  
 

Keywords—Energy separation, Computational Fluid Dynamics, 
Parametric studies, Shear flow, Turbulence. 
 
INTRODUCTION 
 

nergy separation presents the possibility to heat or cool 
fluid without using a conventional heating or cooling 

system. Further research to enlarge the temperature difference 
is still required. Not only this possiblilty, but also the 
understanding of the mechanism involved is important to 
predict the accurate temperature distribution in fluid flows 
where flows are used as heat transfer enhancement methods 
such as impinging jets. Recently few studies were performed 
to investigate the instantaneous mechanism experimentally 
and numerically. Experiments to measure instantaneous total 
temperature were performed in the wake of a circular cylinder 
[1], and a turbine blade [2]. Fox et. al [3] carried out a 
numerical analysis of the energy separation in a free jet with 
inviscid and non-conducting fluid assumption. Han and 
Goldstein [4] performed a numerical analysis of the same 
problem in a plan shear layer by solving the two – dimensional 
Navier-Stokes equations. However their analysis assumed a 
non-conducting fluid.  Since Eckert and Weise [5]  first found 
energy separation from the recovery temperature distribution 
on a circular cylinder, others have reported the existence of  
the phenomenon in various flows including boundary layers, 
jet flows and cross-flow across a circular cylinder and shear 
layers. Eckert [6] suggested two physical mechanisms of 
energy separation. One is the imbalance  between the energy 
transport by viscous shear work and that by heat conduction. 
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The other is due to pressure fluctuation within flow fields 
caused by moving vortices. Unlike the energy separation by 
the imbalance of shear force / energy due to heat conduction, 
energy separation from pressure fluctuation has time-
dependent characteristics. He also pointed out that energy 
separation of a viscous flow is caused by both the 
mechanisms.  

 
Understanding the motion of the coherent structure around a 

jet and its sensitive response to acoustic excitation has drawn 
significant researchers’ attention. The experimental studies on 
free jets at Reynolds numbers 8000 and 120000 are carried out 
by Han and Goldstein [7].  For the low Reynolds number jet, 
spectral analysis of instantaneous velocity and flow 
visualization by a schlieren system are performed  
with/without acoustic excitation. The flow characteristics of 
the high Reynolds number jet are also investigated with 
spectral analysis, since energy separation is more prominent in 
high speed flows. The results provide useful information on 
the motion of the coherent structure and its response to 
acoustic excitation. This forms the basic building blocks of 
energy separation mechanism. The jet in cross flow or 
transverse jet has been studied extensively because of its 
relevance to a wide variety of flows in technological systems, 
including fuel or dilution air injection in gas turbine engines, 
thrust vector control for high speed air breathing and rocket 
vehicles, and exhaust plumes from power plants. These 
widespread applications have led over the past 50 years to 
experimental, theoretical, and numerical examinations of this 
fundamental flow field, with and without a combustion 
reaction, and with single or multi-phase flow. The 
complexities in this flow field, whether the jet is introduced 
flush with respect to the injection wall or from an elevated 
pipe or nozzle, present challenges are lying in accurately 
interrogating, analyzing, and simulating important jet features.  

 
Numerical simulations of mean velocity and turbulent 

kinetic energy fields are presented by Ting and Li [8] for 
three-dimensional lateral jet in cross flow, at various injection  
angles with the RNG k-ε turbulence model, with the two-layer 
wall function method, is adopted to simulate the 
characteristics of this flow at the jet-to-cross flow velocity 
ratios, 1, 2 and 4. The results show that the injection angle and 
jet-to-crossflow velocity ratio can change the flow fields, and 
the range upstream affected by jet injected laterally and the 
curvature of jet trajectories varies along the flow direction. 

Numerical Study of Energy Separation  
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Furthermore, the separation events in the lee side of the jet 
exit and behind the jet bending-segment have been found, and 
the mechanisms of two vortex systems are analyzed. The 
radial velocities of the closely spaced opposed jets across 
various exit velocities, nozzle diameters and nozzle 
separations were studied experimentally by hot wire 
anemometry and analyzed theoretically on the basis of N-S 
equation. The criterion in determining the junctions of wake 
and jet flows lies in the velocity gradient equal to zero and 
determined by Chou et al [9]. In the wake region, the 
amplitude of  the resonant instability appears to be much 
significant in both stream wise and transverse components. A 
succession of shedding vortices is then identified to dominate 
the wake flow dynamics. While in the jet region, both resonant 
and its sub-harmonic instabilities prevail in the same order of 
contributions to the development of the coherent structures. 
The vortex formation and merging processes now become 
dominant in the jet flow dynamics. As compared to  the 
natural jet, the evolution of the coherent structures is greatly 
enhanced during the self-sustained oscillating flow field, 
which extends from the jet exit to the cylinder. The local 
maxima of fluctuation intensities, energy production and 
energy convection occur in the jet shear layer close to the jet–
cylinder impingement region. The effect of unsteady vortical 
structures on the adiabatic wall temperature distribution in an 
impinging jet is explored by Fox et al [3]. A conceptual model 
is introduced for the separation of the total temperature, 
appealing to the dynamics of particle path lines and vortex 
rings in the jet. The presence of a region of higher total 
temperature on the inside of the jet and a region of lower total 
temperature toward the jet periphery, predicted by the model, 
exhibits good agreement with the theoretical and experimental 
data taken at high subsonic Mach number. 

  
The vortex tube is a simple device used in industry for 

generation of cold and hot air streams from a single 
compressed air supply. This simple device is very efficient in 
separation of air streams of different temperatures and has 
been the focus of investigation since the tube’s discovery. 
Different explanations for the phenomenon of the energy 
separation have been proposed, however there has not been a 
consensus in the hypothesis. Current explanations is based on 

the working concept of a vortex tube. Hypotheses of 
pressure, viscosity, turbulence, temperature, secondary 
circulation and acoustic streaming  towards the energy 
separation in vortex tube. The accurate numerical simulation 
of the flow in a vortex tube, resulting in an improved 
prediction capability of the kinematic and thermal properties 
of outgoing jets, could allow a correct estimation of the 
cooling performance of this device in jet impingement 
operation. The computations by Eiamsa [10] with selective 
source terms of the energy equation suppressed show that the 
diffusive transport of mean kinetic energy has a substantial 
influence on the maximum temperature separation occurring 
near the inlet region. In the downstream region far from the 
inlet, expansion effects and the stress generation with its 
gradient transport are also significant.  

In the present study, a two dimensional co-annular jet has been  
considered for analysis of energy separation. Suitable  
turbulent models are selected and problem is solved by finite 
volume method. The importance of vorticity at different 
geometrical conditions are understood and turbulent intensities 
are calculated and compared among the various cases.  

GEOMETRY OF THE MODEL 
The geometry chosen for the investigation of energy 

separation between two co-annular jets is simple as shown in 
fig.1 

 
Fig. 1. Schematic diagram of model with boundary 

conditions 
 
The length (L) and characteristic dimension (D) chosen by 

default are 0.1 m and 0.02 m respectively. However, 
parametric studies are performed by changing the length and 
characteristic dimensions. The geometry is meshed and shown 
in figure 2.  

 
 

 
 

Fig.  2. Geometry mesh clustered at the centreline and near 
the farfield 

 

NUMERICAL FORMULATION 
 
Numerical simulation of flow between two co-annular 

opposite free jets is a very difficult and challenging task, as it 
deals with the prediction of compressible and turbulent flow. 
Moreover, strong temperature gradients exist between the two 
jets where energy separation is investigated. The temperature 
gradients arise in axial direction than in the radial direction. 
Hence the problem is strongly coupled with the flow and 
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thermal characteristics. Due to its characteristics, 
mathematical modelling of the flow requires particular care in 
establishing the governing equations, in setting the solution 
techniques and in setting the turbulence closure models. As a 
consequence of the relevance of the thermal gradients 
(separation effect) and of the flow compressibility, the 
continuity and Navier-Stokes equations are completed using 
the energy equation and the gas equation of state. Thermo-
physical properties of the air are assumed to be varying with 
the temperature as a third order polynomial function. The 
general form of the conservation equations to be solved by 
fluent can be represented in general form by  

 

dVSdAgraddAdV
t CVAACV

∫∫∫∫ +Γ⋅=⋅+








∂
∂

φφρφρφ )()( nun

 
(1) 

 
In the above equation, the left hand side represents the total 

derivative terms (local and convective terms) and the right 
hand side represents the diffusion and source terms for 
continuity () , momentum and energy. These equations are 
solved numerically by the built in coupled implicit solver of 
the commercial finite volume code FLUENT [11]. Boundary 
conditions are expressed by imposing pressure and 
temperature components values at the pressure inlet and outlet 
respectively. 

 
Adiabatic conditions are set at the farfield conditions. The 

internal heat source has been neglected here as the energy 
separation between two jets are interested in the current 
problem under investigation. Newtonian fluid is assumed and 
turbulence closure model is varied and solutions are obtained 
after the convergence criterion (1x10-6) are met for all the 
equations of continuity, momentum and energy.  The 
modelling of some unclosed terms presents particular 
difficulties due to flow compressibility and their complete 
formulation is not yet achieved. Anyway, in this work, the 
RNG k–e model (Renormalization group k-e first order 
closure model) where k being the turbulent kinetic energy and 
e being the turbulent dissipation rate. The RNG k-e model is  
based on the Boussinesque’s hypothesis, and the RSM 
(Reynolds Stress Model second order differential closure 
model) have been used. A correction term is introduced in the 
k-e transport equation that is a function of the strain rate tensor 
and makes the RNG model more responsive to the effect of 
both rapid strain and streamline curvature with respect to the 
standard   k-e model. Being the RNG k–e more suitable than 
the standard k-e model for the prediction of high speed jet 
flows, an intrinsic assumption is made by using a turbulent 
viscosity model. In fact, the components of the Reynolds 
stress tensor at each point and time are determined by the 
mean velocity gradient at the same point and time (local 
characteristic of the turbulence model). This assumption is 
verified only if the turbulence adjusts rapidly to the mean 
straining of the flow. This condition is true for simple 
turbulent flows (like round jet, mixing layer, boundary layer), 
in which the mean velocity gradient can represent the ‘‘history 
of mean distortion of the flow”, the non-local transport 

processes are small and the turbulence production almost 
balances dissipation. In these cases the local character of the 
Boussinesque’s hypothesis is acceptable and a turbulent 
viscosity model can be used. Moreover, in the first order 
closure models there is an explicit assumption related to the 
structure of Reynolds stress tensor. In fact, the Boussinesque’s 
relation imposes the isotropy of the normal components in the 
turbulent stress tensor. This assumption was found to be. The 
complete transport equations for Reynolds stresses are directly 
obtained from the momentum conservation equations, written 
following the RANS approach. Nevertheless, RANS and 
Reynolds stresses equations do not constitute a closed set 
system; hence, several terms require further modelling, like 
triple correlation, pressure–strain correlation, Reynolds stress 
dissipation, etc. In this work, these terms are modelled by 
means of linear relations between them and Reynolds stresses 
mean gradients. Anyway convection, production and 
molecular diffusion of Reynolds stresses are taken into 
account exactly by the transport equation. The discretization 
of convective terms in the mass, momentum and energy 
conservation equations relied on SOU (Second Order Upwind) 
scheme, whereas a QUICK (Quadratic Interpolation for 
Convective Kinematics) discretization scheme was used for 
the k, e and RSM equations. In fact, high values of Reynolds 
cell number advise against the use of centered schemes. 
Frictionless flux treatment was performed by means of a Roe 
Flux Difference Splitting scheme with the Courant number 
varying from 0.5 to 5. Lower under- relaxation factors ranging 
from 0.05 to 0.8 were chosen for momentum, pressure, swirl 
velocity and turbulent dissipation rate. Convergence criterion 
value for all the thermo-fluid dynamic variables was fixed to 
10-6. For convenience, the total temperature (To) difference 
between the inlet (suffix ‘i’) and exit (suffix ‘e’) of upper and 
lower jets are calculated and presented for the grid 
independent numerical studies. 

 
Table 1. Grid Independency Studies 

 
Sl. 
No 

No. of 
cells 

To,i-To,e (k) for 
Upper Jet 

To,i-To,e (k) for  
Lower Jet 

1 50,000 3 2 
2 1,00,000 4 3 
3 2,00,000 5 3 
4 2,50,000 5 3 

 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS 
 
The geometry chosen for the investigation of energy 

separation between two co-annular jets is simple as shown in 
fig.1 The Reynolds number (Re) chosen is UD/ν, where ν is 
kinematic viscosity of air, D – characteristic length and U-free 
stream velocity prescribed at inlet. Re is found to be 80000 for 
the following simulations. The residuals for the convergence 
of three equations are shown in figure 3. From figure 3, it is 
seen that residuals reach to an order of 10-3 as the iterations 
progress in time towards a steady flow field. The residual in 
the continuity equation seems to oscillate due to dispersion 
and density field in the geometry gets affected by the two-jet 
shear mechanism. 
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Fig. 3. Residual history of continuity, momentum and 

energy equations 
 

A. Physical Mechanism 
 
The total temperature plot is shown in figure 4, from which 

one can understand the energy redistribution in the geometry. 
There are patches of total temperature regions seen in figure 4, 
the coherent structure of vortices can attribute to the 
separation of energy in the flow. The jets exchange 
momentum and hence energy due to shear work and heat 
transfer by conduction and convection are involved. 

 

 
Fig. 4. Total temperature (K) contours in the flow field 
 
The static temperature field in shown in figure 5. It is 

clearly understood there is heat transfer by conduction from a 
lower jet to an upper jet as there is a difference in static 
temperature in the ‘y’ direction. Moreover there is a mean 
static temperature at the centre-line in the geometry where the 
flow is at inlet temperature. Jet shear is caused by some other 
mechanism although heat transfer by conduction is one among 
them. Hence shear work must be investigated to identify the 
cause for total energy separation. In shear work, viscosity gets 
affected due to turbulent kind of flow. The velocity gradients 
provide a more useful information in the understanding of 
energy separation between two opposite jets. 

 
 
 

 
Fig. 5. Static temperature (K) contours in the flow field  
 
 
As there is a change in total temperature, so does the total 

energy and hence energy in the upper jet is depleted due to 
lower jet and hence energy patches are formed as shown in 
figure 6. The shear layer is well observed in figure 6 between 
the upper and lower jets. 

 

 
 
Fig. 6. Total energy contours (J/kg) 
 

         The internal energy contours shown in Figure 7 present a 
meaning among the energy transfer due to molecular activities 
in turbulent flow. The internal energy produce a change in 
temperature field by molecular thermal exchange and viscosity 
tries to dampen the flow or the speed of molecules.  

 

 
 
Fig. 7. Contours of internal energy (J/kg) in the flow field 
 

   Hence the energy redistribution in the two opposite free jets 
are acknowledged and the flow details have to be identified 
and cause for the energy separation should be investigated. 
Details into the turbulence features in the flow field can give 
insight into the energy separation and is discussed next. 
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B. Turbulence phenomena 
The flow in the jets generally have many small structures or 

grains in the turbulent regime. Hence those grains can be seen 
in the turbulent kinetic energy and intensities and vorticity  
contours. The kinetic energy resulting from a turbulent flow is 
shown in figure 8 and many features can be identified in it. 
The production of kinetic energy happens at the shear layer 
between two jets and proceeds along the jet direction.  
Turbulent kinetic energy is reducing its magnitude at the 
middle of the flow field while it again picks up at the opposite 
end of the jet, i.e. near the outlet. 

 

 
 
Fig. 8. Turbulent kinetic energy (m2/s2

) contours in the flow 
field 

 
The turbulent intensity is found to be maximum near the 

inlets and exits as shown in figure 9. The intensity of 
turbulence is enormous that the flow field is fully turbulent 
and the fluctuating velocities are significantly higher. It is also 
understood from preliminary studies that energy redistribution 
is nearly absent in laminar flow. 

 

 
 
Fig. 9. Turbulent intensity contours in the flow field 
 
The generation of vorticity at the source, and its convection 

and diffusion into only a narrow portion of the total space 
available, gives a jet its defining experience. The onset of 
instability and the resulting amplification of fluctuating 
vorticity, especially when the disturbances cause further 
confinement of vorticity. For the plane jet issuing from the 
line source of momentum, the equations reduce to simply a 
balance between the convection of vorticity downstream and 
viscous diffusion of vorticity into the surrounding stream. It is 
well known that high Reynolds number laminar jets develop 
into fully turbulent flows. Vorticity can be generated locally 
by stretching and turning. The viscous diffusion of vorticity, 
acting primarily at the smallest scales of motion where the 
gradients are largest, acts to propagate vorticity into the region 
where vorticity magnitude is least. However, the production 

small scale vorticity is largely controlled by the straining 
provided by much larger scales of motion. Thus, the 
entrainment rate is controlled by the speed at which the 
interface contortions with the largest scales move into the 
surrounding fluid. These controlling large scale vortices tend 
to be coherent and easily recognizable features. Here the 
correlation between total energy and vorticity can be 
compared between figures 6 and 10. 

 

 
 
Fig. 10. Vorticity (1/s) contours in the flow field 
 
The self similar structure of velocity is understood in the 

single turbulent jets, but twin jets are not much explored and 
hence open for research studies. The energy changes 
happening in the flow field manifests the flow to happen and 
the vice-versa. 

 

C. Parametric studies 
 
The jet studies provide knowledge about the energy 

redistribution, shear layers, transition from laminar to 
turbulent regime and many more. However, the parametric 
studies form other side whether the length or characteristic 
dimension can be changed and its effects are studied. Figure 
11 shows the schematic where 3 stations are identified for 
evaluation of temperature or vorticity magnitude for analysis. 
For convenience, station 1 is at 0.025 m from the extreme left 
and station 2 and 3 are 0.05 m and 0.075 respectively. x = 0 m 
and x = 0.1 m represent the edges where the inlet and outlet 
conditions are specified. 

 
 

 
 
Fig. 11. Schematic Illustration of 3 stations in the flowfield 
 
The total temperature at three stations are plotted from y =  

-0.01 to y= +0.01for Re = 80000 in the figure 12.. It can be 
understood that the jets produce asymmetries in the flow field 
and thereby the total temperature distribution also.   
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Fig. 12. Total temperature (K) at 3 stations in the flow field 
 

The vorticity plots are shown for the same in figure 13 where 
again asymmetry is present.the vorticity magnitude is 
maximum  near y=0.0 and is evident from the plot. The shear 
layer is at the centreline and hence vorticity can be expected to 
be maximum at the centreline. There is a positive correlation 
between total temperature and vorticity. The effects of  
increasing the length L and dimension D are mentioned next. 

 

 
Fig. 13. Vorticity in 1/s at 3 stations in the flow field 
 
 
When the length L is doubled the shear layer interaction 

becomes ineffective and hence the energy distribution is less 
affected. The total temperature is less affected in this case and 
the flowfield is responsible for energy separation effect. The 
same effect can be compared to the situation in a vortex tube 
where the effect of length to diameter ratio has significant 
effect until 40, after which the energy separation decreases. 
The magnitude of total temperature decreases as L is increased 
by comparing the figures 12 and 14. 

 

 
 
 

 
 
Fig. 14. Total temperature (K) for twice the length, L 
 
The dimension D also has a significant effect on the energy 

separation as it is doubled where D=0.2m and compared with 
the schematic shown figure 1. The Reynolds number is 
calculated based on the characteristic dimension D and hence 
Reynolds number is also doubled in this case. 

 

 
Fig. 15. Total temperature (K) for twice the diameter  
 
 The total temperature is less effective at x =0.075 m and 

this may be due to presence of larger turbulence structures.        
The flow field has big turbulence scales and hence turbulent 
fluctuation terms are quite low in this case and this seems to 
predict a lower energy separation. The final case is shown in 
figure 16 where the velocity inlet U is increased such that 
Reynolds number is increased by a factor of 5. The plot shows 
an intensive change in total temperature at three stations. As 
the inlet velocity (U) is increased, the shear layer increases in 
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thickness and hence higher chance for energy redistribution in 
the flow field. Hence higher Reynolds number increases the 
energy distribution. 

 

 
Fig. 16. Total temperature (K) as Reynolds number is 

increased by 5 times 

CONCLUSIONS 
A numerical study examines the steady flow simulations of 

the two co-annular jets where the mechanism of energy 
separation is investigated. Two dimensional Navier-Stokes 
equations with the k-e turbulence model constitutive equations 
are solved until the convergence conditions are attained. From 
the two jets, a strong correlation between vorticity and total 
energy can be seen from the contours and it is found that 
transport of vortices in the large coherent structure is 
responsible for energy separation.  As Reynolds number 
increases, the energy separation is intensified due to more 
rapid development of vortices. The energy separation gets 
affected if there is an increase in length L and dimension D as 
discussed in parametric studies.  
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Abstract—In this investigation a nonlinear dynamic analysis was 

conducted on metal cutting process to evaluate system stability 
regarding to changing in the metal stiffness. For this propose a model 
with the forces due to coulomb friction and variable stiffness was 
solved. The manner is based on multiple time scales perturbation 
method that presents acceptable solution for non-resonance condition 
and stiffness with time variable. The important role of feed, depth 
and length of cutting and also effect of physical constants in system 
stability was carried out. 
 

Keywords—Metal cutting process, Perturbation methods, 
Multiple Time Scales, Time variable stiffness 

I. INTRODUCTION 
ODAYS, there is no piecework in industry that no 

machining process was done on it. In some strategic 
industries such as power plants, airspace and so on, non-
suitable operation even one part causes operations stop in 
massive projects. One of the important reasons of this can 
refer to the manner of production and machining accuracy. 
Products with complicate shapes need to high quality and this 
makes the role of machining be more colored than past. The 
promotion of machines and developments of mathematic 
models in these lately years states that there are good 
validations and harmony between output machining and result 
of math modeling for controlling of machine process specially 
in metal cutting. 

The early dynamic models of the cutting process were more 
focused on the physical effect of interaction between machine 
mechanics and cutting process by solving of numerical 
equations of self-exited vibration models [1], [2]. Self-exited 
vibrations during cutting process are limitation factors in 
machining accuracy and lead to failure and break down the 
device quickly. Hence, this is undesired phenomena and many 
researches were dedicated to it [3]-[8]. Later another 
phenomenon in the form of stick-slip effects in chisel 
movement on work piece was entered in researches [9]-[10]. 
In more attempts researchers found chaos and turbulent in the 
machine response when chattering of machining tool were 
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occurred [11]-[12]. Also, the effects of the tools and chisel 
arranging and their position on work piece with different 
dynamic variables were studied by them and found out that 
intermittency joint and disjoint that is chattering machine tool 
lead to instability behavior. With depth vision, there are many 
applied data for systems that causes instability and chaos. This 
means that control of metal cutting process is hard and the 
stability of cutting can’t obligatory guaranty for all systems 
and also shows reduction efficiency in metal changing 
process. In practice, effects of stick-slip, chattering and 
intermittency may be due to work piece deviations and also 
chips replete due to change of chip thickness causes non-
smoothness surface on work piece. 

One of the important issue about the parts and work pieces 
is that should not only have sufficient strength but also hove 
logical justification for economic production that is the weight 
of parts could be reduced without strength decreasing which 
lead to stiffness reduction. Naturally the work piece with high 
softness and low stiffness can cause significant problems. 
Some outstanding researchers who studied on these problems 
are Warminski et al. [13] that conducted on the dynamic 
effects of the vertical metal cutting and dynamic chaos and 
they also worked on the dynamic analysis of chaos in a 2D 
model with constant coefficient. Vibration behavior of a 
cutting system based on random distribution was carried out 
by Lipski and the others [14]. 

The presence investigation has dedicated to cutting analysis 
of work piece with variable stiffness when chisel is 
perpendicular on work piece. In lately years, analytically 
approximation solutions were presented for modeling of 
nonlinear dynamic behavior of vertical cutting process and 
also studies on analysis of nonlinear dynamic cutting forces 
and their effects on cutting system using multiple time scales 
were presented by Hwang [15] and Nayfeh et al. [16]. In 
presence research also effects of cutting depth, cutting length 
and particular physical constants on stability were considered. 
For this propose, dynamic models were presented by 
Wiercigroch [17] and Rusinek [18] which refer to variable 
stiffness an coulomb friction is regarded.  

Wiercigroch [17] propose the revision model that first time 
had been presented by Grabec [19], [20]. These Grabec [19] 
works has done base on Juilian [21] and point to existence 
inherent discontinuity in cutting process and also imply on a 
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feedback between chisel and real cutting process. 
The revision model of Wiercigroch [17] was based on 

adding friction term regarding to Hasting et al. [22]. The result 
of their work states that there is a mathematic relation between 
cutting forces and they show this relation formed form effects 
of discontinuity friction. So, based on above works and also 
regarding to variable stiffness that presented by Rusinek [18], 
a developed model as a logical indicator of cutting process 
was considered as in Fig. 1. 

 

 
 

Fig. 1 physical model of vertical cutting process [18] 
 

II. METAL CUTTING SYSTEM EQUATIONS 
First the stiffness parameter introduced and discussed and 

then related dynamic equations regarding to variable stiffness 
is presented:  

A. Evaluation of Stiffness Parameter 
Based on test and laboratory results, the amount of 

experimental stiffness in the cutting process is less than the 
theoretical one [18]. 

 

3
0

3
l
EIk =   (1) 

 
It is clear that the equation (1) should correct with an extra 

coefficient called (α ) which depends on work piece length 

( 0l ) and real cutting length ( l ). 
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Therefore ( 1α ) is regarded as a particular coefficient for 

work piece which is hold by vice versa jaws. 

Fig. 2 shows both theoretical and experimental stiffness 
curves. To fitting perfectly of these two curves on each other 
and convergence of the answers, correction of theoretical 
stiffness equation was done by adding (α ) coefficient. 

 

 
 

Fig. 2 theoretical and experimental stiffness of cutting process 
[18] 

 

B. Dynamic Equations of Metal Cutting System 
As mentioned before the model of cutting process based on 

developed model of Wiercigroch [17] and Rusinek [18] has 
been shown in Fig. 1. This model is one degree of freedom in 

Y direction. ( yf ) is the force component related to friction 
force which heavy side and sign functions were appeared in it. 
These parameters are needed to show discontinuity of joint 
between chisel and work piece. The related velocity parameter 

( fv ) that shows feed rate of chisel in Y direction also should 
be presented. The developed dynamic equations of mentioned 
model based on Warminski [23] are: 
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substitution in related equation, so: 
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Where ( yy kc , , yf ) are stiffness, damping and force of 

cutting respectively. ( 0q ) is magnitude of cutting force, ( 0h ) 

is initially cutting depth, ( h ) is real cutting depth, ( 0µ ) is 

static friction coefficient and ( fv ) is related velocity of chisel 

in Y direction. Also, (
41−C , 0v , R , 0R ) are constants of 

process, absolute velocity of work piece, coefficient of cutting 
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plastic deformation and the constant of cutting plastic 
deformation respectively, that define as follow:  
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C. Perturbation Analysis 
For solving the nonlinear equation the multiple time scales 
was applied. The principle of this manner is that dependent 
variables have been expanded in the form of infinitive series 
by two or more terms of independent variables which called as 
scales. The first term of these expansions is a linear term and 
gradually order of these terms would be increased. Also, time 

derivations of dependent variables define similarity. The 
independent variable of multiple time ( jT ) in terms of real 

time ( t ) is defined as ,...2,1,0, == jtT j
j ε   

So, time derivations are defined as: 
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Ordering and separation the terms lead to perturbation 

equation of system for y, lead to: 
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III. EVALUATION OF EFFECTIVE PARAMETERS IN STABILITY 
OF CUTTING PROCESS WITH VARIABLE STIFFNESS 

Based on the solution of perturbation method used before, 
effect of parameters such as depth, length and velocity of 
cutting and also particular physical coefficient on stability of 
system with variable stiffness was considered. Numeric data 
used in all curves include: l=1m, h0=0.5, Q3=1, C1=.3, C2=0.7, 
C3=1.5, C4=1.2, 1.0,1.0,2.2 00 ==== yxR ξξµ  with boundary 
conditions of 0)0(,0)0( == yy & . Note that it was attempted to 
magnify significant parts of each figures below itself. 

In Fig. 3, the (a) parameter is defined as one of particular 
physical coefficient. As seen in the start cutting tool 
movement the group of the curves is all the same that shows 
this parameter has no effect on start of movement. As time is 
passing, and increasing this parameter the system becomes 
stable. It is notable that when the (a) parameter approaches to 
zero the nonlinear equation convert to linear one. 
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Fig. 3 time response due to particular physical coefficient changes 
of (a) on vibration amplitude 

 
The effect of cutting depth on the stability was shown in 

Fig. 4. There are no phases difference with different cutting 
depths and equality of frequencies for all cutting depths in 
every semi cycle are visible. 

 

 
 

 
 

Fig. 4 time response due to cutting depth (h0) on vibration 
amplitude 

3Q  is also another particular physical coefficient and effect 
of this parameter on system stability with great amount of it, is 
observed in Fig. 5. 

 
 

 
 

Fig. 5 time response due to particular physical coefficient changes 
of (Q3) on vibration amplitude 

 
FIG. 6, shows when the length is changing several 

amplitudes and frequencies are appeared which due to inherent 
properties of a continuous system. 

 

 
 

Fig. 6 time response due to cutting tool (chisel) along the work 
piece and its effect on vibration amplitude 

 
Finally, velocity changes causes changes in vibration rate 

which shown in Fig. 7. It is also shows that chattering in low 
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feed rate causes instability even with presence of friction and 
in high speed lead to stability in system. 

 

 
 

 
 

Fig. 7 time response due to cutting velocity changes (V) on 
vibration amplitude 

 

IV. CONCLUSION 
In this research a numeric solution for vertical cutting 

process with self-exited vibration with time variable stiffness 
due to chattering was presented and solved by multiple time 
scales perturbation method. The following conclusions are 
made: 
1) During the cutting process, generate the sets of 

frequencies that due to inherent properties of continuous 
system and also as chisel approach to vice jaws the 
amplitude of vibrations was reduced. 

2) It is observed chattering and vibration of chisel even with 
presence of friction causes instability in low speed rates. 

3) This research shows that results have harmony with 
expectations and outputs provide suitable and logical 
responses. 
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Abstract— The present paper is dedicated to present the numerical 
simulation of thermal convection in a two dimensional vertical 
conical partially annular space. The constant properties and the 
Boussinesq approximation for density variation is used to solve the 
governing equations of mass, momentum and energy using the CFD 
FLUENT 12.0. The results of streamlines and the isotherms of the 
fluid are discussed for different annuli with various boundary 
conditions and Rayleigh numbers. Emphasis is placed on the height 
influences of the inner vertical cone on the flow and the temperature 
distribution. In more, the effects on the heat transfer are treated for 
different values of physical parameters of the fluid in the annulus 
geometry. The heat transfer on the hot walls of the annulus is also 
computed in order to make comparisons the cylinder annulus for 
boundary conditions and several Rayleigh numbers. The results 
obtained of Nusselt number has been found between the present 
previsions and available data from the published literature data.  
 
 

Keywords—Annular space, CFD Fluent, Conical partially, Free 
convection; CFD simulation  

I. INTRODUCTION 

The heat transfer analysis by natural convection in an 
enclosure is an large research topic owing to its wide variety 
of engineering applications involving energy conversion, 
storage and transmission systems. Instances of using annulus 
geometry solar energy collection and nuclear reactor design 
[1]. A comprehensive review of natural convection in various 
cavity shapes has been documented in the open literature. 
Among the very first investigations, [2] has been analyzed 
numerically the heat transfer problem by natural convection in 
rectangular enclosure is filled by micropolar fluid, to studied 
the influence of the conductive vertical divider. The case of 
square and cubic cavities was reported by [3] and [4]. Other 
investigations [5] have been studied by cfd simulation the 
effect of the physical and geometrical parameters in two-
dimensional vertical enclosure by heat transfer with 
correlations generalized. The complex shapes such that 
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inclined cavities with wavy walls by [6], and trapezoidal 
cavities by [7]. Natural convection and fluid flow was studied 
for triangular enclosures mostly with boundary conditions, see 
[8] and [9]. [10] Have carried investigations of heat transfer by 
protruding isothermal heater within an triangular enclosure. 
The study numerically of this phenomenon of natural 
convection flow in vertical concentric annular with isothermal 
inner and outer vertical walls. Several problems that have been 
extensively studied due to its several practical applications 
have received much attention. The studies conducted by [11] 
in a vertical cylindrical cavity, A parametric study numerically 
of the thermal convection in vertical annulus by the heat 
generation rod variation centrally vertically by [12]. The effect 
study of tilted angle and diameter ratio on natural convection 
heat transfer in the case of horizontal cylindrical annulus by 
[13]. Investigation the transition effect and turbulence flows 
on natural convection along a horizontal annular cavity with 
local and mean Nusselt number were presented by [14] and 
recently by [15]. Few research works have been reported for 
the case of conical, have numerically solved the heat transfer 
by natural convection and radiation problem in a conical 
annular cylinder porous fixed is presented by [16].These 
studies were restricted to conduction heat transfer only. The 
present paper covers the laminar natural convection in a 
vertical conical cylinder partially annular space. On the other 
hand, the direct numerical simulation necessary for well 
resolved the study of heat transfer, (DNS) approach which 
requires computational resources well beyond actual 
capacities for the majority of real industrial problems. We will 
be concerned with the effect of the Rayleigh number and 
annulus radius ratio as well as the cavity geometry on the heat 
transfer.  

II. PHYSICAL AND MATHEMATICAL FORMULATION 

A. Physical Domain 
In this present problem the geometry is schematized for 

studied the flow produced by natural convection in a vertical 
conical partial annulus; where the annulus is filled with air. 
The analysis domain is delimited by two concentric, conics 
with isothermal walls of the inner and outer axial height h, H 
respectively. The top and bottom walls of the outer cone are 
considered adiabatic, as shown in Fig. 1. The bottom radius of 
inner and outer conics are ri and ro and the inner and outer wall 
temperature are Ti and To, respectively. The horizontal walls 
of the outer cone are insulated. The buoyancy induced flow is 
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assumed to be laminar, and the fluid studied is incompressible 
with constant fluid properties except the density variation. The 
Boussinesq approximation is used for calculated the density 
variation with the temperature. Then, the mathematical model 
used is based on the hypothesis of a two-dimensional 
(axisymmetric) flow.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

Fig. 1Physical Model 

B.  Governing Equations 
The problem description and the assumptions application on 
the fluid properties, the governing differential equations in 
vector form can be written as:  

 
Continuity, 

 
Momentum, 

 
Energy, 

 
 

In present study can be written as the governing dimensionless 
equations in cylindrical coordinates in the following forms.  

 
Continuity, 

 
R momentum, 

 

Z momentum with the Boussinesq approximation for the 
buoy-ancy term,  

 
Energy 

 
Where the dimensionless variables and numbers are defined as 
follows:  

 

 

C. Boundary Conditions 
The corresponding dimensionless boundary conditions for 

the radial and vertical velocity are equals to zero at all walls. 
The temperature boundary conditions are as follows.  

At 0≤ Z≤ ≤ and Ro≤R≤Ro-  cotgδ: U= V= 0 and =0 for 
the isothermal Cold tilted wall  
-At 0≤ Z≤ and R =Ri: U= V= 0 and =1 for the isothermal 
hot vertical wall  
-At Z= and 0≤R≤Ri: U= V= 0 and =1 for the isothermal 
hot horizontal wall  
-At Z = and Z =0: U= V= 0 and 0 for the adiabatic 
walls 

III. NUMERICAL METHOD  
To solve the governing equations using the finite volume 

method was used The FLUENT 12.0, CFD code, with first 
order formulation was solved the segregated implicit. The 
conservation governing equations was solved independently, 
by the segregated solver. The first order upwind differencing 
scheme is used the equations of momentum and energy. The 
discretization scheme used for pressure was body force 
weighted to take the density variations in consideration. The 
pressure–velocity coupling is ensured using the SIMPLE 
algorithm. The Gambit used for created and meshed the 
geometrical model with a simple quadrilateral cell. If 
necessary for correctly resolving the steep gradients in the thin 
buoyancy-driven boundary layer. A very fine spacing near the 
walls in conical partially annular grid. All the variables were 
calculated right up to the walls without using any wall 
function. On the wall boundary conditions, the radial and 
vertical velocity values were to zero. The dimensionless 
temperature of the active walls is set to 0 and 1 respectively. 
While meshing the domain, it is taken care that the mesh size 
does not influence the solution.  

 
The residuals of continuity, momentum and energy 

equations are required to be lower 10-7 in order to achieved 
totally converging solution. The relaxation parameters have 
been adapted for every simulation in order to speed up 
convergence.  

IV. NUMERICAL SOLUTIONS 

A. Nusselt Number  
The energy transmitted by the inner cylinder of the annulus 

are expressed in values to obtain the local and mean Nusselt 
numbers. The local Nusselt number for the annulus inner 
cylinder is obtained from temperature gradients by the 
following relationships:  
 

 

 

z, v 
 

 
ro 

r, u 
 

Adiabatic wall 

 

Adiabatic wall 

 

Incompressible    
Newtonian fluid 

 Cold wall To 

 

H 
    h 

ri 
 

 
Hot wall Ti 

 

 ro 
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The mean Nusselt number is defined by 
 

 

 

 

 

B. Validation  
Before continuing, it's required to ensure the dependability 

and the precision of the present numerical model and the 
FLUENT 12.0 CFD code. The heat transfer data computed for 
differentially heated of the conical annular, with different 
parameters which correspond to the cone angle δ = 90°, aspect 
ratio Ar = H / L, radius ratio K = ro / ri, height ratio h = X / L 
& Rayleigh number 104 ≤ Ra ≤ 105. The present problem is to 
numerically investigate the natural convection flow in a 
vertical cylinder annular space and the average Nusselt 
number variation is compared with those of reference from the 
literature data. Table 1 demonstrated the comparison between 
the current results and those of [17] and [18]. It is clearly 
demonstrated in Table 1 that, for several values of Rayleigh 
number. Was checked and ensured with the present results and 
those obtained by these authors. There is a satisfactory 
agreement.  
 

Table 1 
Values of the overall Nusselt number at the Isothermal Walls 

for Annulus Aspect ratio Ar=10 and K=2, =90° 

 

V. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

A. Effects of Rayleigh number Number 
In this study the results obtained with respect to different 

parameters being Ar=1, K=2, X=0.5 and =45°. Fig.2 shows 
for Rayleigh number 103 ≤ Ra ≤ 104 that there is a logarithmic 
temperature distribution in the all-region of the annulus 

illustrates that heat from the left wall toward the right wall is 
transferred by conduction regime for Rayleigh number 
Ra=5×104. The temperature gradient become slightly flatter at 
the core of the annulus which indicates that the conduction 
dominance is slashed in reason to a small quantity of 
convection established in the central part. The flow models 
show where convection promotes the transfer of heat. Fig. 2 
shows the Rayleigh number Ra = 105 A vertical steep 
temperature gradient formed near the active wall. This 
confirms the increased in heat transfer rate due the existence 
of the cells models formed at interior annulus. This regime 
transition, wherein the boundary layer formed at the left and 
right active wall attain the central part of the annulus and 
merges all. Therefore, ago a rotational movement of the fluid, 
provoking mixing and ameliorate in heat transfer evaluation. 
However, for Rayleigh number Ra = 106, the nucleus was 
considered almost isothermal with the temperature gradient 
just about equal to zero. This indicates that the heat transfer in 
the annulus is mainly drawn by the moving boundary layers 
close by the walls and the fluid flow is in the regime of the 
laminar boundary layer. The heat transferred through the 
nucleus is negligible.  

 
Vertical velocity profiles are presented in Fig. 3 for different 
Rayleigh numbers ranging from Ra = 103 to Ra =106. The 
profiles are plotted along the horizontal direction. Other 
geometric parameters were selected as Ar =1, K = 2, X = 
0.5and =45°. As expected, the velocity is very low across 
wherever in the annulus at Ra ≤104. The fluid move is not 
effectual confirmed that the conductive regime is predominant 
effective under this condition. This means that the fluid is 
virtually stagnant in the annulus at 0 ≤ R ≤ 0.5 and 0.9 ≤ R 
≤1.1. But, when the Rayleigh number is in the range of 5 × 104 
≤ Ra ≤ 105, the fluid entrained by the buoyancy-driven force in 
annulus is begins to accelerate from the base and forms the 
primary flow in the vertical direction to up. The velocity 
increases when the Rayleigh number is large enough Ra= 106, 
and the fluid flow is now confined adjacent at a time in the hot 
wall (0.37 ≤ R ≤ 0.67) and the cold wall (1, 09 ≤ R ≤ 1.33).  
 

The Rayleigh number effects on streamlines (left) and 
isotherms (right) Fig. 4 (a) - (d) Present Ar = 1, K = 2, X = 0.5 
and =45° visualizations are given from Ra = 103 to Ra = 106. 
The single cell is formed, shown from these figures, of all 
values of the Rayleigh numbers considered, which is in the 
direction of rotation clockwise. At lower Rayleigh number Ra 
≤ 104 such that Fig. 4 a-b the isotherms are almost vertical at 
the active wall for most of the annulus, illustrating the 
mechanism of heat transfer flow by conduction dominated. 
For higher values of the Rayleigh number (i.e.105 ≤ Ra ≤ 106) 
as shown in Fig. 4 c-d, due to the increase of the mode of 
convection heat transfer, two thin boundary layers were 
formed vicinity of the hot and cold walls for 1 ≤ R ≤ 2. The 
isotherms are deformed and crowded adjacent the bottom left 
and upper right of the annulus and are stratified horizontally. 
The flow majority moves to upwardly right and top of the 
annulus in reason to the presence of the wall partly cooled and 
heated. Because of adiabatic boundaries at the upper and the 
bottom of the annulus the Flow becomes motionless. 
However, the increased convection mode of heat transfer 

Rayleigh 
number 

 [17]  [18] Present 

104 2.355 2.33 2.343 
5104 3.718 3.758 3.755 
105 4.558 4.568 4.564 
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provoked by increasing the Rayleigh number and the virtually 
parallel distribution to the horizontal walls. It can also be seen 
from streamlines, the fluid velocity increases and the fluid 
direction and revolved towards the top right and bottom left of 
the annulus when the increase of the Rayleigh number.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig.2 Temperature profiles variation with horizontal distance 
for annulus Aspect ratio Ar=1, K=2, X=0.5 and =45° at 
Z=0.75. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig. 3 Axial velocity profiles variation with horizontal 
distance for annulus Aspect ratio Ar=1, K=2, X=0.5 and 

=45° at Z=0.75. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig.4 Streamlines and isotherms for annulus Aspect ratio 
Ar=1, K=2, X=0.5 and =45°. 

 

B. Effects of Aspect ratio 
The isotherms (on the right) and streamlines (on the left) are 

depicted variations for aspect ratio Ar As can be seen from 
Fig. 5. The figure obtained for different aspect ratio values i.e. 
Ar=1, 1.5 & 2 and three different values of title angles =45°, 
56.31°& 63.44°corresponding to K =2, X=0.5, 0.75 &1 and Ra 
= 105. The form of the isotherms show that increasing the 
aspect ratio provoked to the isotherms crowding at the bottom 
left and top right of the annulus. The temperature gradient in 
the hot wall, there is continuous variations low aspect ratio 
Fig. 5a indicates that the heat transfer rate continuously varies 
along the vertical height of the hot wall, which is not the case 
at higher aspect ratio Fig. 5c. The fluid flow center increased 
when aspect ratio increases.  
 

The increase in the Nusselt number for different aspect ratio 
Ar = 1, 1.5 and 2, and height ratio X = 0.5, 0.75 and 1, and its 
linear variation with the Rayleigh number on a logarithmic 
scale are presented in Fig. 6. The other parameters are K = 2 
and =45°, 56.31°& 63.44°. For the hot wall, the average heat 
transfer rate increases as the Rayleigh number is increased by 
the growing contribution of natural convection. And the heat 
transfer rate increases with increase in the annulus aspect 
ratio.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

a) Ar=1, =45° 

   

 

d) Ra=106 

c) Ra=105 

 
 
 
 

a) Ra=103 

b) Ra=104 
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Fig. 5 Streamlines and isotherms for different Annulus 

Aspect ratio at Ra=105 and K=2. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig. 6 Nusselt number variation with Rayleigh number and 
annulus Aspect ratio, Height ratio at K=2 
and =45°,56.31°&63.44°. 

C. Effects of Height ratio 
The isotherms (on the right) and streamlines (on the left) 

with different annulus height ratio X as demonstrated in Fig. 
7. This figure corresponds to the several values Ra = 105, 
Ar=1, K = 2 and  =45°. It's clearly noted from this figure that 
the isotherms move to the hot wall with a ratio of height 
increasing. This informs that increasing of the annulus height 
ratio provoked increasing the heat transfer from the hot wall of 
annulus. The temperature gradient hot wall can also be seen 
from the isothermal continuous decrease as the decrease in the 
ratio of the height. (The fluid flow is clearly visualized in the 
streamlines, The fluid flow is clearly visible in the 
streamlines). The complete cycle formed through the fluid 
circulation directed upward toward the hot wall falls then to 
the cold wall of the annulus. Showing that the fluid flow 
concentrates of the circular cell at the entire annular space of 
small height ratio, but it moves half of the annular space (1 ≤ 
R ≤ 2), the height ratio increases. When the ratio of the height 
increases the orientation of the cell becomes parallel to the 
vertical inner cone.  
 

The Nusselt number variation with aspect ratio X for several 
Rayleigh number. The figure corresponds to Ar = 1, K = 2 and 

=45° are plotted in Fig. 8. As expected, the heat transfer rate 
is greater at the Rayleigh number is greater. It can be inferred 
from the figure that the growth rate effect is higher than the 

line for Ra ≤105 is stronger at higher Rayleigh number values 
and the line corresponding to Ra = 106. The height ratio does 
not influence the heat transfer rate when Ra ≤ 105, because the 
fluid move is very slow, and therefore the conductive regime 
prevails over convection regime, which explains the almost 
constant value the Nusselt number.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig. 7 Streamlines and isotherms for different annulus Height 
ratio at Ra=105, Ar=1 ,K=2 and =45°. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig.8 Nusselt number Variation with annulus Height ratio and 
Rayleigh number at Ar=1 and K=2, =45°. 

VI. CONCLUSION 
In this paper, the numerical study of natural convection in a 

Two-Dimensional vertical conical partially annular space for 
steady-state regime with differentially heated walls has been 
analyzed. The effect of main parameters as Rayleigh number, 

a) X=0 

b) X=0.25 

d) X=0.75 

e) X=1 

c) Ar=2, =63.44° 
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Aspect ratio and Height ratio of annulus. Concise summaries 
of the major results are reported in the following:  
 
1) The heat transfer rate increases with increasing Rayleigh 

number. The heat transfer rate increasing is a function of 
the annulus Aspect ratio.  
 

2) For lower Rayleigh number values we observed a 
dominance of conduction heat transfer. At higher values of 
Rayleigh number was observed that heat transfer rate 
increased and dominated by convection mode.  
 

3) The natural convection regime has been bounded by 
Rayleigh number. When the Rayleigh number is weak, the 
fluid is practically stagnant. But for higher values of 
Rayleigh number the fluid entrained and begins to 
accelerate by the buoyancy-driven force in annulus from 
the base and forms the primary flow in the vertical 
direction to up.  
 

4) It’s finds that the annulus height ratio is one of the more 
important parameters on flow and temperature fields and 
heat transfer. The Nusselt number increase is a function of 
the annulus height ratio.  
 

5) For high value of the annulus height ratio the cell 
orientation becomes parallel to the vertical inner cone i.e. 
the fluid motion is accelerated fully in the 1 R 2 and 
they is almost zero in the other side 0 R 1 at above the 
inner cone. But when height ratio decreases the fluid 
motion is accelerated increasingly in the zone 0 R 1 (the 
circular cell of the fluid motion is concentrated at the all in 
this zone).  
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Abstract--In this work, Fracture Mechanics is used to predict 

crack propagation in the adhesive jointing aluminum and composite 
plates. Three types of loadings and two types of glass-epoxy 
composite sequences: [0/90]2s and [0/45/-45/90]s are considered for 
the composite plate. Therefore 2*3=6 cases are considered and their 
results are compared. The debonding initiation load, complete 
debonding load, crack face profile and load-displacement diagram 
have been compared for the six cases. 
 

Keywords—Adhesive joint, APDL, Debonding, Fracture, LEFM. 

I. INTRODUCTION 
ITH the increase in the number of bonded composite 
aircraft components and in the number of bonded 

repairs made to cracked metallic structures, knowledge of 
adhesive bonding is becoming crucial to aircraft design and 
life extension. Design and analysis of adhesively bonded joints 
has traditionally been performed using a variety of stress-
based approaches [1]. The use of fracture mechanics has 
become increasingly popular for the analysis of metallic 
components but has seen limited use in bonded structure 
joints. Durability and damage tolerance guidelines, already in 
existence for metallic aircraft structures, need to be developed 
for bonded structures, and fracture mechanics provides one 
method for doing so [1]. 

In this work, Fracture Mechanics is used to predict crack 
propagation in the joint between aluminum and composite 
plates. The setup considered in this work is shown in Fig. 1. 
Three types of loadings: ,  and  are 
considered while two types of glass-epoxy composite 
sequences: [0/90]2s and [0/45/-45/90]s have being considered 
for the composite plate. Therefore 2*3=6 cases are considered 
in this study, and their results are compared. Afterwards the 
sequence [0/90]2s is called Sequence 1, and [0/45/-45/90]s is 
called Sequence 2. Half of a typical crack face shape is shown 
in Fig. 2 for the symmetrical problem considered in this work. 
The main parameter in analyzing crack propagation is called 
the stress intensity factor which is shown by ,  and  
for opening, shearing, and out of plane shearing fracture 
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modes. The stress intensity factor is the representative of 
stress intensity around a crack or crack tip or face.  

 

 
Fig. 1 The composite/Aluminum Joint Studied 

 

 
Fig. 2 A typical crack face shape 

 
In this project, crack propagation in the adhesive joining 

composite and aluminum plates is studied. For investigating 
crack propagation in static loading, two criteria are needed: 
initiation criteria and propagation criteria. The crack 
propagates through the middle of the adhesive layer, relatively 
distant from either adhesive-adherent interface, leaving an 
adhesive layer on both adherents[1]. 

In order to find the shape and size of initial crack, a simple 
method is used. After applying the load, initial debonding is 
made at the locations in which the YZ shear stress is higher 
than the adhesive shear yield stress. The crack initiation load 
is the load which (after creating the initial debonding) satisfies 
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in FM73 Joint under Static Loading 
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the propagation criteria on the nodes located on the crack front 
to a small extent. 

The crack propagation criteria used in this study is [2]: 
 

                         (1) 

 
Using  and by considering only the first and the 

second modes of fracture: 
 

                         (2) 

 
In order to calculate and , the following substitutions 

were made to (4) and (8): 
 

(3) 
 

 
X, Y and Z directions are shown in Fig. 1. In this study, the 

adherent chosen for bonding aluminum and composite plates 
is FM 73. The material properties of the FM73 adhesive are 
listed in Table I [1].  

 
TABLE I 

MATERIAL PROPERTIES OF THE FM300 ADHESIVE AND ALUMINIUM 2024 [3] 
Property FM300 Aluminium 2024 
Elasticity Modulus 2.73 GPa 72 GPa 
Yield Stress 50 MPa 280 MPa 
Poisson’s ratio 0.33 0.27 
d (Paris constant) 4.5 - 
b (Paris constant) 1.5*10-15 - 

II. FINITE ELEMENT MODELING 
In this project, a macro program is developed using ANSYS 

Parametric Design Language(APDL) to model debonding 
growth. At each step, the debonding face propagation, which 
is non-uniform, is calculated. Then the elements are 
completely cleared and a new model which consists of the 
updated crack face is created and then meshed. This mesh 
deletion and creation is done at each propagation step in order 
to keep the accuracy of calculations well. The major steps of 
the developed Macro program are as follows:  
(1) Define material properties of the model. 
(2) Define crack initiation load 
(3) Generate the geometry and mesh of the composite and 

aluminum plates and the adhesive. 
(4) Define the loading and constraints. 
(5) Perform the linear elastic solution. 
(6) Predict the initial debonding area using the crack 

initiation criterion.  
(7) Move all the nodes located on crack front 0.2 mm in 

positive Y direction 
(8) Perform the linear elastic solution. 

(9) Calculate the stress intensity factors (  and  at each 
node located on the crack face. 

(10) Move back the nodes which have not satisfied the 
propagation criterion to their previous location (move 
them back 0.2 mm in the negative Y direction) 

(11) If none of the nodes located on the crack front satisfy the 
propagation criterion, increase the applied load 

(12) If the crack has reached its end (it has moved 300 mm) 
stop the solution 

(13) Return to step (8) 
The finite element model of the problem is shown in Fig. 3, 

and is zoomed in at the adhesive interface in Fig. 4. For the 
composite plate 6000 8-noded SOLID46 elements, for the 
aluminum plate 22000 8-noded SOLID45 elements, and for 
the adhesive 8000 SOLID45 elements have been used. For the 
composite plate, the aluminum plate and the adhesive, one, 
four and two elements through the thickness have been used. 
The elements at the two interfaces are glued. In other words, 
the composite and the adhesive share the same nodes at their 
interface. The same is true about the aluminum and the 
adhesive interface. This can be better seen in Fig. 4. Since the 
structure is symmetrical with respect to a plane perpendicular 
to X direction, only half of the model is created. The nodes 
located at the symmetry plane position are not allowed to 
move in X direction. For discretizing the entire model, 
mapped meshing has been used.  

Using a Core2Due 2.26 GHz CPU, each crack propagation 
step took about 2 min. For each load step, about 400 
propagation steps was needed. It must be noted that the crack 
initially moved quickly, but near the end of crack propagation 
at each load step, a long time is taken to move forward and 
backward most of the nodes on the crack face. Considering 4 
to 6 load steps, solving each problem (the 6 cases in this 
project) takes about 40 hours.A more complete information on 
the materials and method can be found in [4] and [5]. 

 

 
Fig. 3 Finite Element model of the Aluminum/Composite Joint 

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

A. Crack Initiation Load 
The load versus crack propagation for λ=0 and for two 

composite sequences is shown in Fig. 5. As it can be seen, the 
crack initiation load for the first and the second sequences are 
232 kN/m and 224 kN/m, respectively. It also can be seen that 
he complete debonding load for the first and the second 
sequences are 656 kN/m and 496 kN/m, respectively. 
Therefore it can be concluded that the crack initiation load is 
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close for the two sequences, but as the crack propagates, the 
load necessary for crack propagation is lower in sequence 2 
than that in sequence 1.  

 

 
Fig. 4 FE model of the Aluminum/Composite Joint (Zoomed in) 
 
The load versus crack propagation for λ=0.5 and λ=1, and 

for two composite sequences are shown in Fig. 6. The 
initiation and the complete debonding load for the two 
composite sequences and for three values of λ are listed in 
Tables II and III. The following conclusion can be made: 
• When λ=0.5 or 1, by increasing the load slightly over the 

crack initiation load, the crack propagates immediately 
about 150 mm (Fig. 6). But on the other hand it can be 
seen from Fig. 5 that when λ=0, by increasing the load 
slightly over the crack initiation load, the crack 
propagates immediately only about 50 mm which is much 
lower than 150 mm. 

• In all values of λ, the initiation and the complete 
debonding load is lower in the cases with composite 
sequence of 2. 

• In both the composite sequences, the initiation and the 
complete debonding load is higher in λ=0.5 than that in 
λ=1. 

 

 
Fig. 5 Load vs. crack propagation for two composite sequences (λ=0) 

 

 
Fig. 6 Load versus crack propagation for four composite sequences 

(λ=0.5 and λ=1) 
 

                                                              TABLE II 
      CRACK INITIATION LOAD FOR THE SIX CASES CONSIDERED 

    
Sequence 1 2.08 kN/m 4.32 kN/m 232 kN/m 
Sequence 2 1.76 kN/m 3.52 kN/m 224 kN/m 

 
                                                  TABLE III 
   COMPLETE DEBONDING LOAD FOR THE SIX CASES CONSIDERED 

    
Sequence 1 3.52 kN/m 7.12 kN/m 656 kN/m 
Sequence 2 3.04 kN/m 6  kN/m 496 kN/m 

B. Crack Face Profile 
The crack face profile in different crack propagations can 

be seen in Fig. 7(a-d) for the two sequences and λ=0 and 1. 
The difference between the debonding propagations of the 
ends and the middle of the debonding front is listed for the six 
cases in Table IV. The oscillations visible in the profiles are 
because of two reasons: 
• First, for better visibility of crack face profiles indifferent 

crack propagations, the crack dimension in Y direction 
(parallel to the direction the crack moves) is scaled 
about10 times in Fig. 7 (a)-(d). Therefore the real 
oscillations in crack profile are exaggerated in plots, 

• Second, since each node is allowed to move forward and 
backward only by 0.2 mm, therefore, the crack face 
profile cannot be completely smooth. By decreasing the 
movement value to smaller values, a smoother crack face 
profile can be obtained. 

It can be seen from Fig. 7 (a)-(d). and Table IV that: 
• For both the sequence types, in cases with λ=0 the ends of 

the crack face propagates forward more than its middle 
part, while in cases with λ=0.5 or λ=1 the middle part of 
the crack face moves forward more than its ends. 

• For all values of λ, the difference between the debonding 
propagations of the ends and the middle of the crack face 
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of cases with composite sequence of 2 is higher than that 
of sequence 1. This can be more recognized when λ=0. 

• For both the sequence types, the difference between the 
debonding propagations of the ends and the middle of the 
crack face of the case with λ=0 is higher than that in the 
corresponding case with λ=0.5 or λ=1. 

• Regardless of the sequence type, when λ=0 the debonding 
face profile can be divided in three regions: (a) at the 
beginning of debonding propagation, the difference 
between the debonding propagations of the ends and the 
middle of the crack face is small, (b) when the maximum 
propagation of the crack face is higher than 50 mm, the 
difference between the debonding propagations of the 
ends and the middle of the crack face gets larger and 
remains almost constant until near the end of propagation, 
and,  (c) when the crack face has reached near the end of 
adhesive film, the difference between the debonding 
propagations of the ends and the middle of the crack face 
gets small again. 

• Regardless of the sequence type, when λ=0.5 or λ=1, the 
difference between the debonding propagations of the 
ends and the middle of the crack face gets larger 
consistently. In other words, the difference between the 
debonding propagations of the ends and the middle of the 
crack face is small at the beginning, then for a large range 
of debonding propagation remains almost constant, and 
finally at the end of propagation gets large. 

• For any value of λ, the difference between the debonding 
propagations of the ends and the middle of the crack face 
is very close in cases λ=0.5 and λ=1. 

 

 
(a) 

 
(b) 

 

 
(c) 

 
(d) 

Fig. 7 Comparison of crack face profile for different crack 
propagations: (a) Sequence 1 and λ=0, (b) Sequence 2 and λ=0, (c) 

Sequence 2 and λ=0, (d) Sequence 2 and λ=1 
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TABLE IV 
 DIFFERENCE BETWEEN THE CRACK PROPAGATION BETWEEN THE ENDS 

AND THE MIDDLE PARTS OF THE CRACK FACE 
    

Sequence 1 10 mm 7.2 mm 5.9 mm 
Sequence 2 26 mm 15 mm 17 mm 

C. Load-Displacement Diagrams 
For plotting the load-displacement diagram, the 

displacement at the end of composite plate is measured. In 
λ=0, the horizontal displacement and in λ=0.5 and 1, the 
vertical displacement is measured. This is also true for λ=0.5, 
because the horizontal displacement of the composite end is 
negligible compared to its vertical displacement. The 
following conclusions can be made: 
• Change in load-displacement slope from the initial 

debonding until the completed bonding in cases with 
λ=0.5 and 1 is more than that incases with λ=0. 

• Regardless of the composite sequence if λ=0, the 
complete debonding happens when the displacement at 
the end of the composite plate reaches 1 cm. 

• Regardless of the composite sequence if λ=0.5 and 1, the 
complete debonding happens when the displacement at 
the end of the composite plate reaches 16 cm. 

The load-displacement diagrams at the complete debonding 
is compared for the two sequences and λ=0.5 and 1 in Fig. 8. 
It is interesting to see that the sequence type does not affect 
the load-displacement slope very much. On the other hand, the 
value of λ has a significant effect on the slope of load-
displacement diagram. 

IV. CONCLUSIONS 
In this work, Fracture Mechanics is used to predict crack 

propagation in the adhesive jointing aluminum and composite 
plates. Three types of loadings: ,  and  are 
considered while two types of glass-epoxy composite 
sequences: [0/90]2s and [0/45/-45/90]s have being considered 
for the composite plate. Therefore, 2*3=6 cases are considered 
in this study, and their results are compared.  It was seen that 
the crack initiation load is close for the two sequences, but as 
the crack propagates, the load necessary for crack propagation 
is lower in sequence [0/45/-45/90]s than that in sequence 
[0/90]2s. About the debonding front profile, it was seen that for 
both the sequence types, in cases with λ=0 the ends of the 
debonding front propagates forward more than its middle, 
while in cases with λ=0.5 or λ=1 the middle part of the 
debonding front moves forward more than its ends. It was also 
seen that regardless of λ, the difference between the 
debonding propagations of the ends and the middle of the 
debonding front is very close in cases λ=0.5 and λ=1. For the 
load-displacement diagram, it was seen that the sequence type 
does not affect the load-displacement slope very much. On the 
other hand, the value of λ has a significant effect on the slope 
of load-displacement diagram. 

 
 

 

 
 

Fig.8 Comparison of load-displacement diagrams near the complete 
debonding for the two sequences and λ=0.5 and 1. 
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Abstract—Detailed characterization of mechanical properties of 

cortical bone is important form engineering as well as medical point 
of view. This requires determination of mechanical properties for 
different anatomic locations of cortical bone using very small size of 
specimens. However, it is a challenging task to perform conventional 
tests on small size specimens of bone material due to various 
constraints. Small punch testing can be used in this direction to 
overcome these constraints. This technique has been employed in the 
present study along with the inverse finite element (FE) method to 
evaluate the elastic modulus of cortical bone at different anatomic 
locations. This way the load-displacement curves obtained from small 
punch testing were matched with the corresponding FE simulated 
curves to determine the elastic modulus of cortical bone at a 
particular anatomic location. This study shows that the predicted 
values of elastic modulus for different anatomic locations of the mid 
diaphysis of bovine tibiae cortical bone range from 20.4 GPa to 26.3 
GPa. These results are almost similar to those obtained in previous 
investigations performed on bone material by using conventional 
tensile testing. Based on the results of the present study, it has been 
suggested that the same technique can be used to evaluate the 
anatomic variation in other mechanical and fracture properties of 
cortical bone.      
 

Keywords—Cortical bone, Elastic modulus, Inverse finite 
element method, Small punch testing.  

I. INTRODUCTION 
ONE is a highly heterogeneous and anisotropic material 
[1]-[11]. The heterogeneity of bone material is 

responsible for variation in its mechanical properties from one 
anatomic location to another. The investigations on the 
anatomic distribution of mechanical properties of bone would 
not only be helpful for the clinical scientists but also for the 
engineers working on bio-inspired materials. Most 
importantly, the evaluation of key mechanical properties of 
bone such as its elastic modulus at different anatomic locations 
is required for the design and development of prosthetic bone 
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implants and whole bone finite element models. 
The anatomic variation in elastic modulus of cortical bone 

can be analyzed by conducting experiments on small optimum 
size specimens. The optimum dimensions of the small size 
specimen should be maintained by keeping continuity of the 
hierarchical level of bone in to consideration.  However, it is a 
challenging task to evaluate the value of strain during 
experimental deformation of small size specimens. Further the 
irregularity in specimen shapes, incorporation of defects 
during sample preparation and difficulty of comparison of 
results are the other constraints [12]-[17]. These constraints 
may be overcome by incorporating small punch technique in 
bone material testing. Previously, many researchers have 
applied this technique to determine the mechanical and 
fracture behavior of various engineering materials. Recently, 
this technique has been employed by Sharma et al. [18]-[19] to 
investigate the deformational behavior of bone material. 

The present study is focused on the application of small 
punch testing technique to evaluate the anatomic variation in 
load-displacement behavior of cortical bone. An inverse finite 
element technique is further applied to compute the values of 
elastic modulus from the experimental load-displacement 
curves obtained for different anatomic locations. This has been 
achieved by matching the initial slope of the load – 
displacement curve obtained from experimental setup with the 
corresponding finite element simulated load-displacement 
curve.     

II. MATERIALS AND METHOD 
The present study has been conducted in tibiae bone 

obtained from young bovine of age between 24 to 36 months. 
The bones were obtained under institutional permission from 
the farm raised just after animal’s natural death. In all, twenty 
small specimens were prepared from different anatomic 
locations (Anterior, Medial, Posterior and Lateral) of the 
middle diaphysis. These specimens were prepared with square 
dimension (10 mm x 10 mm) having 1.5 mm thickness as 
shown in Fig. 1. All these specimens were preserved in a 
solution of 50% ethanol and 50% saline at all time until 
testing.  

The small punch test was conducted on MTS 858 Table Top 
Machine with very small strain rate of 0.5 mm/min. The small 
bone specimen fixed inside the specimen die is shown in Fig. 2 

Determination of elastic modulus of cortical 
bone using small punch testing and inverse 

finite element method 
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(a), whereas, complete fixture for small punch testing is shown 
in Fig. 2 (b). The installation of small punch test fixture on 
MTS machine is shown in Fig. 3. The displacement during 
small punch testing was measured with the help of clip gauge 
and the loading was applied using hemispherical headed punch 
of tip diameter 2.309 mm.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 1 (a) Small specimen prepared from cortical bone and (b) 

dimensions of the square cross-section small specimen   
 
A three dimensional finite element (FE) model is used for 

simulating small punch testing with a square shape small (fixed 
plate) specimen under quasi-static loading applied by a 
hemispherical headed rigid punch.  
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 2 (a) Small bone specimen fixed inside the specimen die and 

(b) complete fixture for small punch testing 
 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 3 Installation of small punch test fixture on MTS Table Top 

machine 

The dimensions of the small specimen are decided on the 
basis of the inner borehole cross-section of the specimen 
holder. The FE model is discretized with 8 nodded hexahedral 
elements (C3D8R) as shown in Fig. 4. The hemispherical 
headed punch of tip diameter 2.309 mm is modeled as 
analytically rigid. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 4 Discretized (C3D8R) FE model of small specimen 
 
All the nodes along the four edges of the small square shape 

specimen are fixed by boundary condition option ENCASTER 
(rigidly constrained). The top surface of square specimen is 
defined as SLAVE surface, whereas, hemispherical headed tip 
of rigid punch is defined as MASTER surface. A closed 
surface interaction of SLAVE and MASTER surface is 
developed by contact algorithm of ABAQUS. A tie interface is 
used to account for the contact between the punch head and 
specimen. The quasi-static loading is applied using amplitude 
option and small incremental steps are used at the reference 
node of hemispherical headed punch. The three dimensional 
FE model of small punch test is shown in Fig. 5. 

 

 
 
Fig. 5 Three dimensional FE model of small punch test 
 
The FE analysis is carried out using inverse finite element 

process which is an iterative process. During this process the 
time history of output variable is defined and using this the 
time history of corresponding input variable is determined.  As 

(a) (b) 

(a) (b) 
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per our previous study, the load-displacement curve obtained 
from FE model was found to be closer to the experimental 
curve while considering bone as an isotropic material [19]. 
Therefore, in this study bone material is considered as an 
isotropic material. 

The initial slope of the experimental load-displacement 
curve obtained from the small punch testing is matched with 
the slope of corresponding FE simulated load-displacement 
curve to obtain the elastic modulus of cortical bone at different 
anatomic locations. The FE load-displacement curve is 
generated in iterative manner by increasing or decreasing the 
value of elastic modulus such that curve matches with the 
corresponding experimental load-displacement curve. After 
final iteration when both the curve matches, prescribed input 
value of the elastic modulus should be equal to the elastic 
modulus of the bone material for the corresponding anatomic 
location. During this analysis the values of Poisson’s ratio are 
defined from our previous study [8].   

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
The values of maximum load (Pmax) and displacement 

corresponding to the maximum load (δ) are determined from 
various load-displacement curves. These values are listed in 
Table 1 for different anatomic locations of the cortical bone. 
The small cortical bone specimens after conducting small 
punch testing are shown in Fig. 6. The experimental load-
displacement curves for different anatomic locations of 
cortical bone are shown in Fig. 7. The values of elastic moduli 
obtained for different anatomic locations of cortical bone using 
inverse FE method are reported in Table 2 and the variation in 
elastic moduli across the cross-section of the cortical bone is 
shown in Fig. 8. 

 
Table 1 

Experimental values of maximum load and corresponding 
displacements for different anatomic locations of cortical bone 

 

Anatomic 
location 

Maximum load, Pmax (N) 
n = 5 

Corresponding 
displacement, δ (mm) 

n = 5 
Anterior 582.7 ± 42.4 0.42 ± 0.052 
Medial 551.6 ± 18.1 0.34 ± 0.056  

Posterior 662.7 ± 24.0 0.37 ± 0.057 
Lateral 639.6 ± 25.2 0.39 ± 0.062 

ANNOVA p ˂ 0.05  p > 0.05 
The values listed are the average of five values. Standard deviation is also 
given. 
 

Table 2 
Computed values of elastic modulus for different anatomic locations 

of cortical bone 
 

Anatomic 
location 

Computed elastic modulus 
E (GPa) 

Anterior 21.4 
Medial 26.3 

Posterior 20.4 
Lateral 24.3  

 

 
 
Fig. 6 (a) Small punch specimen placed inside the fixture just after 
testing (b) deformed specimen when upper die is removed   

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 7 Load-displacement curves for different anatomic locations 

of cortical bone 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 8 Anatomic variation in elastic moduli along the cross-section 

of the cortical bone (A = Anterior, M = Medial, P = Posterior and L = 
Lateral) 

 
The values of maximum load obtained for different 

anatomic locations of bone diaphysis indicate that one or more 
means of these values are statistically different. The 
experimental results reported in Table 1 show that the value 
maximum load at posterior location is highest as compared to 
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the other locations, whereas, displacement corresponding to 
the maximum load is highest at anterior location. As per the t-
test analysis, the values of maximum load for posterior and 
lateral locations are not found to be significantly different, 
similarly, the later values for anterior and medial locations are 
not found to be statistically different. However, maximum load 
for posterior location is found to be significantly greater (p ˂ 
0.005) than that for anterior and medial locations. The 
ANNOVA result shows that the mean values of displacement 
corresponding to the maximum load are not statistically 
different along the cross-section of the bone diaphysis.  

The values of elastic modulus determined using inverse FE 
analysis are reported in Table 2. As per these results, the 
elastic modulus is found to be highest for the medial and 
lowest for the posterior location. These predicted values of 
elastic moduli range from 20.4 GPa to 26.3 GPa. It is 
interesting to note that almost similar range of elastic moduli 
have been reported for the bovine cortical bone in earlier 
investigations [6], [8], [20], [21]. This shows that the realistic 
values of elastic modulus can be predicted for different 
locations of bone diaphysis using small punch testing and 
inverse FE approach. The same approach can be further 
applied to evaluate the locational variation in other mechanical 
and fracture properties such as yield strength, shear modulus 
and fracture toughness.         

IV. CONCLUSION 
The values of elastic modulus were evaluated for different 

anatomic locations of the cortical bone using small punch 
testing and inverse FE approach. The small punch testing was 
conducted on square cross-section small specimens of cortical 
bone having 1.5 mm thickness. These specimens were 
obtained from four different anatomic locations of the middle 
diaphysis. The results of small punch testing were obtained in 
terms of load-displacement curves for different anatomic 
locations. The values of maximum load were found to be 
significantly greater for posterior and lateral anatomic 
locations as compared to the anterior and medial locations. An 
inverse FE technique has been further applied to determine the 
values of elastic modulus for different corresponding anatomic 
locations. The values of elastic modulus so obtained were 
found to be consistent with the corresponding values obtained 
in other previous reports. Based on the predicted results for 
elastic modulus, this study suggest that small punch testing and 
inverse FE technique can be applied together to predict the 
locational variation in other important mechanical and fracture 
properties of cortical bone. 
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Abstract- Air is a cheap and safe fluid, widely used in electronic, aerospace and air conditioning 
applications. Because of its poor heat transfer properties, it always flows through extended surfaces, 
such as finned surfaces, to enhance the convective heat transfer. In this paper, experimental results 
are reviewed and numerical studies during air forced convection through extended surfaces are 
presented. The thermal and hydraulic behaviors of a reference trapezoidal finned surface, 
experimentally evaluated by present authors in an open-circuit wind tunnel, has been compared with 
numerical simulations 
 
Keywords - Heat Exchanger, Fins, Radiation, Free and Forced convection. 
 
I   INTRODUCTION 
Heat exchangers are commonly used in many 
fields of industry, which are composed of finned 
surfaces for dissipation of heat by convection 
and radiation. The calculation of heat transfer of 
a cooling fin in heat exchanger system is the 
good practical application of heat transfer. Such 
fins are used to increase the cooling area of 
system available for heat transfer between metal 
walls and conducting fluid such as gases and 
liquids. In a chemical process, the reactor at hot 
temperature is cooled using cooling fins. The 
coolant is the surrounding air. Heat transfer in 
heat exchanger is dominated by convection from 
the surfaces, although the conduction within the 
fin may also influence on the performance. A 
convenient method to treat convection cooling is 
to use heat transfer coefficients, h. The present 
work is aimed to identify by an experimental 
study of the effect of inlet flow angle, and free-
stream turbulence level on heat transfer rate to a 
row of fins arranged horizontally 
Q. Zhang1, L. et al. [1] indicated that the inlet 
boundary layer thickness has little impact on the 
heat transfer over the tip surface as well as the 
pressure side near-tip surface. However, 
noticeable changes in heat transfer are observed 
for the suction side near-tip surface. Similar to 
the inlet turbulence effect, such changes can be 
attributed to the interaction between the passage 
vortex and the OTL flow. 
H. P. Hodson  [2] concluded that the 
aerodynamic efficiency of an axial-flow turbine 

is significantly less than that predicted by 
measurements made on equivalent cascades 
which operate with steady inflow. The turbine 
rotor midspan profile loss was approximately 50 
percent higher than that of the rectilinear 
cascade. The 50 percent increase in loss is due to 
the time-dependent transitional nature of the 
boundary layers. 
G. J. Walker [3] decided that the computed 
performance values show an almost unique 
relation between the blade losses and the suction 
surface diffusion ratio. However the correlation 
of losses with the equivalent diffusion ratio is 
found to break down at high values of the latter 
parameter. 
Sunita Kruger and Leon Pretorius [4] indicated 
that the presence of baffles influenced the heat 
transfer from the hot wall considerably, and it 
was concluded that a partitioned enclosure 
containing conducting partitions can be used to 
represent an enclosed greenhouse containing 
raised benches with single/multiple racks. 
Syeda Humaira Tmasni et al. [5] demonstrated 
that the attached horizontal obstruction adds 
some thermal insulation effect. This finding is 
important in double wall space filled with 
fiberglass insulation in contemporary buildings, 
where the side wall is reinforced on the inside 
with structural members. 
Gongnan Xie et al. [7] decided that a double-
layer micro channel cannot only reduce the 
pressure drop effectively but also exhibits better 
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thermal characteristics. Due to the negative heat 
flux effect, the parallel-flow layout is found to 
be better for heat dissipation when the flow rate 
is limited to a low value while the counter-flow 
layout is better when a high flow rate can be 
provided.  
A J Neely1 et al. [8] investigated that the correct 
selection of fin geometry can result in a 
significant increase in overall convective cooling 
performance.  
Parinya Pongsoi et al. [9] showed that  the 
convective heat transfer coefficient (ho) for a fin 
pitch of 2.4 mm is relatively low compared with 
that of other fin pitches with the same air frontal 
velocity. Using larger fin pitches (i.e., 4.2, 6.2, 
and 6.5 mm) resulted in negligible differences in 
the pressure drop.  
Parinya Pongsoi et al. [10] decided that no 
significant effect for either number of tube rows 
or fin materials on the heat transfer performance 
is found at high Reynolds number. 
V. Dharma Rao et al. [11] demonstrated that the 
highest heat transfer rates are obtained from a fin 
array when the base is vertical and the fins 
attached to it are vertical width-wise. 
 
II  Experimental Apparatus and Procedure 
A system is catalytic reactor with heat 
exchanging fins (Fig.1), which has a square base 
(30 Cm×30 Cm). This base contains fourteen 
square fins.  Each fin (30 ×2.2×0.6) Cm3 (length 
×height ×width) respectively. The space 
between each two fins is 1.0 Cm. A natural air of 
a different velocities (0, 0.35, 0.7, 1.2, 2.0, and 
3.0 m/s) passes across and a longitudinal the 
fins. Also, the air passes at an angles 0˚, 45˚, and 
90˚. The temperature of inlet end rises rapidly, 
and then gradually decreases. During operation, 
the temperature inside the fin is maintained. The 
heat is conducted within the fins and then 
transferred to the surrounding air. There is a 
thermal load system as a galvanized tank with a 
dimensions of (0.3 ×0.3×0.2) m3 (length ×width 
×height) respectively as shown in Fig.2. There is 
a thermal resistance located inside the tank. The 
thermal resistance has an electric power 400 
watt. The tank is filled with water before 
experiments through a hole located at a distance 
0.15 m from the beginning near the upper tank 
surface. The water temperature was maintained 
at temperature 40˚C. As the air is heated, 

buoyancy effects cause heat to transport upward 
by heated air which rises (free convection) or 
heat sweep to right by forced stream of air 
(forced convection ).  
 
III  Measuring Technique 
There are a five thermocouple joints a 
longitudinal  the fin at a distance (5, 10, 15, 20, 
25 Cm) from the fin end. These joints supplied 
with a thermocouple of type k. The 
thermocouple terminals connected with a data 
logger which calculate the five local temperature 
values immediately, Fig.2. The total measured 
points each experiment are seventy local points. 
In this paper we study the centerline measured 
temperature value (at 15 cm). 
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IV  Results and Discussion 

IV. 1 Effect of Fin angle on Heat Transfer 
Rate:  
Fig. (3) shows the relation between the 
temperature C˚ and the time at variable air 
velocities (at the range  of (0 to 3m/s) at the  
flow air angle = 45˚. It is obvious from Figures 
(3), (4) and (5) that the flow angle affect on the 
fan heat transfer. It is noted from Fig. 3 that for 
flow angle = 45˚, the temperature range from (68 
C˚ to 95 C˚) nearly. It is decided also that as the 
air velocity increased, as the fins temperature 
decreased. This as a result of, as the air velocity 
increased,  the heat transfer rate increased, so, 
the fin temperature decreased. 
  Also, it is noted from Fig. 4 that for flow angle 
=90˚, the fins temperature at the range of (75 C˚ 
to 93 C˚)  is slightly high as compared with flow 
angle = 45˚. It is noted also  from Fig. 5, that for 
flow angle =0˚, the fins temperature at the range 
of (52 C˚ to 90 C˚)  is slightly low as compared 
with flow angle = 45˚. This decided that as the 
flow angle increased, as the fin temperatures 
range  decreased.   
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Fig. (5) 

Also, notified from Figures (3), (4) and (5) that 
as flow velocity increased, as fin temperature 
decreased. This is as a result of  increasing heat 
transfer rate. 
 

IV. 2  Effect of Air Velocities on Heat 

Transfer Rate:  

From Figures (6) to (11). It is noted from Fig. 6 
that the temperature range from (90 ˚C to 95 ˚C), 
but from Fig. (7), the temperature range from 
(75 ˚C to 90 ˚C). Also, it is evident from Fig. 8 
that the temperature range from (70 ˚C to 92 ˚C). 
This decided that as the air velocity increased, as 
the fins temperature decreased. This is because 
the heat transfer rate increased. Also, noted that 
as the flow angle increased, as the fin 
temperature decreased.   
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                                  Fig. (9) 

It is evident from Fig. (9) that the temperature 
range nearly (67˚C to 85 ˚C), but from Fig. (10), 
the temperature range from (63 ˚C to 75 ˚C). 
Also, it is evident from Fig. (11) that the 
temperature range from (57 ˚C to 78 ˚C). This 
decided that as the air velocity increased, as the 
fins temperature decreased. This is because the 
heat transfer rate increased. Also, noted that as 
the flow angle increased, as the fin temperature 
decreased.   
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Fig. (10) 
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Fig. (11) 

IV.3 Effect of Air Velocities on Heat Transfer 
Rate:  
It is decided from Figures (12) to (14) that both 
the flow angle and flow speed affect strongly on 
fins heat transfer rate. Also, noted that both the 
flow angle = 45˚ , and flow velocity = 3 m/s are 
the best. Because they reduced the fin 
temperature approximately 30%.   
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Fig. (12) 
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Fig. (13) 
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Fig. (14) 

IIV. CONCLUSION 

1-The radiation heat transfer in forced 
convection cooled finned surfaces is usually 
disregarded for two reasons. First, forced 
convection heat transfer is usually much larger 
than that due to radiation, and the consideration 
of radiation causes no significant change in the 
results. Second, the heat exchanger fin 
convection cooled systems are mounted so close 
to each other that a component is almost entirely 
surrounded by other components at about the 
same high temperature. As air velocity 
increased, as the fins temperature decreased. 
This is because the heat transfer rate increased. 
Also, noted that as the flow angle increased, as 
the fin temperature decreased.   
2- The radiation effect is most significant when 
free convection cooled finned surfaces due to 
convection heat transfer coefficient is small 
(thus free convection cooling is limited). Also, 
as the flow angle increased, as the fin 
temperatures range  increased also. 
3.  The flow angle and flow speed affect strongly 
on heat transfer fin rate. 
4. Both the flow angle = 45˚ , and flow velocity 
= 3 m/s are the best. Because they reduced the 
fin temperature approximately 30%.    
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